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PREFACE
The writing of this thesis was undertaken for the purpose
of finding out what the Federal Gov eminent was attempting to do
and what it really was doing for urban real estate.
We knev/ that real estate in general was in a difficult po-
sition. As a result of this, mortgage bonds and other real es-
tate securities lost much of their value because the tangible
property was not earning siofficient revenue. Home owners be-
gan to lose their homes through foreclosure and the mortgage
companies, banks, and other financial institutions went into
the real estate business. Properties continued to lose money
and financial institutions continued to pile up their frozen
assets
•
Then the Government stepped into the picture and began to
give its assistance.
In covering each of the Federal Agencies created, I have
attempted to show how they were functioning. To do this I have
analyzed in brief their set-up and then covered as thoroughly
as possible, from available facts, the actual operations.
To accomplish the purpose for which this work was under-
taken, I am highly indebted to the following for the valuable
assistance which they rendered me:
George H, Patterson, Mortgage Bankers Association of Amer-
ica,
Pearl Janet Davies, National Association of Real Estate
Boards
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Charles A, Peterson, Conveyancers Title Insurance and
Mortgage Company,
Sidney S. Dean, Conveyancers Title Insurance and Mortgage
Company
•
Edward W, Wise, Home Owners* Loan Corporation, Boston,
Ralph Jones, Reconstruction Finance Corporation, Boston.
Norman W, Baxter, Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
Washington,
Paul A, Best, Federal Housing Administration, Washington,
A, R, Clas, Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works,
Dr, Spurgeon Bell, Home Owners* Loan Corporation,
Washington,
Celeste W, Page, Home Owners* Loan Corporation, Washington,
Professor William G. Sutcliffe, Boston University, College
of Business Administration,
Frederick G, Kueffner
Boston, Massachusetts
April 15, 1935

CHAPTER I
CONDITION PRIOR TO 1929
The huge ’Recovery Program’ which Is now being under-
taken by the Federal Government is in part an effort to help
the thousands of individual property owners and other insti-
tutions which are in distress. The property purchased at
high prices during the period of prosperity has, due to the
continuance of the depression, lost a considerable amount of
its valuation and earning power. Residential three-family
houses purchased for |16,000 would bring today no more than
$10,000 or perhaps less. In the city of Boston such houses
are today assessed for about $7,500, However, notwithstand-
ing this tremendous loss of capital, taxes have continued to
go up, interest charges remain fixed, and rents are still at
a low level. Is it no wonder that property owners are con-
tinually losing their homes? But to have this critical sit-
uation in our midst there must be a reason.
In his recent book Henry A, Wallace, Secretary of Agri-
culture says, "The mistakes we made after the war, the way
we handled our foreign trade, ovir credit system, our farm
production would not have let us in for half the misery if
these had not been reared upon the mistakes of the colossal
speculative boom. Millions of us were swept out of our nor-
mal pursuits to follow the exhilerating dance of the stock
market or the REAL ESTATE MARKET.” Commenting further upon
the industrial booms of 1919 - 1923 and the increase in the

2wealth of individuals, Mr, Wallace goes on to say, *’Under
these stimulating circumstances dcanestic corporations found it
easy to sell new securities to the unwary, Building activ-
ity was lifted to a dizzy level, "By the fall of 1922 the
building boom got under full swing, and for an unbroken period
of foxir years a wave of ever-increasing volinne and costs swept
on, reaching the high crest of production and costs in the fall
of 1926, then leveling out for 1927 and part of 1928, and be-
ginning to decline during 1928 as the saturation point of new
space became more or loss evident throughout the United States,
Bsink Loans
This large scale building necessitated loans greater than
usual, "The period fi*om the beginning of the war until 1929
was one of notable expansion in the volume of bank credit, in-
terrupted markedly only once - by the depression of 1921. —
Beginning with the recovery of business from 1921 depression,
the Increase in bank loans and investments continued steadily
onward and was not halted, except for brief and slight rever-
sals in trend, until after 1929."^
Prom 1921 to 1929 Federal Reserve Banks increased their
loans on urban real estate from $875,000,000 to $2,760,000,000,^
1, "New Frontiers", pp, 130 - 131 - 134
2, Louis K, Boysen, ^The Future of Real Estate Financing"
Investment Banking, Vol. No, 3 (June 1931) p. 7
3, Report of the Presldent*s Research Committee on Social
Trends, Recent Social Trends in the United States p. 257
4, Ibid,, p, 254
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3"The extent of the growth of hank credit on urban real estate
is not adequately in the available data. There is reason to
believe, indeed, that a considerable and increasing proportion
of the commercial loans made by banks in this period were di-
rectly or indirectly loans on real estate. The tremendous ur-
ban and suburban development, begun and completed in this decade
and continued rise in the assessed valuation of real property,
coupled with the Isirge real estate holdings of banks disclosed
since the beginning of the depression, afford convincing evi-
dence of the magnitude of speculative enterprise in real estate
and of the important role which bank credit played in its un-
folding. "5
The time was being rapidly approached when something must
be done to relieve the situation. This is reflected in the
following excerpt, ’’During the severe depression in business
which began in 1929, the condition of the banking system re-
flected the result of the sharp decline in the volume of busi-
ness and the stupendous fall in the prices of commodities,
securities, and Real Estate, Because of the character of bank
expansion in the years prior to the depression, liquidation
pursued a varied course. The peculiar character of the
real estate market, likewise, renders the liquidation of real
estate loans a slov/ and painful process. Property thrown on
the market in large amounts cannot bo easily absorbed and
causes the demoralization of prices. The real estate loans
5, Report of the President’s Research Committee on Social Trends,
op, clt, pp. 255-256
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4of banks, therefore showed no decline between 1929 and 1931,
but it is probable that they have dropped in the past year
(1932) and that much of the real estate previously held as
collateral by the banks now rests in their investment port-
folios.”^
Financial Condition of Skyscraper Buildings
What was true of residential real estate was also true
of the taller buildings. Here there was in addition a rival-
ry as to who would have the tallest building. This fact is
evident in the following excerpt. ’’Ready credit and the piir-
sult of millions led to the crazy competition in taller and
taller skyscrapers .”*7 In 1929 a census of skyscrapers, by
size of cities was taken* The findings are shown in the fol-
lowing table «Q
Size of cities Number of
cities
Number of
buildings
10 to 20
stories
Number of
buildings
21 stories
or more
1,000,000
and over 5 3,009 295
500,000
to 1,000,000 8 399 40
250,000
to 500,000 24 495 29
100,000
to 250,000 25 303 12
Under
100,000 12 80 1
Total 74 4,286 377
Table I
6. Report of the President*s Research Committee on Social Trends,
op, cit, p. 257
7. H, A, Wallace, op, cit. p. 131
8. Report of the President’s Research Committee on Social Trends,
op, cit. 478
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5The sponsors of these large buildings undoubtedly be-
lieved that there was a need for this type of building, espe-
cially in the larger cities where the valuation of the land was
tremendous. It was felt that this kind of building would justi-
fy the outlay for the land on account of the additional revenue
to be received. That their plans did not materialize can be
seen from the follov/lng notation. "Stewart Browne, President
of the United Real Estate Ovmers* Association, is quoted in
the New York Times, M&rch 20, 1932, as predicting, "that dur-
ing the present year (1932) all skyscraper buildings built
during the past four years, except those owned by large finan-
cial institutions, will be foreclosed unless such buildings are
already foreclosed, "9
Mortgage Bonds
That the real estate market was in a demoralized condition
can be ascertained from many different angles. One of the most
important ones is the condition of its bonds and other types of
securities. The securities might cover Individual pieces of
property or gj'oups of it. The latter type being classified as
a "Parti-Mortgage Receipt" or "Series Certificate".
Mortgage bonds came into default either as a result of gen-
eral business when its property is operated at a loss for a
period of time or when there is an act of willfulness on the
part of the issuing house, "What has been said about Real Es-
tate Mortgage Bonds in this publication (The Mortgage Bond
Racket) is not intended to include the bonds issued by houses
9. Report of the President*s Research Committee on Social Trends,
op. cit, p. 478

6of upstanding integrity nor those sponsored by a few of the
financially powerful and responsible Title and Guarantee com-
panies, particularly their GUi\RANTEED Real Estate Mortgage
Bonds which will continue to be sold and to command confidence
and respect*
”The best authorities estimate that the sales of Real Estate
Mortgage Bonds within the last decade to have amounted to
$10,000,000,000. Billions of dollars have already been lost
in foreclosures, defaults, in shrinking values.
”ln the early days of the 1919 - 1929 era of colossal real
estate undertakings in the United States when financial ma-
rauders became cognizant of the ridiculous ease of raising
money from the public for financing any kind of "realty pro-
ject", it was a notorious fact that they referred to their
pillaglngs as "masterpieces of financing" .10
In many instances defaults were concealed by making pay-
ments from a common fund. This fund was made up of the earn-
ings from various pieces of property regardless of the fact
that the property covered different bond issues.
1©. Ernest Allan Barbeau, The Mortgage Racket, pp. 9-16-53
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7The following tableUglves us some idea of the defaults of
some companies in the middle of 1926.
No, of Par, Amt, >
issues issues in
in defaul t defaul
t
of Amount
of
Default
S, W. Straus & Co* 40 54,325,000 3,943,700
American Bond & Mort, Co, 20 15,122,500 1,113,009
Greenbaum & Sons 33 12,602,500 525,122
F, H, Smith & Co, 4 2,835,000 636,407
George H, Forman & Co
. 7 11,455,000 66,714
Adair Realty & Trust Co* 5 4,294,500 87,830
Fiter - Cleveland & Co. 2 143,000 8,006
Davenport 5c Rick 10 565,000 51,381
Col
.
B
.
5c M
.
Co * 3 152,500 4,537
Totals 120 91,495,300 6,436,856
Table II
The Investment Bankers* Association of America is an in-
stitution which is vitally Interested in all phases of finance
Therefore, it is a natural tendency to view with deep consider
ation the happenings in the rsal estate market.
11. Ernest Allan Barbeau, op. cit, p. 67
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8’’There was little real estate financing by the members of
the Investment Banking Association of America prior to 1919,
Beginning that year and until the stock market crash, many of
our members became active in originating or participating in
real estate bond issues. These years represent our real es-
tate boom and it has been estimated that during that period
$8,000,000,000 to $10,000,000,000 in real estate bonds were
issued, The exact amount outstanding is difficult to as-
certain due to the large amount of small issues of which no
record has been kept. The Federal Reserve Board at Washington
estimates that there may be a present maximum volume outstand-
ing of $6,000,000,000, ---- It is the liquidation of this vol-
ume of real estate bonds which presents one of the major pro-
bleras confronting our real estate,
’’Due to the decline in urban real estate values it is
estimated that approximately 60 per cent of the outstanding
real estate bond Issues are more or less in distress. The
stability of a real estate bond issue is based upon the abil-
ity of the mortgagor to pay which in most cases means the
ability of the property to earn. In many cases there has been
a decline in the net income of improved real estate. Rents
have decreased on an average of about 30 per cent since the
high of 1924, Increased taxation in some of our cities has
materially added to the fixed charges, further reducing the
not income.
”We cite this situation briefly so that we may realize

9that the deflation in real estate bonds came about through
causes over which none of us had control nor could to any
considerable extent foresee. V/e are confronted with the seri-
ous situation that many real estate bond issues, even those
conservatively made, have reached a stage where the real es-
tate depression and reduced Income brought them in danger.
Most of these bond issues were made with a safety cushion of
from 40 to 50 per cent in excess of the amount borrowed and
were further protected by serial reduction. It is our belief
that, in such cases, if the bondholders will have patience to
hold their investment through reorganization, and if the in-
vestment houses will take over the burden of liquidating these
items, no serious loss will occur.
“We hesitate to arrive at any formula or set of rules
governing the present situation in defaulted real estate bonds, ”12
The report then goes on to analyze in detail the situation
from five different standpoints, viz; the bondholders, the in-
vestment house, the bondholders* committee, the owner, and the
real estate itself.
It is of particular Interest to note with reference to the
bondholder the practice of repurchasing their real estate se-
curities which was followed by many of the investment houses
to maintain a liquid market for their securities, ”Thls prac-
tice grew out of the high reputation real estate mortgages had
12, Louis K, Boysen, ’’Report of Real Estate Securities Commit-
tee,” Investment Banking, Vol, No. 1 (November 25, 1931) p.26

10
always carried and the belief of the investment houses and
banks that it was a good policy to preserve confidence of in-
vestors in the real estate issues offered by their institutions.
This became a general habit and the principal cause of failure
of many institutions whose assets became more or less frozen
with this repurchased, unsaleable securities. Advancements
by the house of issue gradually ceased when the continues de-
cline in real estate value made it evident that even a number
of the best mortgage and real estate bond Issues were in dan-
ger, ”13
The Investment Bankers* Association was well aware of the
condition and called it ”one of the blackest spots in our pre-
sent financial outlook,” It discloses the fact that in the
”City of Chicago #400,000,000 in real estate bonds are in ac-
tual foreclosure and similar conditions exist in most of our
larger cities ,”14
To shoY/ what the final answer might be in respect to the
#10,000,000,000 of outstanding real estate bonds the following
classifications were establishedilS
Class !• Loans less than 75 per cent of present revaluation
in good standing with good record #2,000,000,000
Class 2, Loans that have had no evidence of trouble but are
over 75 per cent of present value of security and
appear to be able to work out without foreclosure
or loss #2,000,000,000
13, Louis K. Boyson, op, cit. p, 27
14, Louis K, Boysen, ”The Future of* Real Estate Financing”,
Investment Banking, Vol, 1, Nc^ 3, (June 1931) P. 9
15, Louis K, Boysen, loc, cit.

Class 5*
11
Loans generally in excess of 75 per cent of present
value of security where foreclosure or small loss
is probable 12,500,000,000
Class 4. Items which when originally made were 80 per cent to
100 per cent loans. Such loans are now 125 per cent
to 150 per cent items with losses from 25 per cent to
60 per cent when foreclosure and sale are completed.
$3,000,000,000
Class 5. In this group are the gross errors of judgment. In-
completed, ill conceived, and misplaced buildings,
including many leaseholds and second mortgage bond
Issues, Losses in this class will run from 60 per
cent to 100 per cent and items should often be en-
tirely abandoned
Total
Taking the above minimum estimate of loss In each classifi-
cation the total loss would amount to $1,300,000,000,
One would think that with the above probable loss any
kind of assistance would be most welcome, Yet,’*on January
18, 1932 your committee (Investment Bankers* Association of
America) filed with President Roper a report on House Bill
No, 5090 known as the Federal Home Loan Discount Bank Bill,
in which we expressed the opinion that there v/as no necessity
for the Government to embark on an elaborate home financing
program when there is ordinarily plenty of money available
for conservative real estate loans on homes or other proper-
ties, and that the Government should confine its permanent
operations of a banking nature to the operations of the Fed-
eral Reserve System, We do not believe that the obligations
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12
of the proposed Home Loan Bank would enjoy a better or more
ready market than those of the Federal land banks, nor that
the venture of the Government into the -urban mortgage field
would be any more successful than its venture in the farm
loan field.
Evidently this committee expected that sooner or later
the Government would step into the picture of the real estate
market if conditions did not improve, "in September 1929
the Chief Executive (President Hoover) of the nation called
upon the members of this committee (President's Research
Committee on Social Trends) to examine and report upon recent
social trends in the United States with a viev/ to providing
such a review as might supply a basis for the formulation of
large national policies looking to the next phase in the
nation’s development,"!^
President’s Research Committee’s Findings on Housing
The following excerpt is taken from the President’s
Committee’s Findings on Housing and the Household, "Society
is trying to strengthen the home and the family by many aids.
Although the percentage of home ownership has been in-
creasing slightly in the country as a whole, the mobility of
the population encourages renting rather than home owning,-
The problem is how to secure reduction of construction costs,
greater use of economic organization, science and invention.
To meet the need of better housing at lower costs Improved
17, Report of the President’s Research Committee on Social Trends,
"Recent Social Trends in the United States", p.XI

13
methods of financing by private organizations are being tried
for families of the lower Income group, — The question of
government aid in one form or another will probably arise in
view of the social utility of good homes, ”18
Since the Report of the President’s Committee on Social
Trends was first published in January 1933 it seems quite
logical to assume that it had a direct bearing on the Govern-
ment's initial step to help finance agriculture, commerce,
and industry through loans to banks and other financial in-
stitutions, This then brings us to the main purpose of this
thesis which is to make a study of the various Federal mea-
sures which were enacted, either in whole or part, to help
finance real estate.
18, President's Research Committee on Social Trends, op, cit
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CHAPTER II
FEDERAL MEASURES
Reconstruction Finance Corporation
The first Federal measure which gave assistance of any
kind to real estate was the Reconstruction Finance Corporation
"organized on February 2, 1932 pursant to the provisions of
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation Act which provides that
it shall have succession for a period of ten years from Janu-
ary 22, 1932, unless sooner dissolved by an act of Congress,"!
Also "in the event its directors may not have completed its
liquidation within ten years, the duty would be transferred
to Secretary of the Treasury. The not proceeds of liquidation
are to bo turned into the Treasury of the United States."^
Purposes
The purposes of the Corporation as cited in the original
act are as follows: "To aid financing agriculture, commerce
and industry. Including facilitating the exportation of agri-
culture and other products, the Corporation is empowered to
make loans, when fully and adequately secured, to any banks,
savings bank, trust company, building and loan association.
Insurance company, mortgage loan company, credit union, feder-
al l£Lnd banlc, joint stock land bank The full details
with reference to loans can be found in Section 5 of the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation Act. Since its enactment
1. "Reconstruction Finance Corporation, Its Pov/ers suid Func-
tions", Circular No. 4 (Revised) Gov*t Printing Office
(October 1934) p, 1
2. "Reconstruction Finance Corporation", Finance Department
Chamber of Commerce of the United States (January 27,1932)
p. 3
3. Ibid., p. 3
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various sections have been amended. The text of the present
Corporation is contained in a pamphlet entitled "Reconstruction
Finance Corporation Act, as amended, and other Laws and Docu-
ments pertaining to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation”,
revised and issued July 1934.
On October 24, 1934 Jesse H, Jones, Chariman of the RFC
spoke before the American Bankers’ Association in Washington,
D.C, The following is an excerpt taken from this address,
"The two big problems still confronting the RFC are some neces-
sary assistance to the railroads and the reestablishment of a
nation-wide market for sound real estate mortgages.
"Real estate mortgages constitute our really big problem.
They make up our biggest source of investment, aggregating in
all forms more than $35,000,000,000 for urban loans alone,
divided approximately; $7,000,000,000 by Building and Loan
Associations, $6,000,000,000 by life insurance companies,
$9,000,000,000 by banks. Including mutual savings banks,
$5,000,000,000 in real estate bonds, and the balance by indi-
viduals, trustees, educational and charitable institutions,
and fire and casualty companies*"^
Method of Application
Financial institutions in applying for loans are re-
quired to fill out four sets of application forms. These are
4, "Lest we Forget", Jesse H, Jones, (October 24, 1934) p,14
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accompanied by a letter giving the follov/ing information:^
1* How soon the money is needed
2, The circumstances which give rise to the
necessity for borrowing, as for example,
expiration of 90 day notice, giving expiration
dates, number of notices and total amount
3, Whether the loan applied f cr is expected to
cover the applicant’s full needs in the
present emergency
4, Information on any recent reorganization in
detail
5, Character of territory served
6, Population of community served
7, The amount of losses in loans and the amount
of depreciation in securities not reflected
in the statement of condition submitted
Exhibit F (4) in the set of forms is titled ’’Real Estate
Mortgages” and is to contain a list of the mortgages to be
given as collateral. In addition two copies of mortgage
loan information sheets (Fig.l) together with two certified
copies of the latest available appraisal report (Fig ,2)
must be provided for each mortgage.
"It is recommended that the applicant have its Coun-
sel review the original counterparts of the application af-
ter they have been executed to see that all the legal re-
quirements have been complied with, including corporate
seals, notarial seals and signatures of proper officials
wherever necessary.
"Three sets (the original and two carbon copies) of
the application completely signed should be filed with
the Boston Loan Agency (when applicant applies through
Boston) with the exception of the Original Note, Form E
5, Circular Letter A, Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
Boston Loan Agency, (February 15, 1932)
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(RFC Form L-6), should be retained by the applicant for pre-
sentation to the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston as Custodian,
together with the collateral when the advance is approved
—
Of the three sets one is kept by the Boston Loan Agency, one is
sent to the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, and one is sent to
Washington, The fo\n:‘th copy is retained by the applicant as
his record,
Accompllshiments
That the RFC has accomplished something worthwhile can-
not be denied, ’’The activities of the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation have encompassed almost all character of credit,
It was originally thought that only a comparatively modest
amount of government assistance would be required, and that
largely for banks and railroads. Before the end of 1932,
however, it became apparent that its functions would need to
be greatly extended as all credit was rapidly drying up,
”lt was necessary to Increase its lending powers, and,
under President Roosevelt, additional billions have been in-
jected into o\ir economic blood stream to keep commerce moving,
even at reduced speed, and to save our banks.
"By March 1933 credit had completely vanished but I am
iiappy to say that it is now available in great abundance.
True, it is not being extended or used as freely as it should
be, that will adjust itself as we progress further toward com-
plete recovery.
6, Circular Letter A, Loc, cit
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’’The RFC has actually disbursed more than $5,350,000,000
of which amount $1,390,000,000 constitutes sums that Congress
directed the RFC to allocate to other Government agencies,
and $725,000,000 disbtirsed for purchase of preferred stock
and capital notes in banks
The RFC has also attempted to help industries through
mortgage companies but his practice has not been satisfac-
torily undertaken so that it is now making direct loans to
Industries.
On February 7, 1935 the Reconstruction Finance Corpora-
tion in its bulletin P-1101 made the following announcement
about loans to industry: "l59 loans aggregating $17,594,675.
have been authorized thi'ough mortgage loan companies to as-
sist business and Industry in cooperation with National Re-
covery Administration program. $9,569,475. of this amount was
withdravzn or cancelled and $2,780,663.45 remains available to
the borrowers. $5,244,536.55 was disbursed and $220,768.55
has been repaid.
’’Under the provisions of Section 5 (d) which was added
to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation Act June 19, 1934,
the Corporation has authorized 651 loans to Industry aggregat-
ing $34,189,024.29. $3,526,900.00 of this amount was withdrawn
or cancelled and $22,774,909.87 remains available to the bor-
rowers. In addition the Corporation has authorized, or has
agreed to, purchases of Participation aggregating to $5,269,135.
of 89 businesses, $247,72'5 of which was withdrawn or cancelled."®
7. Jones, Jesse H. Washington: The New Financial Center(June 8/34)
®* Bulletin P-1101 RFC (February 7, 1935)
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At this same meeting Mr, Jones touched upon the subject
of funds needed for new construction and for meeting maturing
mortgages. "To meet this situation, the RPC is prepared, upon
the request of the Secretary of the Treasury and approval of
the President, to subscribe for or lend upon preferred stock
in the trust companies authorized to issue preferred stock
and to buy capital notes or debentures in trust companies not
authorized to issue preferred stock, if they are specializing,
or will specialize, in mortgage lending,
"In addition to investing in preferred stock or capital
of such companies, we will lend to such Institutions on prop-
erly secured mortgages, as well as to mortgage loan companies.
"Our plan to assist the mortgage situation was announced
on September 27th, with the hearty endorsement of President
Roosevelt. The news release, which he approved, stated that
our nation’s greatest asset is real estate, and that because
a few big centers were overbuilt, and many of the buildings
Improvidently financed, was no reason why real estate or real
estate securities should be forever condemned.
"The release also stated that the purposes desired are;
"First, to provide mortgage money for new construction
with a view of increasing employment and stimulating struc-
tural material markets,
"Second, to enable distressed owners of mortgages either
whole mortgages, split mortgages, or mortgage certificates to
borrow reasonably upon these mortgages at fair interest rate,
fiuid not be forced to sell at sacrifice prices*
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Third, to enable borrowers to refinance mortgages where
the value, and for income of the mortgaged property, and the
ability of the borrower to meet interest and principal pay-
ments, will support the mortgage.
Fourth, to assist in the preservation and reorganiza-
tion of distressed properties, for the protection of mortgage
bonds or certificates, including second mortgages and equities,
where the holder has a real chance of saving the property.
The primary purpose being to establish by private capital and
private initiative, a soimd mortgage market throughout the
country, with the assistance and cooperation of the RPC.”^
At a meeting of the Bond Club of New York, Mr. Jones
urged the bankers to form a |:50,000,000 mortgage company,
"There are plenty who owe on real estate who are willing to
organize mortgage companies for the purpose of borrowing
to protect their investments, but our thought has been to
encourage and assist in the organization of mortgage compan-
ies to operate for legitimate profit, so that the RFC could
deal with mortgage company or trust company and not be drawn
to making direct loans to property owners. If you will
organize such a company end actually Invest $25,000,000 in
its capital and give it a sound management, the RFC will buy
$25,000,000 of capital notes and if necessary go further."10
That the Government is solidly behind the National Re-
covery Administration program can be seen from the huge sums
9, "Lest We Forget", Jesse H, Jones, (October 24,1934)pp,16-18
10. "Urges Bankers to forem Mortgage Company", Boston News Bu-
reau, p. 12, December 12, 1934
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it has disbursed to governmental agencies and others. The
following^^ are indicative of what has been done in the way
of loans up to January 21, 1935:
Loans under Section 5 : Disbursements Repayments
Banks and Trust Companies
Federal Land Banks
Mortgage Loan Companies
Building and Loan Assoc.
Insurance Companies
Joint Stock Land Banks
Credit Unions
$1,824,709,705.70
387,236,000.00
290,545,157.01
115,070,726.54
89,517,863.45
15,659,372.29
580,854.21
11,228,993,106.64
310,212,539.86
134,252,672.69
99,431,100.68
65,494,961.90
10,129,021.56
213,870.81
The total disbursements and repayments to January 31, 1935 Tin-
der Section 5 are $3,382,555,389.05 and $2,126,655,348.00 re-
spectively. In addition to these loans the RPC made allocations
to various governmental agencies. The ones which have a direct bearing
on real estate are as follows:
Secretary of the Treasury to purchase:
Capital Stock of Horae Owners* Loan Corporation $200,000,000
Capital Stock of Federal Loan Banks 81,645,700
Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation for:
Loans to Farmers 55,000,000
Federal Housing Administration:
To create Mutual Mortgage Insurance Fund 10,000,000
For other purposes 15,000,000
The RFC has up to January 31, 1935 disbursed $4,925,050,526.33
not including the allocations to Governmental Agencies and of
this amount $2,559,966,708.87 has already been repaid.
A more recent RFC loan is the one made to aid seven Day-
ton Building and Loan Groups. ’’Loans of $20,574,832.32 have
been authorized by the RPC to seven building and loan asso-
ciations in Dayton Ohio, to pay existing loans to the corpor-
ation of $6,324,000 and provide $14,250,832.31 in new money
11. Bulletin P-1101, op. cit., p. 1-2
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with which to pay depositors of the association
’’Jesse H, Jones, Chairman of the RPC said the program had
been worked out with the Home Owners* Loan Corpctration and cit
zens of Dayton relieve the building and loan situation there
and make possible the organization of a Federal savings and
loan association,”^^
12, "RFC Makes $20^674,832 Loans to Aid Seven Dayton Building
and Loan Groups”, New York Times, December 9, 1934
i
CHAPTER III
FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK ACT
The Federal Home Loan Bank Act (Public - No, 304 -
72nd Congress, H, R. 12280) is an act to create Federal
Home Loan Banks to provide for the supervision thereof and
for other purposes. It was approved on July 22, 1932,^^
The creation of subsequent Federal agencies in the
field of home finance has been misleading to many. There-
fore, on October 15, 1933, William F, Stevenson, Chairman
of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, issued a statement
from which the following is taken: ”ln the past few
months much has been done to remove public misunderstand-
ing of the entirely distinct activities of the two dif-
ferent Federal agencies operating in the field of home loan
finance. But such misunderstanding is still so widespread
that the fact should be made clear thet one of these agencie
the Home Loan Bank System, was created by Congress in
July, 1932, as a permanent mortgage credit reserve system,
dealing only with home mortgage lending Institutions and
not with Individual borrowers or lenders. It
13, The Federal Home Loan Banlc Act As Amended, July 27, 1934
United States Governmsnt Printing Office, p, 1
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functions through 12 regional banks, each serving a District
comprising from two to nine States. It is designed to stabil-
ize credit in the home mortgage field in the periods of pros-
perity as well as in times of depression and credit stringency.
It aims to perform much the same function in the home mortgage
finance that the Federal Reserve System has rendered in the
national commercial banking structure during the past 19
years
.
Definitions of Terms
Now so as to avoid misinterpretation of terms the le-
gislative definitions are given in Section 2 of the Act as
follows
:
"l. The term ’board’ means the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board.
2. The term ’Federal Home Loan Bank’ means a bank
established by the board under authority of this Act.
3. The term ’State’ Includes the District of Col-
umbia, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands of the United States,
and the Territories of Alaska and Hawaii.
4. The term ’member’ (except when used in reference
to a member of the board) means any institution which has sub-
scribed for stock of a Federal Home Loan Bank.
5. The term ’home mortgage loan’ means a loan made
by a member or a non-member borrower upon the security of a
home mortgage.
6. The term ’home mortgage’ means a mortgage upon
real estate, in foe simple, or a leasehold (l) under a lease
14. National Housing Service, Prentice-Hall, Inc. (March 9,
1934) p. 6001, par. 6002
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for not less than ninety-nine years which is renewable or (2)
under a lease having a period of not less than fifty years to
run from the date the mortgage was executed, upon which there
is located a dwelling for not more than three families, and
shall include, in addition the first to first mortgages such
classes of first liens as are commonly given to secure advance
in real estate by institutions authorized under this Act to
become members, under the lav/s of the State in which the real
estate is located, together with the credit instruments, if
any, secured thereby,
7 . The term 'unpaid principal’, when used in re-
spect of a loan secured by a home mortgage means the princi-
pal thereof loss the sum of (l) payments made on such prin-
cipal, and (2) in cases where shares or stock are pledged as
sociu'ity for the loan, the payments made on such shares or
stock plus earnings or dividends apportioned or credited
thereon,
8, An ’amortized’ or ’installment’ home mortgage
loan shall, for the purpose of this Act, be a home mortgage
loan to be repaid or liquidated in not less than eight years,
by means of a regular weekly monthly or quarterly payment
made directly in reduction of the debt upon the stock or
shares pledged as collateral for the repayment of such loan,
9
,
The term ’non-member borrower’ includes an
institution authorized to secure advances from a Federal
Home Loan Bank under provision of section 6 (e).15
15 , United States Government Printing Office, op, cit,,
pp, 1-2
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Members and Non-member Borrowers
The qualifications for eligibility are outlined in
Section 4 (a) of the Act as follows: ”Any building and loan
association, savings and loan association, cooperative bank,
homestead association, insurance company, or savings bank,
shall bo eligible to become a member of, or a non-member bor-
rower of, a Federal Home Loan Bank if such institution (1)
is duly organized under the laws of any State or of the
United States; (2) is subject to inspection and regulation
under the banking laws, or under similar laws, of tiio State
or of the United States; and (3) makes such home mortgage
loans as, in the judgment of the board, are long-term loans
(and in the case of a savings bank, if, in the judgment of
the bosird, its time deposits, as defined in section 19 of
the Federal Reserve Act (Par. 4204), warrant its making
such loans. The other subsections of this particular
section specify from which bank advances may be secured and
under what circumstance a bank or association would lose its
membership or privilege to borrow.
Advances to Members
Advances to members are naturally to bo secured by
home mortgages but under specific rules and regulations which
are outlined in Section 10 of the Act, The following excerpt
is from this section. "See. 10 (a) Federal Home Loan Banks
may make loans secured by home mortgages; rules and regula-
tions; limitations of amounts which may be loaned. - Each
Federal Homo Loan Bank is authorized to make advances to its
members, upon the security of home mortgages, subject to such
16. Prentice-Hall, Inc., op. cit., p,6005, par. 6005
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regulations, restrictions, and limitations as the board may pre-
scribe, Any such advance shall be subject to the following li-
mitations as to amount;
(1) If secured by a mortgage insured under the provisions
of title II of the National Housing Act (Par, 6207 et seq,),
the advance may be for an amount not in excess of 90 per cent-
um of the unpaid principal of the mortgage loan.
(2) If secured by a home mortgage given in respect of an
amortized home mortgage loan which was for an original term of
eight years or more, or in cases where shares of stock, which
are pledged as security for such loan, mature in a period eight
years or more, the advance may be for an amount not in excess
of 65 per centum of the unpaid principal of the home mortgage
loan; but in no case shall the amo\int of the advance exceed
60 per centum of the value of the real estate securing the
home mortgage loan,
(3) If secured by a home mortgage given in respect of any
other homo mortgage loan, the advance shall not be for an a-
mount in excess of 50 per centum of the unpaid principal of
the home mortgage loan; but in no case shall the amount of such
advance exceed 40 per centum of the value of the real estate
securing the home mortgage loan, (As amended by Act of June 27,
1934, Title V, sec. 501, (Public - No, 479 - 73rd Congress
)
The section then goes on to specify the conditions under which
a home mortgage would not be accepted as collateral security.
An amendment by Act of June 27, 1934, Sec, 10a gave Federal
Home Loan Banks a further privilege of making loans to finance
17. Prentice-Hall Inc,, (July 5, 1934) op. clt,, p,6011,par.
6011
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home repairs, improvenients and alterations. This privilege to
expire on July 1, 1936.
General Powers and Duties of Banks^Q
The powers and duties of the banks are given in Section 11
of the Act and relate to the following:
(a) Power of Federal Home Loans Banks to borrow, issue deben-
tures and the like,
(b) Issuance of consolidated Federal Home Loan Bank deben-
tures by board,
(c) Issuance of Federal Home Loan Bank bonds by board.
(d) Additional and substituted collateral may be required.
(e) Acceptance of deposits by Federal Home Loan Banks,
(f) Rediscount of notes of members held by other Federal Home
Loan Banks; loans or deposits with other such banks; purchase
of notes or debentures issued under this section.
(g) Investments required of Federal Home Loan Banks,
(h) Investments permitted by Federal Home Loan Banks,
That this particular relief measure is being used can be
seen in the following excerpt; "A substantial increase in home
building is likely to appear by Spring of 1935, is the opinion
of officials of the United States Building and Loan League, and
it is felt that this Improved condition will continue through-
out the year.
"Fully a half a billion dollars are now ready for home
loaning purposes by the various building associations of the
country, — The machinery is in force through the Federal
Home Loan Bank System to see that this available money flows
frcxn areas which are still oyerbuilt to places where it is
18. Prentice-Hall Inc., (July 5, 1934) op.cit., p.6013, par. 6012
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"While building and loan associations are not anxious to
plunge into the financing of such large enterprises as are us-
ually represented by the wholesale building of houses, their
loanable resources and their credit at the Federal Home Loan
Banks are at the disposal of the family buying one of their
newly built houses"
Home Owners^ Loan Act of 1955
"On June 13, 1933, two wholly new agencies of the Feder-
al Government were created to serve the needs of home owners.
One was designed to provide relief for distressed home owners;
the other was designed to encourage tlirift and to provide funds
for home construction,
"The law authorizing these two agencies is known as the
Home Owners* Loan Act of 1933, It provides for the creation
of the Home Owners* Loan Corporation as the relief agency and
Federal Savings and Loan Associations as the thrift agencies
through which * local mutual tlirift and financing institutions
in the United States* were to be established. For administra-
tive purposes both of those agencies were placed under the con-
trol and supervision of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, the
directors of which are also directors of the newly created agen-
cies,
"No service of the Government more directly effects the
lives and interests of home-owners throughout the United States,"
19, "Revival Expected In Home Building", New York Times, November
25, 1934, Real Estate Section,
20, Prentice-Hall, Inc, op, cit,, {July 5, 1934)
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Definitions of Terms
The particular terms identified with this Act are defined
in Section 2 and they are as follows;
”(a) The term *Board* means the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board created under the Federal Home Loan Bank Act.
(b) The term * Corporation* moans the Home Owners*
Loan Corporation created under section 4 of this Act,
(c) The term ’home mortgage* means a first mortgage
on real estate in foe simple or on a leasehold (l) under a lease
for not less than ninety-nine years which is renewable, or (2)
under a lease having a period of not loss than fifty years to
run from the date the mortgage was executed, upon which there
is located a dwelling for not more than four families, used by
the owner as a homo or held by him as his homestead, having a
value not exceeding $20,000; and the term ’first mortgage* in-
cludes such classes of first liens as are commonly given to secure
advances on real estate under the laws of the State in which the
real estate is located, together with the credit instruments,
if any, secured thereby,
(d) The term ’association* means a Federal Savings
and Loan Association chartered by the Board as provided in
section 5 of this Act, ”21
Repeal of Direct Loans
By the act of June 13, 1933 direct loans to home owners
which ii^e permissable under subsection d of Section 4 of the
Federal Home Loan Bank Act was repealed. The reason for this
action is explained in the following excerpt; "This act
21, Prentice-Hall, Inc., op.cit., (July 5, 1934) pp .6113-6114,
par . 6120
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(Home Owners* Loan Act) repeals section 4 (d), the provision
for direct loans to home-owners by the Federal home-loan banks
of the Federal Horae Loan Bank Act for the reason that the same
has proved to be utterly unworkable* The reason the same has
proved to be unworkable is that the Federal home loan bank act
was very carefully framed and enacted as a conservative reserve
system for home financing institutions and for the purpose of
conservative and sound expansion of their resources for homo
financing, and the direct loan provision was inserted at the
last moment without adequate provision for its administration,
and it has proved to be and is impracticable of administration
in the act.
’’Furthermore, it is economically and financially unsound
for a reserve bank system, based upon privately subscribed
capital and private assets of homo-financing institutions to
lend money direct all over the Nation to home owners. (Hear-
ings before subcommittee of Senate Banking and Currency Com-
mittee, April 20 and 22, 1933, pp. 5-6) ”22
The report of the Senate Committee on Banking and Cur-
rency No. 91, May 15, 1933 made this comment with reference
to the above change: ’’The bill -— leaves the Federal home
loan bank system to continue as a reserve system for homo
financing institutions and for the expansion of their re-
sources for making of additional loans by them to home own-
ers. ’’23
22, Prentice -Hall, Inc., op, cit., (July 5, 1934) p.6114, par
6125
23. Prentice-Hall, Inc., op. cit., (July 5, 1934) p. 6115, par,
6126
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Federal Savings and Loan Associations
This type of association is similar to other building
and loan associations except that it receives its charter from
the Federal Government, ’’These are local, privately managed
thrift and home-financing institutions operating under federal
charter provided for in the Home Owners* Loan Act of 1933,
They are mutual and cooperative, and are permitted to lend up
to 75 per cent of the appraisal value of a home and up to 50
per cent of the value of any other kind of improved real es-
tate, Loans are paid off by monthly installments. The gov-
ernment is authorized to purchase preferred shares in such
associations ($100,000,000 has been authorized and $50,000,000
appropriated for this purpose) although no other preferred
shares may be issued, "24
These associations can only be formed when they will not
injure any existing organization.
Although this type of association was created by the Home
Onwers* Loan Act of June 13, 1933 it is governed by the Rules
and Regulations of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, The lend-
ing activities of the associations are limited as follows: 25
1, May lend only on security of their own shares or
first mortgages on homes, or combinations of homes and business
property, within 50 miles of their home office,
2, No mortgage loan to exceed $20,000.
3, May lend not over 15 per cent of its assets on
24, Howard S, Piquet, Outline of the Nev/ Deal Legislation of
1933 - 1934, pp. 144-145
25, Ibid,, p, 113
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other improved real estate secsured by first lien without re-
gard to the ^20,000 and the 50-mile limitations.
The business of these Federal-chartered associations has
been growing rapidly. Incldently many of these associations
have recently changed over from the State-chartered type.
Perhaps this is due to the belief that individuals will have
a greater amount of confidence in an institution over which
the Federal Government has some control,
”ln a report received here (New York City) yesterday
(November 24, 1934) John H, Fahey, chairman of the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board, announced that 589 calls for such in-
vestments (long-term mortgages) have been made to the board,
amounting to $11 ,985,CX)0, and new calls are being received
at the rate of $1,000,000 a week, as contrasted with $100,000
weekly only six months ago. Thus far $7,555,800 has been ad-
vanced,
Home Owners* Loan Corporation
The Home Owners’ Loan Corporation was created by the
Home 0?mers’ Loan Act of 1933 and is under the direction of
the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, Section 4 (a) of the Act
is as follows: "The Board is hereby authorized and directed
to create a corporation to be known as the Home Owners ’ Loan
Corporation, which shall be an Instrumentality of the United
States, ---- and which shall be under the direction of the
Board and operated by it under such by-laws, rules, and reg-
26. ’’Loan Groups Using New Federal Fund", New York Times,
Sections 10-11, p, 1, November 25, 1934
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ulations, as it may prescribe for the accomplishment of the
purposes and intent of this section.
President Roosevelt in his message to Congress on April
13, 1933, recommending this legislation said, in part:
"As a further and urgently necessary step in the program
to promote economic recovery, I ask the Congress for legis-
lation to protect small home owners from foreclosure, and to
relieve them of a portion of the b\irden of excessive interest
and principal payment incurred during the period of higher
values and higher earning powers —-- and that to protect
home owners from inequitable enforced liquidation, in a time
of general distress, is a proper concern of the Government.”^®
The operations of the Corporation are outlined in the
following section.
Home Owners Loan Act in Operation
Under the provisions of the Act, home owners having mort-
gages on their homes, which mortgages are in foreclosure or in
default as provided in the Act, can make application to the
Corporation for a loan to refinance such foreclosed or delin-
quent loans. The provisions as set forth in the Act are as
follows
”D, Corporation may, for 3 years (to June 13, 1936) exchange
its bonds for home mortgages and other obligations and liens
secured by real estate,
27, Prentice-Hall, Inc,, op. cit, (July 5, 1934) p,6115, par.
6128
28, Hew York Stock Exchange List, Vol, A, 10101-10200, No, A.
10197, p.l
29, Howard S, Piquet, op, cit, p. 112
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1. May advance, in connection with such exchange,
cash sufficient to pay taxes and assessments on real estate
and to make necessary repairs.
2. Total advance - "bonds plus the cash - not to ex-
ceed $14,000, or 80 per cent of the value of the real estate
as determined by the corporation's own appraised, whichever
is the smaller.
3. Each home mortgage (or other lien) so acquired
is to be amortized by monthly, quarterly, semi-annual, or an-
nual payments sufficient to retire the interest and principal
within 15 years. Interest on the mortgage not to exceed 5
per cent per annum. Corporation has power to grant extensions
on such payments.
”E. Corporation may, for 3 years (to June 13, 1936), grant
cash loans to home ovmers to cover taxes, assessments, and re-
pairs in cases where property is not otherwise encumbered —
such loans not to exceed 50 per cent of the value of the pro-
perty, to be secured by home mortgages and amortized (as in
D (3) above.)
"P. Corporation may, for 3 years, (to June 13, 1936), grant
cash loans for the purposes outlined in D (1) above, not to ex-
ceed 40 per cent of the value of the property, in cases where
the holder of the mortgage does not accept the bonds of the
corporation in exchange for the mortgage and in which the home
owner is unable to obtain a loan from ordinary lending agencies.
Interest on such loans is not to exceed 6 per cent and the loan
is to amortized in 15 years.
”G. Corporation may, for 3 years (to June 13, 1936), (Three

35
year limitation removed, by the Home Owners* Loan Act of 1934,
Section 4), exchange its bonds or advance cash, subject to
limitations outlined in D( 1,2,3), above, to redeem or recover
homes lost by the owners by foreclosure within 2 years prior
to such exchange or advance
,
“J, No home mortgage shall be acquired by the corporation
under subsection (d), see repeal of direct loans), and no cash
advance shall be made \mder subsection (f), unless the appli-
cant was in involuntary default on June 13, 1933, with respect
to the Indebtedness on his real estate and is unable to refund
his present indebtedness, unless it is shown that default after
that date was to due unemployment or economic conditions beyond
the control of the applicant," Therefore any borrower who has
deliberately defaulted to secure a loan from the H. 0. L, C,
is not to be entitled to any consideration.
Capital i zat ion
The capital stock of the Corporation is not to exceed in
the aggregate $200,000,000, This is to be subscribed for by
the Secretary of the Treasury in behalf of the United States,
However, in order to enable the Secretary of the Treasury to
make this payment, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation v/as
authorized to allocate and make available the sum of
$200 ,000 ,000 ,
Bond Issues
The corporation is authorized to issue bonds in an ag-
gregate amount not to exceed $3,000,000,000 to obtain funds
to carry out the purposes for Yhlch it was created. At the
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present time the following bonds are listed on the New York
Stock Exchange;
a, 4^ Bonds, Due July 1, 1951
b* Bonds, Series A, Due May 1952
c* 2^% Bonds Due 1949
The 4^ bonds were admitted to the Exchange as a result
of the following: ’’The Federal Reserve Bank of New York by
letter dated April 28, 1934, requested the listing of Home Own-
ers* Loan Corporation 18 year 4^ Bonds dated July 1, 1933 due
July 1, 1951. It was stated that this request was made in ac-
cordance with instructions received from the United States
Treasury Department. The bonds were admitted to the list on
May 1, 1934". The Interest on these bonds is guaranteed to
maturity fully and unconditionally by the Government of the
United States.
On May 23, 1934 the bonds were admitted to the New York
Stock upon request of the Treasury Department. These new bonds
were however, guai*anteed both as to interest and principal by
the Government. Holders of the H. 0. L. C. bonds, series of
1933-1951 were given the privilege of exchanging them on an
equal face amount of this series A3^ bonds at any time up to
October 27, 1934. These bonds are redeemable at the option
of the Corporation on any interest payment date on and after
May 1, 1944, at par and accrued Interest.
The following excerpt has reference to the above issue.
"a new type of investment offering unique to the American se-
curity market in recent years will be made early next week
whan a nation-wide group of private investment bankers
will place on the market a substantial block of Home Owners’
30. New York Stock Exchange List, Vol, A 10,101-10200,No. A.
10197.
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Loan Corporation 3 per cent bonds, which are guaranteed both
as to principal and interest,
"This offering constitutes new financing to provide cash
for the Corporation in making payments on property repairs, past
due taxes, appraisal fees and similar items involved in the re-
financing of home mortgage loans . The total volume of loans
so far made by the Corporation exceeds $1,700,000,000 in bonds.
-
loans to home owners are being made at the rate of more than
$40,000,000 each week,
"The offering represents an outstanding instance of co-
operation between the Federal Government and investment bankers
of a Government obligation, "31
Then "on August 1, 1934, the H, 0, L, C, commenced issu-
ing authorizations for a new series of bonds bearing 2^% in-
terest, maturing August 1, 1949, and redeemable on and after
August 1, 1939 at par and accrued interest on any interest pay-
ment day or days upon two months* notice, Z% bonds will be is-
sued only in cases where the Corporation is committed to do so
as of the close of business July 26, 1934,
"This new series of H, 0, L, C, 2^% bonds in no way af-
fected the privilege of holders of the 4^ bonds to convert in-
to fully guaranteed Series AZ>% bonds, "32
Purchasers
The majority of H, 0, L, C, bonds have been purchased by
such institutions as banks and insurance companies. That they
31, "Offering of H, 0, L, C, Bonds", Boston Evening Transcript,
October 20, 1934,
32, Statistical Digest, Mortgage Bankers Association of America,
No, 17 (August 10, 1934) p. 3,
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were purchased in large quantities can he gathered from the
the fact that in October 1934 an issue of the Series AZ>% bonds,
$50,000,000 was taken up in a very short time and oversubscribed
by $3,000,000.
The following excerpt has reference to this particular is-
sue, "Mr, Roosevelt may visit with the bankers to his heart’s
content, but that doesn’t mean that his Secretary of the Treas-
ury, Henry Morgenthau Jr,, will do business with them. In fact,
Mr, Morgenthau announced bluntly tnat tne next time the Trea-
sury wsints to sell Home Owners’ Loan Corporation bonds it will
probably sell them direct and not through the agency of banks
or bond brokers,
"in fairness to the bankers, —- he had only one com-
plaint against the way private houses handled the $50,000,000
H, 0, L. C, bond issue just completed. The average units sub-
scribed were about $20,000 whereas he thought they should be
about $5,000. The size of the units proved, in his opinion,
that the issue had not penetrated down into the holdings of
private individuals as much as he would have liked, "33
These bond holdings are appearing on the financial state-
ments of co-operative banks and mortgage companies and no doubt
also on the statements of many other banking institutions. On
November 14, 1934 it was stated that the coliperative banks in
Massachusetts were holding about $20,000,000 in H, 0, L, C,
bonds,
33, "Bonds and Bankers", Christian Science Monitor, p. 4,
November 2, 1934,

”ln the make-up of investments of the state »s (Massachu-
setts) savings banks the biggest change came in holdings of
United States Government securities and fully guaranteed obli-
gations. The totaled $292,349,000 on October 31, (1934), as
against $252,664,000 on June 30 (1934) and $198,003,000 on
October 31, 1933. Holdings of Home Owners* Loan Corporation
bonds mounted rapidly from $18,700 a year ago to $11,857,000
on June 30, but this declined to $2,674,000 in October 31,
last." Incidentally "loans on real estate declined during the
year ended October 31 from $1,193,422,000 to $1,132,252,000
while real estate held by foreclosure increased to $109,843,000
from $80,930,000."^^^
Action in the Market
The first Issues of H, 0. L. 0, bonds v/ere immediately
quoted for less than par on the market. They were discounted
for as much as 20$^. This undoubtedly was due to the fact that
they were only guaranteed as to interest. As a result of this
they were not freely accepted by mortgagees.
Today, however, it is entirely different the bonds are
selling slightly above par with exception of the 2j^ issue.
This better showing is no doubt due to the fact that the bonds
are now all guaranteed as to interest and principal by the Gov-
ernment which is helping to create a greater demand for them.
Also in addition there is the general tendency of reducing
33(a) "No Cut in Massachusetts Savings Bank Rates," Boston
News Bureau, p. 1. December 17, 1934.
f
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interest rates in banks so that these bonds especially the 4*s
and 3*3 have an additional incentive. This alone will help to
Intensify the demand for the bonds. And then another point not
to be overlooked is the fact that they are exempt as to both
principal and interest from all Federal, State, and local taxa-
tion (except surtaxes, estate, inheritance, and gift taxes).
Mortgapee’s Sales of Bonds
On the first issues of H, 0. L, C. bonds mortgage compan-
ies realized as low as $85. p er bond. This was due to the
fact that they were only guaranteed as to interest. The mort-
gagee, therefore, immediately sustained a further loss in the
exchange since in many instances he would not receive an amount
in bonds equal to his mortgage plus other liens. This can be
explained as follows:
H. 0. L. C. appraisal of property $10,000,
80^
Maximum Loan $ 8,000
Company mortgage 7,500
Taxes, overdue etc. 475
Attorney *s fee 50
,
Interest overdue 525
Total $ 8,350
Excess over H, 0. L, C. maximum $ 350
The Corporation then eliminates overdue interest of $325
leaving a new balance of $8025 which is still too large and then
the Corporation arbitrarily offers bonds to the extent of $7475
to cover a mortgage of $7000 and overdue taxes of $475.
Now if the mortgage were only for $5500 the company *3 total
valuation would be $6350 for which the Corporation would give
the full amount in bonds. The bonds are exchanged at par value
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and the market value Is not considered in any way.
Progressive Handling of an Application^^
A home owner desiring to have his mortgage taken over by
the Home Owners* Loan Corporation first makes this intention
known to the company holding the original mortgage. If it is
thought advisable the mortgagor is sent to the H. 0, L, C.
where an application form is filled out
Application
"The application (Pig ,4) fur loan, on form as approved by
the Board shall be filed by applicant for loan with the infor-
mation called for on the application furnished and signed by the
applicant or applicants or their representative. In the event
the form of application furnished by the Corporation is not ap-
propriate in the territory of any region, the state manager
shall submit a recommended form of application for the approval
of the Board, which may be used after approval,
In addition to the regular application blank the applicant
is also required to fill out "Form No, 7l" (Pig. 5) declaring
that he comes within the Act, This form, however, is not re-
quired where the mortgage is held by an institution in liquid-
ation, Under such conditions "Form No, 72" (Pig, 6) is used.
After a thorough analysis of the application it is either
accepted or rejected. It is rejected on the basis that it is
ineligible under the Act or that it is not in distress, "A
statement was Issued by the Chairman of the Home Owners* Loan
Corporation of Florida in which he said no applications would
34, See Figure 3 In index,
35, Prentice -Hall, Inc., oo, cit, (July 5, 1934), p.6105, par,
6109.1.
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be received if it were proven to the Board of the local agency
that a borrower could pay" —— "The burden of proof is evi-
dently on the mortgagee as to whether a borrower has the abil-
ity to pay, and that is difficult thing to prove. It is
very apparent that some borrowers, without feeling the slight-
est distress, are transferring their loans to the H. 0, L, C,
for the sole purpose of obtaining a long time loan, at reduced
interest, and with the expectation of ultimately retiring the
same at a substantial dlscovint"36
Another reason for rejecting an applicant is explained as
follows; "On December 20, the Federal Home Loan Bank Board
advised the State Managers of the Home Owners* Loan Corporation
that a resolution had been adopted by the Board whereby no loans
will bo approved by the Corporation to persons who have stopped
payments on their mortgages when they could have gone on paying.
"The State Managers were Instructed to make clear that
persons who are able to make their payments on their present
mortgages held by banks. Insurance companies, building and loan
associations, and other private holders and who default on such
mortgages for the purpose of securing loans from, the Home Owners*
Loan Corporation will not bo considered eligible for such loans.
Chairman Fahey said, — "we are obliged to do everything we
can to stop the filing of applications by people who are abun-
dantly able to meet their present obligations to those who now
hold their mortgages, They have greatly increased the Cor-
poration* s costs of operations and slowed up our work. "37 Here
36, Management Ideas, Mortgage Bankers Association of America,
Bulletin No, 28 (February 23, 1934) pp. 7-8
37. Letter to Members, Mortgage Bankers Association of America,
Bulletin No, 59 (December 29, 1933) p. 4
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In Boston at a local mortgage company home ovmers at various
times have let their payments lapse while their applications
were being considered* But they resumed payments when they
were informed that it would cause their applications to be re-
jected, At this same company it has often taken from six months
to a year to have an application put through. It is no wonder
that ways and means must be devised to expedite matters.
Preliminary Appraisal
The next step in handling the application is the prelim-
inary investigation, "The State manager or his assistant or
his regularly appraiser shall make such investigation of the
applicant and of the property as may appear to be proper by
telephone or correspondence, and if it still appears that a
loan can be consummated, shall actua lly view the property
offered as security and make and file a full written report
of his investigation, and if approved for a loan, an apprai-
sal shall be procured by independent, paid appraiser, ac-
quainted with the values in the community in which the pro-
perty is located, who shall file a written report of his ap-
praisal — Here again the application may be rejected on
the grounds of insufficient security or because of a property
valuation of more than $20,000"^®
Mortgagee's Consent
However, if there is still no objection forthcoming the
next step is to obtain the mortgagee’s consent to accept bonds,
38, Prentice-Hall, Inc,, op, cit,, (July 5, 1934) p, 6106, par,
6109,3.
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A written consent is signed by claimants against the property
to accept a stated amount of bonds. (Pigs.7-8).
”ln such cases where the lender is unwilling or \mable to
accept bonds for the mortgage, managers are directed to make
every effort to induce the mortgagee or lender to carry the
home owner on some reasonable basis, and if this cannot be
done, to assist the home owner in procuring funds elsev/here,
if possible, in ordinary channels. If this is impossible,
and the home is about to be lost, the manager is directed to
proceed with the application for a cash loan ,”39 Such
loans cannot be closed unless approved by the Board at Wash-
ington, D.C. Then it must not exceed 40 per cent of the value
of the property and bears Interest at the rate of 6 per cent.
Detailed Fee Appraisal
With the approval of the application up to this point the
property is next examined by a paid appraiser. "The object of
appraisals for the Horae Owners* Loan Corporation is to arrive
at the fair worth of the property appraised to the home-owner
applicant or a home owner to whom the property might be suited
as a home. This fair worth is not necessarily the technical
market value. Appraisers are Instructed to give equal weight
to (1) the market value at the time of appraisal; (2) the cost
of a similar lot at the time of the appraisal, plus the repro-
duction cost of the building, less depreciation; and (3) the
value of the premises as arrived at by capitalizing the monthly
39, Prentice-Hall, Inc., op. clt., (July 5, 1934) p, 6105, par.
6109.
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reasonable rental value of the premises over a period of the
past 10 years The fee for this appraisal is paid for by
the applicant and for all of the Corporation* s own services
there is no charge even though the applicant is given no loan.
Character Report
An incidental report required by the Corporation is one
covering the applicant *s character as a home owner. This does
not involve his present credit rating. The question is whe-
ther or not ho can bo classed as a good home owner. This re-
port can all be the cause for refusing a loan.
Title Search
The title examination is the final step insofar as the
applicant is concerned. This examination is done by an out-
side attorney or title company. The title must bo clear so
that the Corporation* s loan if made becomes the first lien.
Now that the Corporation is satisfied in every way there
is nothing left to do but exchange the mortgage for bonds or
cash. ’’The State manager shall disburse the proceeds of the
loan by delivery to the original mortgages and other claim-
ants against the property of bonds in the amount of their
claims, except, in order to adjust the exact amo\ints, sums
less than $50 may be advanced to them in cash, and taxes and
assessments shall be paid in cash, and any advancements on
account of any necessary maintenance or repairs may bo made in
cash, but the State manager shall see to it that any advances
for maintenance or repairs are necessary for those purposes and
that the work is properly done and that the funds are applied
40. Prentice-Hall, Inc., op. cit., (July 5, 1934) p. 6108. par.
6109.16
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to the p\irpo39. The total anount advanced in bonds and
cash by the Corporation, not exceeding 80 per cent of the ap-
praised value of the property shall be incorporated in the
mortgage debt.
Closing Settlement
”0n closing, a carefully prepared statement shall be made
of the indebtedness of the home owner taken up by the Corpora-
tion, Indicating which portion is taken up in bonds and which
portion is taken up in cash, and the home owner shall sign on
said statement a receipt for the bonds and cash delivered and
the original of said statement and receipt shall be forwarded
with the original papers and a copy of the same retained in the
regional office All of the original papers pertaining to
the loan are sent to the Corporation in Washington. "This file
should contain the primary obligation of the borrower, the in-
strument securing the same and any other papers necessary in
connection therewith, the original application, the character
report, a 11 appraisals, a photograph of the property, all ab-
stracts, title certificates or title policies or other evidence
of title, and any other Information obtained by the agents of
the Corporation. It should contain also policy of fire insur-
ance with proper clause in favor of the Corporation, also
windstorm insurance if required in the particular state.
New England is not located so as to require windstorm insurance
yet at one time regional officers in Boston were informed by
41. Prentice -Hall, Inc., op. clt. (July 5, 1934) p. 6106 par,
6109,6
42. Ibid, p. 6112-L, par. 6116-Q.
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Washington that this type of insurance was compulsory. Al-
though this the officials knew to be ridiculous, they went
ahead and notified borrowers of the ruling. Several days
elapsed before Washington discovered its error and rescinded
the order. 43
In ascertaining the amount of bonds to be given in ex-
change, "the bonds are valued at their face value plus ac-
crued interest from date or the last coupon date, and the
Corporation will not permit them to bo treated on any other
basis in exchange for mortgages, other obligations or liens
against homos, --— It is not any more a question of the cash
market value of the bonds then it is a question of the cash
market value of the mortgage. Both have an intrinsic fair
worth equivalent to the amount refunded and must be dealt
with accordingly ."44
Loans for Repairs
An act of Congress approved April 27, 1934 authorized the
Home Owners* Loan Corporation to make loans for repair, remod-
eling, and modernizing.
The following groups of home owners were eligible for such
loans;
"l. Those who had already secured loans from the Corporation,
2, Those who are eligible to have their mortgages taken
over by the Corporation,
5, Those who own their homes clear of mortgages and cannot
get reconditioning loans from any private lending agen-
cy, "45
43. "Joker for H.O.L.C. Borrowers in N,E." Boston Herald, p.l,
December 13, 1934,
44. Prentice-Hall, Inc, op. cit, (July 5, 1934) p,6113, par,
6116-U
45. Guide to Reconditioning, Federal Home Loan Bank Board,
(July 1934) p. 1,

On loans for the purpose of reconditioning the applicant
fills out "Form No, R-l” (Pig.9), This form is also used where
the Corporation requires that some repairs he done by the loan
can be consummated for the mortgage,
'*In order to aid owners in getting a proper return on
their investments for repairs and to guard against questionable
materials and workmanship, the H,0,L,C, has issued a thirty-two
page booklet of master specifications for such work. Minimum
standards are outlined for all types of repairs The re-
commendations are based on reports of the Bureau of Standards,
the American Society for Testing Materials, and the H.O,L,C,*s
own field force.
"About $45,000,000 has been or is being expended on repair
to 250,000 dwellings in all parts of the country through recon-
ditioning loans made by the H,0,L,C,- ,”45(a)
Regional Offices
Regional offices of the Home Owners* Loan Corporation are
established in every State of the Union including the District
of Columbia and Hawaii, Including branches there are 257 of-
fices in all, "Each is manned by the executives, appraisers,
and attorneys, who receive and answer the questions of appli-
cants for loans and who subsequently examine the mortgaged
property, investigate the eligibility of app;j.icants, and com-
45(a) "250,000 Homes Repaired Through Loans by H.O.L.C." New
York Times, Sections 9-10, P. 1, January 26, 1935.
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plete the required transactions.”'^®
Massachusetts
Massachusetts regional office was opened on August 17,
1953 at 82 Devonshire St,, Boston, and later moved to 150 Cause-
way St,, which is its present location. This Boston office
serves Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and
Vermont. Connecticut is served by the regional office in New
York City. The district offices for Massachusetts are located
in Worcester, Springfield, Pall River and Lawrence.
The first loan in Massachusetts was closed on October 10,
1933. Since this does not mean necessarily that it was the
first application to be filed it is apparent that the work was
efficiently undertaken. However, when the applications began
to pile up and each one had to be examined which resulted in
some rejections those remaining ones were all eligible for the
’’Preliminary Appraisal.” At this point, no doubt, the slowing
up process commenced so that in the long nm it took up to one
year to bring an application to the closing point of exchanging
the mortgage for bonds or cash or both as the case may be.
The follOYflng statistics obtained at an interview with
Mr. E, A, Wise, Regional Personnel and Publicity Director, show
what was accomplished in Massachusetts while the Corporation was
in the operation of accepting applications. At the close of
business on November 9, 1934 the Corporatlonfe report showed:
46. Prentice-Hall, Inc., op. clt, (July 5, 1934) p. 6000-1
par, 5982-B.
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1. Applications taken - 46,767
- $213,622,152
2. Preliminary Appraisal Completed - 44,589
3. Mortgagee's Consent to the Bonds - 37,172
4. Pee Appraisals Completed - 34,659
5. To Legal Department for Closing - 20,776
On November 13, 1934 which was the day on which the Cor-
poration ceased to accept applications the Corporation had;
1. Loans Closed - 16,670
2. Volume - $74, 485,271 .86
3. Bonds Authorized - $67,745,150.00
4. Taxes Paid
- | 4,327,072.69
5. Average Loan - $ 4,468.00
In comparing the number of applications accepted with
the number closed up to November 13, 1934 does not mean the
difference had been refused a loan.
The difference between the number of applications ac-
cepted and the nimiber of ’’Preliminary Appraisals Completed”
probably to a great extent might show the number of applica-
tions rejected at this point. One might come to this conclu-
sion because there is no great amount of work or delay involved
in the examination.
In accepting the mortgages in exchange for bonds or cash
• the Corporation immediately become liable for all back taxes
and other liens. Of the total vol^ume of $74,485,271.86 paid
out in loans approximately $4,000,000.00 (cash) went for back
taxes. This no doubt was a welcome revenue to the many cit-
ies and towns in the State. It immediately gave them funds for
relief work, salaries of regular employees, and for other pur-
poses.
The banks and other Institutions receiving bonds and not
desiring to hold could at once, get cash by disposing of them
in the ’’Market"
.

other Regions
It has been rather difficult to obtain figures of other
States for comparative purposes, A questionnaire (Pig,10)
sent to a number of State Managers with one exception brought
replies that they had referred the matter to Washington, One
questionnaire sent to Washington by a State Manager was re-
turned filled in but a further request for reports of other
States remains unanswered.
The following figures are for the State of Illinois as
of the close of business on November 9, 1933:
1, Date Office Opened - August 1, 1933
2, Applications Received - 106,688
#419,405,586.00
3, Preliminary Appraisals Completed - 92,979
4, Mortgagee’s Consent to Take Bonds- 89,130
5, Pee Appraisals Completed - 85,829
6, Applications Delivered to Legal
Department - 54,769
7, Loans Closed - 26,317
9. Volume - #99,721,951,00
9, Taxes Paid - -----
10. Average Loan - #3789.00
This report shows that the Illinois office received better
than two applications for each one received at the Massachusetts
office. Taking the 1930 census figure as a base and dividing
it by the number of applications the results shows that in
Massachusetts one out of every 91 persons filed an application
while in Illinois one out of every 71 filed an application.
This would Indicate that the condition is more serious in Il-
linois,
The report for Nebraska covering the period from August
7, 1933 to the close of business on November 16, 1934 is as
follows;
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1. Date Office Opened
2. Date first loan closed
3. Applications taken
August 7, 1933
October 17, 1933
$41,776,348.13
18,973
4* Preliminary Appraisals Completed
5* Mortgagee's Consent to take Bonds
6. Foe appraisals completed
7. To Legal Department for closing
8. Loans closed
9. Volume
10, Bonds authorized
11, Taxes paid
12, Average loan
- 16,045
- 17,716
- 17,223
- 12,108
9,991
- $20,467,665.36
- $19,266,675o00
- 1,588,569.00
- 2,045.00
Nebraska on the basis of its 1930 census received an applica-
tion for one out of every 72 persons. This shows that condi-
tions in Nebraska are about even with those in Illinois.
Another question asked was, "Defaults since closing -
number of properties". This, however, remained unanswered.
It is hard to believe that with all of these loans closed
that not a single default has occurred which necessitated the
foreclosure of the property. This, perhaps, is due to the
fact that the Corporation has no desire to own property which
I believe it will eventually do for there is no doubt in my
mind that a certain percentage will be unable to continue pay-
ments. It might be, however, that up to the present time the
Corporation is granting extensions in these cases when payment
has been deferred,
"Vincent Dailey, New York State manager, is proud of the
H.O.L.C, showing for his district. He expressed the belief
that by February 1, 1935, there will have been 80,000 homes
refinanced in the State, Already the New York closings total
52,125, for a total of $274,467,894 as of November 9 (four
days before official closing).

’’The average loan in this State is more than $5,000 which
is considerably above the average for the country as a Mihole,--
-- Payments of tax arrears by the Corporation in tiiis city
(New York) alone have exceeded $13,000,000 this year (1934)”.'^®^
Table 3 gives a summary of the number of H.O.L.C. loans
closed as of January 31, 1935.
46(a) ’’H.O.L.C, Halts Applications”, New York Tiines^ Section 10,
p. 1, November 18, 1934.
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UMIfD WtAVm
Alabam*
Aiisona
ArkaoMS
Oalifornla
Oriorado
Conneeticut
Delaware
Diatriot of ColamUa
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
UliDoie
Indiana
Iowa
Keotueky
f<HiMana
Maine
Maryland
Mewanhueette
Miehican
Mlnneaota
Mkaiarippi
Miaeouri
Montana
Nebraaka
Nevada
New Hampahire
New Jeraey
New Mezieo
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennaylvania
Rhode laland
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tenneaaee
Texaa
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Waahington
Weat Virginia
Wiaoonain
Wyoming
Alaaka
HawaU
Puerto Rieo
EOMI 0WNBR»8 L OAH CORP.
Vanber Loans Clossd Anonat
12.752 28,979,332
5.670 13.833.275
16.438,4639.111
3«tM7 104,647.215
10.234 20,098,841
9.881 43.146.556
1.391 4.318,184
1.810 10,588,202
12.352 28,196.055
13.0^ 23,547,255
5.278,646
U.031 171,272,168
36,893 83,622,879
15.065 30,007.275
15.483 28,003,519
7.822 21,832,656
11.457 32,932,691
2.675 6.235,122
12.735 37,019,816
19.371 86.488,393
53.323 150.851,020
17.847 41,215,915
7.530 13,911,727
21.651 67,014,875
2,939 5.823,693
11.119 22,323,576
1.131 3.088,901
1.755 4.257.365
31.445 153.446.671
2.010 4.240.217
62.125 322,749,139
10.224 26,255.632
3.785 7.912,367
66,485 204,645,699
22,127 50,657.674
7,700 14.337.636
36,669 IO6.524.IO3
5.616 22,818.386
4.764 11,244.373
5.233 9.388,637
11.855 26.642,700
36,810 86,329,121
8.571
1.400
20.453.377
3.744.084
9,798 31.428,804
18.023 32.756.427
7.054
26.076
18.024,;S7
31.383.641
2.183 4,906,218
376 1.034.674
Table 111

Mortg^e Bankers Problems and Experience
with the H.O.L.C,
In order to obtain information as to the experiences be-
ing encountered by mortgage bankers in different sections of
the country in connection with the operations of the H.O.L.C,,
the Mortgage Bankers Association of America, asked several of
its members to submit reports. Excerpts from these reports
are as follows: 47
’’New Haven, Conn,, April 10, 1934
’’The Home Owners* Loan Corporation office in Connecticut,
has shown consideration for mortgage companies and we
have no difficulty with the Home Loan office. Some mistakes
were naturally made which have caused trouble, but these were
when the Corporation first started their operations,
"The Connecticut office, we believe, has had trouble in
getting competent appraisers. Appraisals are not as large as
they formerly were (this same comment was made in a Boston
mortgage company resulting in loans which never should have
been made) and although this is giving us more deficiencies,
we believe it shows a better tendency and more respect for the
Home Loan mortgages,
’’The Connecticut office has over 14,000 cases,
’’Regarding the property owner, we find from our own cases
that about one-half of the owners are in distress as to their
first mortgage or taxes while the balance are in distress as a
second mortgage or are trying to better their terms or avoid a
renewal commission of the first mortgage,”
47, Statistical Digest, No, 15, Mortgage Bankers Association
of America, (April 20, 1934) p. 5.
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Other comments made relative to Connecticut were that home
owners had stopped or delayed foreclosure proceedings with the
plea that an application had been made for a H.O.L.C, loan.
Investors who stated that their mortgages were not worth more
than 100 on the dollar asked why they should accept bonds at
par when they were quoted for less on the Stock Exchange,
’’The same question that has arisen in many parts of the
country as to the acceptance of bonds by a Trustee has been
suiswered in Connecticut by the Attorney-General who gives his
opinion that the justification of a Trustee in accepting bonds
is to prevent a loss.
^Waterloo, lov/a, April 9, 1934
’’Home Owners* Loans are now being closed in large numbers
in our state and with the government guaranteeing the principal,
it is likely the hestiancy of investors to take H.O.L.C. bonds
will disappear.
”We do feel however that the mortgage companies should make
it clear that the H.O.L.C, should be limited to its purpose as
defined in the bill creating it with definite withdrawal in
three years, nor attempt to loan on new properties nor anything
except distress,----.
^Kansas City, Mo., April 6, 1934
’’The average time required to get final appraisal seems to
be between four and five months. It requires an average of one
month after this is obtained to close the loan.
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’’V/e are informed that they are becoming more conservative
in their appraisals and are placing more restrictions on the
acceptance of second mortgages by owner of a former loan, so
loans in the fijiture will probably be more conservative.
’’All details of handling applications and closing loans
have been very inefficiently taken care of, but no doubt this
could hardly be avoided because of the great burden placed upon
the new organization —
’’Beverly Hills, Calif., April 11, 1934
”Our own company has had very little experience with the
Corporation, and the only loan we have succeeded in closing for
one of our clients, took over seven months to close from the time
of application until the time of authorization for the bonds,
which then had to be sent on to Washington to obtain the bonds.
’’Ninety per cent of the borrowers who have come in to talk
to us about getting a home loan have been people who frankly ad-
mitted they were able to pay, but who thought the home loan would
be advantageous to them. They wanted to go delinquent deliber-
ately in order to obtain a loan. The local building and loan
associations, etc. are making a drive to get people to apply for
loans and thus liquidate their assets and we are Informed that
a very large part of the applications are initiated tlius, ra-
ther than any desire of the borrower to refinance”. Tills policy
might be due to the fact that they would rather liquidate their
assets rather than to borrow from the R.F.C, or perhaps they can-
not meet the requirements to be eligible as members of the Peder-
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al Home Land Bank. Therefore their only outlet is the H.O.L.C.
"Most of our clients would like to get the bonds these days
for their heavier loans, but on account of the long delays in-
volved in putting through the loans, in each case causing a loss
to the investor, they have been, recently, refusing to sign
"Consents,” Most of them who have had one or two loans in pro-
cess are so dissatisfied that they refuse to handle other such
transactions, and prefer to worry with the property or the bor-
rower.”
The general complaint seems to be the fact that it takes
an unusually long time to put an application through to the
point where the bonds are delivered to the mortgagee.
Problems
The officials of the various Home Loan offices are con-
stantly having new problems to face. Some of these which have
come to light are illustrated in the following excerpts:
"Scorning those who have sought to take unfair advantage
of the dwelling mortgage refinancing plan offered by the Home
Owners* Losm Corporation, John H, Fahey, emphasized that
the Home Owners’ Loan Corporation ’never was Intended to fur-
nish free homes in distress cases where the owners could not
meet their refinancing obligations,*
"He reported that about 12 per cent of the borrowers from
the H.O.L.C, were more than 60 days in arrears in their pay-
ments . Of about $5,000,000,900 in applications for aid,
nearly $1,500,000,000 have been fo\ind ineligible for loans,
"Deadbeats and chisel ers are far in the minority."^®
48. "Pahey Denounces Chiseling of H.O.L.C,," New York Times,
December 16, 1934,
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’’The Home Owners* Loan act was invoked criminally for the
first time in Maine today, (December 14, 1934), in the arrest
of two local women on secret indictments returned by the Feder-
al Grand Jury,
"The Indictment charged Mrs, — was aware that the Glover
Realty Company Inc,, was ineligible to apply for loans un-
der terms of the Home Owners* Loan act, and that she persuaded
Mrs, -- to pretend ownership of a house and property -—
,
ac-
tually owned by the Realty Company and to apply for a loan, ”49
’’The H.O,L,C, already has begun to take cognizance of the
problem of delinquent payment on loans, ---- foreclosures had
started in a number of cases, including some where deliberate
delinquency was shown.
”ln some cases not a single monthly payment has been made
by the mortgagor, despite the fact that one of the requirements
for the long-term mortgage refinancing was that the owner show
ability to repay the loan,”^
That this problem would arise was known to the mortgage
bankers, ”lt is my opinion that many of the H,O.L,C, borrow-
ers have no hope or intention of ever making full payment to
the Government. I have been told of a letter which a borrower
recently sent to the President in which he congratulated Mr,
Roosevelt upon the great relief which he extended to distressed
49, ’’Loan Act Invoked", Boston Globe, December 14, 1934,
50. "H.O.L.C, Collections Lag", New York Times, Sec,11, pp,l-2.
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home owners —— and thanked him for the relief he had re-
ceived personally in refinancing his loan - and ended up by
stating that this is the first time in his life that he has
been out of debt,”^!
In other instances persons have collected sums of money
upon their claims that they could get the Corporation to take
up mortgages. These same persons stated that they represented
the Home Owners* Loan Corporation,
Conditions at Close of Business
On November 13, 1934 the various state offices of the Home
Onwers* Loan Corporation were notified not to accept any more
applications. However, in order to make certain that no loans
would be pushed ahead Washington, previous to the closing order,
requested each office to wire the list of applications which
were in the legal department waiting to be closed. Immediately
upon receiving this information instructions were received to
stop accepting applications. This bit of strategy on the part
of V/ashington prevented the sliding in at the last minute any
favored applications.
Up to the time of closing the Corporation had closed ap-
proximately 650,000 loans aggregating somewhat less than
$2,000,000,000. The average loan therefore was about $3,000
which means that between 300,000 and 400,000 home mortgages can
still be refinanced and that about 700,000 home owners will have
to seek relief elsewhere for the Corporation has about 1,000,000
51, Legislative Service, No, 54, Mortgage Bankers Association
of America (July 13, 1934) p.ll,
52, "Boston Man Admits Larceny" Boston Globe, December 18, 1934,
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applications on hand. In Massachusetts about 7000 home owners
were notified on December 3, 1934 that because of a shortage of
funds no further aid could be given, 53
Statistics55 of the Home Owners* Loan Corporation show thet
in five of the six New England States the number of suspended ap-
plications are as follows;
Maine 1489 Massachusetts 12,000
Vermont 224 Nev; Hampshire 344
Rhode Island 2032
Now that no more time will have to be spent with new ap-
plications, the offices can concentrate their time in clesTing
up those applications which were in the legal department when
the talcing of new ones was suspended.
Future
There is already underway a demand for an additional bil-
lion dollars to take care of those applications now suspended
and Euiy nev/ ones which are in real distress. However, it is
believed that the granting of any further funds will be held
in abeyance until it is definitely ascertained that private
lenders are actually unable to refinance existing mortgages.
"It is now expected that building and loan associations
cuid banks will ease things for the distressed home owner and
will go still further - take up the slack and make loans.
The attitude of private lenders on mortgage security will be
determined, it is now forecast, through a careful study of
pending applications, —— But if there is an uproar over
rates charged and foreclosures taken a sudden leap, there is
apt to be a return of the H.O.L.C. to the mortgage field -
53. Boston News Bureau, December 4, 1934
55, "h.O.L.C, to Request Another Billion", Boston Herald, p. 28,
December 28, 1934,
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American Banker,”^®
John H, Fahey, chairman of the Corporation is also in
favor of the Corporation withdrawal from the mortgage field.
But he believes that it depends upon the attitude of lenders
and an unsatisfactory one might compel the Corporation to
function again because of public demand.
There is no doubt that much can yet be done for home own-
ers, Business has not improved sufficiently so that a home
owner no longer has to fear a foreclosure and lose his home.
The various States no doubt will attempt to bring about some
kind of help for the mortgagors. In Massachusetts it has been
suggested that the interest rate be reduced to 5 per cent and
in addition postpone payments on principal for a short period.
State Treasurer C, P, Hurley of Massachusetts made the
following suggestions:
”l. The banks and insurance companies of Massachusetts
agree on a moratorium on foreclosures of mortgages
on homes for one year,
”2, Postponement of principal payments of mortgages for
a period of three years,
*’3, A voluntary reduction of interest rates to at least
5 per cent on mortgages of dwelling homes for three
years ,”57
In the writer’s mind a moratorium is but a temporary re-
lief and that after the period had expired there would be an
unusual amount of foreclosures. In the long-run it would be
much better for home owners to continue to pay as much as
they are able to. The ordinary home owner finds it difficult
to save money and therefore at the end of a year or three he
56, ”May Revive the H.O.L.C, If-”, Boston Evening Transcript,
December 1, 1934,
67. ”Wants Moratorium on Home Mortgages” Boston Evening Trans-
cript, December 12, 1934,
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would be in no better position to make payments unless by that
time business is again normal,
I, Frle(3J.ander
,
President of the United States Building
£ind Losin League, however, has an optimistic viewpoint. He
states that, "Owners, financers and sellers of small homes
will have their inning in 1935 as a result of a revitalized
real estate market, using rents, and the increasing ability of
private capital mortgage sources to function normally, A
growing realization that private sources of home mortgage mon-
ey, encouraged by the Government, can do the Job more soundly,
more economically, and with the best long-run benefits to the
community ----,"58
Shortly after the H.D.L.C, suspended operations it began
"surveying mortgage lending conditions as the basis of a re-
port to the President within 90 days in connection with exten-
sion of the Corporation's life ----, The survey is being con-
ducted through regional offices of the Corporation and takes
in the general situation with regard to ability of private in-
stitutions to resume their normal lending functions
The above report no doubt had a direct bearing on a re-
quest for information made to a committee from the Mortgage
Bankers Association of America by Mr, John H, Fahey, Chairman
of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, "He requested that we
(the association) determine through our members the total a—
mount that each has of outstanding loans on which applications
58, "Declares Home Building About Ready to Start", Boston Even-
ing Transcript, Real Estate Section, p.6. January 5, 1935,
59. "H.O.L.C, Gathering Mortgage Report Data", Boston Hews
Bureau p,8, November 21, 1934,
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are pending in the H, 0, L. C,—these app^-ications to be divided
between those wherein foreclosure would result if Home Owners*
loans were not completed, and those wherein, --— the borrower
could carry on," Mr, Fahey also requested further information
"regso’ding the general trend throughout the country with rela-
tion to occupancy, rentals, sales and sale prices, collections,
new money available and loans available, Specimens of the
questionnaires sent out by the Association are illustrated by
Figures 11-12,
60, Letter to Members, No, 73, Mortgage Bankers Association of
America, (November 26, 1934) p,2.
11
CHAPTER IV
FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION
RATIONAL HOUSING ACT
In May 1934 the Mortgage Bankers Association of
America in a "Legislative Service” bulletin made mention
about a proposed "New Deal” housing drive,
"The new scheme now contemplated on the part of the
Government would result in putting up more hundreds of
millions of federal money to finance housing projects all
over the United States, This scheme would not only in-
clude the financing of newly constructed homes, but also
furnish funds for repairs, remodeling sind rehabilitation.
The mortgages would be given on generous terms with low
interest rates and amortization to be extended over a
period of ten to twenty years.
"The original intentions were that all activities of
the government relating to housing — including the Home
Owners* Loan Corporation, the subsistence homestead plan,
the home loan bank board, the credit administration and
the department of agriculture’s program for new housing
for farmers - would be coordinated under a single
authority.
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’’The whole purpose of the immediate program is to stimulate
the *durable goods ^ or * capital goods* industries The
program in the beginning will call for the organization of the
’insured mortgage system*, and then for the construction in vari-
ous parts of the country of many small housing units.
The Administration lost no time in anno\mclng that soraethlng
must be done along the above lines.
”0n May 14 President Roosevelt, in his message to Congress,
urged that legislation be enacted which would tend to improve con-
ditions for those who live in houses; those who repair and con-
struct houses; and those who Invest in houses. The bill S.3603,
was Introduced by Mr. Fletcher of Florida, Chairman of the Sen-
ate Banking and Currency Committee on the following day May 15,
and a companion bill H.R,9620, was Introduced in the House by
Mr. Stegall of Alabama, "^2
S,3603, and its companion bill H,R.9260, embody proposals
for legislation as requested in the President *3 message to Con-
gress on May 14; the principal items in the program being:
1. Modernization, repair and now construction,
2, Mortgage insurance,
3, Mortgage associations, and
4. Building and loan insurance.
The following comment was made with reference to this bill,
’’From what we (Mortgage Bankers Association of America) are able
to learn, there is some doubt that the bill will become law at
this session of Congress, Only those measures which the Admin-
istration deems immediately essential tov/ard the fulfillment of
61, Legislative Service, Bulletin No. 49, Mortgage Bankers Asso-
ciation of America, (May 4, 1934) p, 1,
62, Legislative Service, Bulletin No, 50, Mortgage Bankers Asso-
ciation of America, (May 23, 1934) p. 1,
hr,
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its Recovery Program remain in the *mu3t» calendar. The bill
in question for homo modernization and new construction is in-
cluded in a secondary list of bills which might bo deemed de-
sirable but not essential ----,63
In this matter there was no doubt or difference of opinion.
The Vice-President of one of Boston* s oldest mortgage company *s
said, ’’This is one of Roosevelt’s ’must pass’ bills and probably
will become law before Congress adjourns,”
On June 27, 1934, Congress approved the National Housing
Act,
Purpose
The purpose of the Act is cited as ”to improve nationwide
housing standards; provide employment and provide employment and
and stimulate industry; to improve conditions with respect to
home mortgage financing; to prevent speculative excesses in new
mortgage Investment, and to eliminate the necessity for costly
second mortgage financing, by creating a system of mutual mort-
gage Insurance and by making provision for the organization of
additional institutions to handle home financing; to promote
thrift and protect savings; to amend the Federal Home Loan Bank
Act, to amend the Federal Reserve Act; and for other purposes. "64
The specific sections of the Act are as follov/s:
Title I
Title II
Title III
Title IV
Title V
Housing Renovation and Modernization
Mutual Mortgage Insurance
National Mortgage Associations
Insurance of Savings and Loan Accoomts
Miscellaneous
A digest of these sections was made by the Real Estate
Mortgage Finance Committee of the National Association of Real
63. Legislative Service, Bulletin Ho. 50, Mortgage Bankers Asso-
ciation of America, (Hay 23, 1934) n i64. Prentice-Hall, Inc. op.'^cit! tjuly 5, 1934) p. 6251.
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Estate Boards, The digest of the principal provisions of the
National Housing Act are given here.®^
"Title I - Housing Renovation and Modernization
"Creates a Federal Housing Administration, all powers ex-
ercised by a Federal Housing Administrator, appointed by the
President, confirmed by the Senate, ----
"Administrator is given power;
(1) To insure approved financial institutions against loss
on loans made *for the purpose of financing alterations, repairs,
and Improvements upon real property,* Limit of Insiirance ; 20
per cent of the total amount of loans made by the insured insti-
tution, Obligations insurable ; *Loans and advances of credit and
purchases of obligations representing loans and advances of credit’
made subsequent to date of enactment of Act, Termination date of
insurance plan for modernizing loans : Loans made subsequent to
January 1, 1936, may not be Insured, The President, however, may
designate an earlier date. Type of loan eligible ; Must not ex-
ceed ^2,000, (This is upon note, without necessity for mortgage).
Interest rate, maturity term, and other terms of loan; To be
prescribed by Administrator, Limit on total liability which may
be incurred by the Government for such insurance ; ^200,000,000,
(2) To make loans and agreements to loan to institutions as
above, upon security of their Insurable modernizing obligations.
Loan limit ; Full face value of obligations offered as security.
Rates and terms ; To be prescribed by the Administrator,
65, Legislative Service, No, 53, Mortgage Bankers Association of
America, (June 30, 1934) pp, 1-6,
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*^ So\xrce of funds for above purpose: Reconstruction Fin-
ance Corporation or President’s Emergency Fund, In such amount
as deemed necessary by Administrator, Eligible Institution :
"Banks, trust companies, personal finance companies, mortgage
companies, building and loan associations. Installment lending
companies and other such financial Institutions" which are ap-
proved as eligible by Administrator,
"Title II - Mutual Mortgage Insurance
"Creates a Mutual Mortgage Insurance Fund, as revolving
fund, to which $10,000,000 Is now allocated,
"Limit for which Government may be obligated,
*^For Insurance of mortgages on existing ’property and (ex-
isting) lov/ cost housing projects’: $1,000,000,000.
"For insurance of mortgages on ’property and low cost hous-
ing projects’ constructed after passage of Act: $1,000,000,000,
"Limitations above may be exceeded by approval of the Presi-
dent,
" Premlum charge for Insurance of mortgage: To be deter-
mined In accordance with the risk involved, in no case to be
less than one-half nor more than one per cent per annum of or-
iginal face value of the mortgage. Payable : Annually in ad-
vance by mortgagee,
"General type of mortgage eligible to ins\n?ance ; accord-
ing to definition of ’mortgage’ as used in this Title: ’A
first mortgage on real estate in fee simple or a leasehold (l)
under a lease for not less than 99 years which is renewable,
or (2) under a lease having a period of not less than 50 years
to run from from the date the mortgage was executed, upon which
r
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is located a dwelling for not more than four families which is
used in part for residential purposes, irrespective of whether
such dwelling has a party wall or is otherwise physically con-
nected v/lth another dwelling.
” Specific requirements:
Interest rates on mortgages :
Must not exceed 5 per cent exclusive of premium charges for in-
surance, except where area condition or mortgage market demands
more. Under these special conditions it must not exceed 6 per
cent,
’’Mortgage :
Must have or he hold by a mortgagee approved as responsi-
ble and able to service the mortgage properly.
Must involve as to principal obligation (including such
initial service charges and appraisal and other fees as the Ad-
ministrator shall approve) not to exceed $16,000,
Must have a principal obligation not to exceed 80 per cent
of the appraised value of the property as of date mortgage is
executed.
Must have maturity satisfactory to Administrator, but not
to exceed 20 years.
Must contain complete amortization provisions.
Must meet Administrator’s requirements as to: insurance,
payment of taxes, default reserves, additional and secondary
liens, repairs, foreclosure proceedings, anticipation of matur-
ity, ,
Administrator may insure any mortgage offered to him wi-
thin one year from date of its execution or make commitment for
Insurance of a mortgage prior to date of its execution or dis-

bursement thereon, (This latter provision makes possible com-
mitments for construction loans.)
’’Character of Insurance, and payment on default;
In case of default and call upon the insurance fund for re-
compense, the mortgagee must foreclose and take possession of the
mortgaged property within such period and in accordance with such
regulations as may be determined by the Administrator or with Ad-
ministrator's consent must have acquired title to the real estate
from the mortgagor by other means.
The mortgagee shall thereupon convey title to the Adminis-
trator and assign all claims arising under the mortgage. The
Administrator shall thereupon issue to the mortgagee debentures
of the Insurance Fund having a total face value equal to the
mortgage on the date of delivery to the Administrator, which
said value shall be the unpaid principal of the mortgage on the
date of delivery, plus payments which may have been made by the
mortgagee for taxes and Insurance, For any excess due under the
mortgage the mortgagee shall receive a certificate of claim in
addition to such debentures. Insurance premiums cease upon de-
livery of title to the Administrator,
’’The debentures shall bear a rate of interest not to ex-
ceed 3 per cent, such rate to be determined as of date the mort-
gage is insured. Debentures shall be the obligations of the
Insurance Fund solely, excepting that any debentures Issued pri-
or to July 1, 1937, shall be fully guaranteed as to principal and
Interest by the United States,
"Debentures shall mature three years after the first day of
July following the maturity date of the mortgage for which they
were exchanged.
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’’The certificate of claim shall be issued by the Adminis-
trator in a sum equal to that the mortgagee would have received
if at the time of conveyance the mortgagor had paid in full the
obligations of the mortgage and those arising out of foreclosure
proceedings.
’’The certificate, plus such Interest, will be payable only
out of the net amovint (in excess of debentures) realized from
the property and the claims assigned herewith after deduction
of expense IncTirred by the Administrator in handling, dealing
with and disposing of such property.
’’Excess in the amount realized out of the sale of the pro-
perty over the sum due under the debentures and certificates
shall be paid to the mortgagor,
’’The Administrator is given all adequate authority to rent,
modernize, or sell any real estate convoyed to him and shall have
the right to pursue to final collection by way of compromise or
otherwise all claims against mortgagors, assigned by mortgagees
to him,
’’Title III - National Mortgage Associations
’’Provides means of creating a system of national mortgage
associations authorized;
1, *To purchase and sell first mortgages and such other
first liens as are commonly given to secure advances on real es-
tate held in fee simple or under lease for not less than 99 years,
under the laws of the state in which thr real estate is located,
together with the credit instrument, if any, secured thereby,
such mortgages not to exceed 80 per cent of the appraised value
of the property as of the date of mortgage is purchased; and
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2, 'To borrow money for such purposes through the issuance
of notes, bonds, debentures, or other such obligations
Such debentures issued shall not exceed ten times the aggregate
par value of its outstanding capital stock but in no event may
exceed the current face value of all mortgages held by it and
insured under the provisions of Title II of the Act, plus the
amount of cash on hand and on deposits, and the amount of its
investments, in bonds or obligations of, or guaranteed as to
principal and interest by the United States.
”Title IV - Insurance of Savings and Loan Accounts
’’Establishes a nev/ Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Cor-
poration, to insure the accounts of eligible institutions. Cap-
ital stock $100,000,000, Source; from Home Owners' Loan Cor-
poration, paid in its bonds. Borrowing Power ; may borrow money
and issue notes, bonds, debentures, etc,
’’Title V - Miscellaneous
’’Under this Title various Federal agencies had changes
made as to their operations,”
Regional Districts
The Federal Housing Administration is divided into twelve
regional Districts, The regional offices in each district are as
follov/s;®^
1, New York City
2, Boston, Massachusetts
3, Newark, N, J,
4, Cleveland, Ohio
5, Richmond, Virginia
6, Atlanta, Georgia
7, Chicago, Illinois
8, Memphis, Tennessee
9, Bismark, North Dakota
10, Denver, Colorado
11* Dallas Texas
S81~PrentIce-Hall
,
Inc,, op. cit, (December 27, 1934) p. 1010.
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12, San Francisco, California
Then there are ’’Territorial Offices” located at Juneau, Alaska
and Honolulu, T, H,
In many of these districts the regional office is also the
state office. There are then in addition district offices.
Title I in Operation
”Title I provides a program for short term financing of
housing renovation and modernization. It is intended to quickly
stimulate activity in the field of repair and modernization of
existing properties and thus relieve present unemployment among
workers in building trades and associated industries, and bring
recovery to the durable goods market. The accumulation of de-
ferred maintenance of needed repairs and alterations and im-
provement upon real property, is large;
’’The bill (Housing Act) encourages and assists local banks
and other Institutions to make * character loans* on the install-
ment paying plan, so that labor and material people get their
money at once, while the home owner can spread his payments over
a convenient period and in comfortable amounts to be paid from
his earnings.
’’The Government does not propose, nor does it want, to in-
dulge in * campaigns* to induce home owners to participate. Lo-
cal contractors and supply houses, cooperating with their local
financial institutions, chambers of commerce, etc,, will see to
to that. —— Ins\irance against loss up to 20 per cent of total
loans made will furnish a margin of security more Important in
67. Legislative Service, Bulletin No, 58 Mortgage Bankers Asso-
ciatiOTi of America (November 3, 1934),
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its psychological effect upon investors than the Government’s
actual financial coramitment
Although as stated above that the Government does not pro-
pose to Indulge In campaigns the Federal Housing Administration
is strongly behind an effort to get home OTmers to make needy
repairs. It has Instituted a ’’Better Housing Program".
The following summarized briefly the regulations, terms,
and conditions a home owner must meet to become eligible for a
loan.
Regulations
;
"l. Any owner of improved real property - homr
or business building,
2, v/hether property is mortgaged or not,
3, Providing there are no past due obligations.
Interest, taxes, liens, etc.
4, Credit standing satisfactory to lending agen-
cy.
5, Owners must have annual income at least five
times the suinual payments assumed under the loan,
6, If due to the declining condition of the neigh-
borhood as a whole, an owner is denied a loan, he may still be-
come eligible provided a majority of the owners in his block
combine to effect a general neighborhood improvement.
Terms and conditions:
1. Amounts - $100 to $2000 for any period up
to 5 years - at the discretion of the financial institution,
2, To be repaid in equal monthly installments.
68, Prentice-Hall, Inc. Op., cit, (June 25, 1934) p. 6212,
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F;.
3. Cost of Financing - whether in form of interest,
fees or other charges, may not exceed in total an amount equal
to $5 discount per |100 of face of monthly payment note, (For
calculations see Table 4),
1J
7p
FHE Form 14
Tables of Calculations
Prepared by the Federal Housing Administration for the information of Financial Institutions,
relating to maximum permissible charges on notes covering Property Modernization Credits
Below are given “factors” which may be used to
facilitate handling of notes under the Moderniza-
tion Credit Plan. In the center column are figures
from 12 to 36 for each possible monthly maturity
that may be used for such a note. In the right
hand column are “discount factors.” The face
amount of a discount note multiplied by the “dis-
count factor” for any maturity desired will give
the maximum permissible amount of discount that
may be collected. In the left hand column are
“gross charge factors.” The amount of cash pro-
ceeds desired—the principal sum the borrower
wants—multiplied by the “gross charge factor” for
any maturity will give the maximum permissible
amount of interest and/or fee that may be collected.
HOW TO USE THE "DISCOUNT FACTOR”
Discount of $5 on a $100 note for a period of one
year with provision in the note for monthly inkall-
ment payments gives a ratio of .097166, between
gross income and average outstanding balances of
the institution’s funds during the period of the loan.
This is the maximum return under the regulations
of the Federal Housing Administration that any
financial institution may obtain on a note of any
size, of any maturity, and regardless of the number
of installment payments. (The same limit would
apply to a note providing for one installment a
year as to one providing twelve installments.)
On a one-year note, of course, the discount factor
is .05. On a 15 months note, however, the dis-
count factor is .060837
;
on a 24 months note,
.091912; 36 months note, .130282. The “discount
factor” for each maturity from 12 to 36 months
is given in the table herewith. On a discount note
of $1,000 face amount, the amount of discount for
12 months would be $50; for 15 months, $60.84; for
24 months, $91.91; for 36 months, $130.28.
HOW TO USE THE "GROSS CHARGE
FACTOR”
A financial institution, desiring to use an interest
bearing note, with or without a fee, or for any
reason to ascertain the maximum amount of inter-
est and/or fees it would be permissible to take on
any principal sum which a borrower needs for
property modernization in order not to exceed the
ratio of .097166 between gross income and average
outstanding balances of the institution’s funds dur-
ing the period of the loan, can do so by using the
“gross charge factor.” Thus on a one-year note
the “gross charge factor” is .052632; on a fifteen
months note it is .064778; on a twenty-four months
note, ,101215; on a thirty-six months note, .149798.
The “gross charge factor” for each maturity from
12 to 36 months is given in the table herewith.
Thus by taking a $950 amount and multiplying by
the proper “gross charge factor” the amount of in-
terest and/or fee allowed for 12 months will prove
to be $50; for 15 months, $61.54; for 24 months,
$96.15; for 36 months, $142.31.
Gross
Charge Factor
Number of
Monthly In-
stallment Pay-
ments in which Discount Factor
(Based on $1 of loan is to be re- (Based on $1 of
Proceeds) paid Loan Amount)
.052632 12 .050000
.056680 13 .053640
.060729 14 .057252
.064778 15 .060837
.068826 16 .064394
.072875 17 .067925
.076924 18 .071429
.080971 19 .074906
.085020 20 .078358
.089068 21 .081784
.093117 22 .085185
.097166 23 .088561
.101215 24 .091912
.105263 25 .095238
.109312 26 .098540
.113360 27 .101818
.117408 28 .105072
.121457 29 .108303
.125506 30 .111511
.129554 31 .114695
.133603 32 .117857
.137651 33 .120996
.141700 34 .124113
.145748 35 .127208
.149798 36 .130282
Table IV
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Monthly payment notes r\inning for periods longer than one year,
carry the sar’e proportionate rate. Banks and other lenders
are permitted to make a lov^er charge if they so desire, and in
any case will be able to quote exact charges on each transaction.
4. Security - Ov/ner signs promissory note. No en-
dorsers, co-makers or collateral required (unless local or state
laws require a mortgage or other form of security). No down-pay-
ment required.
5. Government does not lend any money - it insures
financial institutions against loss.
6. Lending agencies are final authority on accepting
or rejecting loans, subject to the regulations of the Adminis-
trator.’*®^
Better Housing Program
It is the plan of the P.H.A, to establish in every commun-
ity a ’’Better Housing Program”. In its booklet (P.H.A. 102 (b)
complete information is given for organizing a local campaign.
Suggestions are given for the organization of various groups
committee groups. The plan also includes suggestions as to
how to reach landlords and absentee ov/ners. At the present
time there is a sufficient number of groups organized to reach
70 per cent of the people in Massachusetts, and before the end
of Pebruary 1935, it is hoped that this will increase to 90
per cent.
Advertising material is furnished free of charge. This
includes billboard posters (24 sheet size), car cards, window
emblems, campaign buttons, small posters (various sizes), metal
69. Community Csunpalgn, Pederal Housing Administration, (Sept-
ember 1934) pp. 32-33.
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signs, mats for printing purposes, and numerous booklets and
leaflets. There also many specially prepared talks for over
the radio and at special meetings. Speeches are prepared to be
given before special groups such as financial men, business
men and manufacturers. Then in addition there is prepared copy
for newspaper advertising. However so as to have some control
over the issuance of this material a table is prepared giving
the minimum and maximum quantities for different size cities.
The order for the material is signed by the Better Housing Com-
mittee Chairman and sent to the state or District Director,
Ydille many small communities will no doubt take advantage
of this generous offer for gratuitous advertising material it
will be supplemented in the larger centers by individual adver-
tising.
For instance^ in Boston, Massachusetts Jordan Marsh Company'^0
ran a newspaper advertisement calling to homo owners* attention
items on which loans could bo obtained. Following this copy a
news Item'^^ appeared several days later commenting upon the fact
that a special Government representative would at Jordan’s give
information with reference to Government loans for repairs and
modernization.
On November 20, 1934, the National Shawmut Bank had a small
advertisement on the front page of the Boston Herald stating that
it would ’’Welcome applications for Loans for Home Modernization."
To date (February 4, 1934) this bank made loans for this purpose
70, Boston Evening Transcript, Editorial Section, p. 1, October
23, 1934
71, Boston Globe, October 26, 1934,
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amounting to approximately #120,000.
A Bank in Springfield, Massachusetts is in number one
position, in Massachusetts, having Issued loans for an aggre-
gate sum of about |360,000. The Quincy Trust Company,
. Quincy,
Massachusetts has loans amounting to about $10,000,
In P.H.A, bulletins Nos. 1 and 2 banks and other financial
Institutions are given full Information ’’relating to credit in-
surance for alteration, repair and improvement of real property
as provided for in Title I”.
Up to February 4, 1935, loans for repairs and moderniza-
tion amounted to approximately $36,000,000 for the entire coun-
try, Massachusetts* portion of this was close to $1,700,000.
In comparison with the other States Massachusetts is making a
better showing.
The General Electric Company72 also made mention of the
i
National Housing Act in one of its advertisements featuring
their oil furnace.
The following clipping shows that the lumbermen and
building supply dealers are behind the program, ’’Lumbermen and
other building supply dealers and material men, to meet situa-
tion existing in communities that are locking in credit facili-
ties for insured modernization loans under Title I, N,H,A, or
where standard finance plans may be more adaptable to their own
finance companies to facilitate extension of such credits. Pro-
gress made by these building material companies in this connec-
tion is described in a bulletin issued by the P.H.A,
, The
72. New York Times Magazine, November 11, 1934, p. 20,
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organizations to date are local, sectional and in some in-
stances cover several States,. At least one company operates
nationally and is affiliated with lumber concerns in twenty-
five States. ’”73
That the Housing Administration is having the support of
large corporations can be readily ascertained from the follow-
ing campaign to bo started by nine corporations to which more
will undoubtedly be added,
’’Nine industries which have been usually active on fur-
thering and cooperating with the Housing Administration have
joined in a movement to send motor cavalcades to 654 cities
and towns to sell the idea of better and modern homes.
’’This unique campaign will start February 15, (1935),
There will be 3 caravans of about 13 coaches each. Trained
talkers and salesmen will sell the public the desirability of
taking advantage of the provisions of the Housing Act and
bringing their property from a state of obsolescence and de-
lapidation to a state of cheerfulness and comfort,
”
---- The caravans will begin their long trip in the
southern part of the country, whore it is warm, and work north
with the advance of spring,
’’The concerns participating are; Johns-Manville Corpora-
tion, New York; American Radiator and Standard Sanitary Corpora-
tion, New York; General Electric Company, Cleveland; and others, ’”75
James A. Moffett, Federal Housing Administrator pointed out
that many of these large industrial concerns are advancing loans.
73. ’’Ready to Finance Our F.H.A, Loans”, Boston Evening Trans-
cript, part 2, p, 6, January 5, 1935,
75. Better Housing, Federal Housing Administration, Vol. 1,
No. 14, (January 23, 1935) p. 3,
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He said, ’’The Johns-Manville Corporation has created 11,000
lending agencies throughout the United States, They make loans
for modernizing and repairing property and the loans are insured
by the Housing Administration in the same manner as if the cre-
dit had been extended through a bank,
’’The American Radiator and Standard Sanitary Corporation
has established a similar lending agency through 9,299 contrac-
tors and dealers. Loans are Increasing at the rate of 20 per
cent per week and the average loan has been for |580,"'^'^
The reports from various parts of the country are promis-
ing, If this keeps up the result will be a tremendous amount
of all concerns connected in any way with housing. That the
house-to-house canvassing is being successfully undertalcen can
be learned from these reports;*^®
Salesburg, 111,,
Mamoroneck, Long Island
New Castle, Pa,,
Pulton, N,Y,
f572, 501
35435,000
f365,600$214,000
The above figures represent the amount of repair work pledged
or in construction in these localities.
The progress of the ’’Better Housing Program” is summarized
as follows
Community Chairman appointed 5,283
Communities organized and operating4,097
Canvasses begun 1,805
Canvasses completed 360
Field estimate of dollar value of
modernization jobs completed to date $219,379,103
Estimate of work done for cash 66^
74, "Banking Response to Repair Loans,” New York Times (Octo-
ber 9, 1934) Section 10-11, p, 2
76, Better Housing, Federal Housing Administration, Vol, 1,
No, 14, (January 23, 1935) p, 2,
77, Ibid, p, 1,
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One surprising development in this present campaign is
the fact that many home owners are paying for repair work with
th^ir own cash. They are evidently doing this either from a
’’patriotic” viewpoint or they are unable to secure a loan.
Therefore, they have gone into their own limited reserve in an
effort to help improve conditions. Many banks as well as build-
ing and loan associetions are making loans that are not eligible
for insurance. In Boston a report of f705,000 for repair v/ork
included only 6 per cent of borrowed money.
In 498 leading centers modernizing of all kinds of proper-
ty showed an increase of 42 in dollar volume dvirlng October
(1934) as compared with the same period last year. The total
of permits Increased from ^57,439,710 to $10,522,620.'^®
”A survey of the private home situation in many important
cities of the country by the National Association of Real Es-
tate Boards reveals the fact that there is a steady rising de-
mand for well-conditioned homes followed, in a majority of re-
ports received, by advancing prices,
’’Perhaps the most important fact revealed in the survey is
that so-called ’’used” houses stand little if any chance of sale
at a reasonable figure unless they have been thoroughly modern-
ized. ”'79
The Federal Housing Administration recognizing the poten-
tial value of the real estate dealers has made a direct appeal
for their co-operation in the Modernization Program, In the
78. ’’Modernizing Shows 42 Per Cent Increase”, Boston Evening
Transcript, (November 17, 1934) Real Estate Section
79, ’’Prices Stiffening on Private Homes”, New York Times,
(October 21, 1934) part 19-11, p. 1.
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appeal it is suggested that dealers get in touch with home own-
ers whose property needs repairing. The F.H.A. has designed
special letters for contacting the home owner. These to be
mailed by the real estate dealer. However, before starting
any such drive the P.H.A. suggests to first check up on the
local banks to see if they are qualified to make loans and whe-
ther or not the bank would make a loan to the home owner,
Still another fact is that modernization is helping re-
store the earning power of property. Houses having modern
plumbing and lighting fixtures and up-to-date kitchens are
able to command a larger rental. Owners of large buildings
realize this fact and which has resulted in a request to in-
crease the size of loans now restricted to a maximum of $2,000.
A recent analysis of some 44,809 Insured modernization in-
sured loans totaling $19,021,116,72 showed that single-family
homes are the leaders in the modernization program. Loans on
this type of house amounted to $13,181,376.34 while multiple-
family homes the total was $3, 024,021, 64.
One could go on giving countless illustrations but the
writer feels that enough has been said about the Better Hous-
ing Program to show that it has made a good start and its
achievements should continue to grow until the emergency no
longer exists.
Title II in Operation
Mutual mortgage insurance benefits under Title II of the
80. ’’P.H.A. Asks Aid of Realtors in Modernization,” National
Real Estate Journal, Vol, 35, No, 13 (December 1934) p.l8,
81, ’’single-family Home Repairs Lead Modernization Program”,
National Real Estate Journal, Vol, 35, No, 13 (December
1934), P.21,
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Federal Housing Act are going to be available in almost every
urban community of the United States, The P.H.A, has already
made known changes in its regijilation so as to enable it to in-
crease the number of financial institutions eligible to be ap-
proved as mortgagees,
"Under the revised regulations just announced, (January
26, 1935), eligibility for approval is extended in blanket
form, irrespective of location or capital and surplus, to all
members of the Federal Reserve System, all members of members
of the Federal Deposit Insurance Company and all members of the
Federal Home Loan Bank system, --— In addition, all non-member
State banks may apply for such approval, and if found responsi-
ble and able to service the mortgage property will be approved. "82
Titles II and III are perhaps the most Important sections
of the National Housing Act, They have to do with a long-term
program which, without a doubt, will turn into a permanent af-
fair, These two Titles are for the purpose of bringing about a
revival in the residential field and re-establish the secia^’ity
and stability of mortgage Investments, As long as real-estate
values are belov/ normal there will be no incentive to bring a-
bout new construction or make new investments in home mortgages.
It is the purpose of Title II to bring about stability and
security in home mortgages through the medium of Insurance,
The complete regulations and rules as to the type of pro-
perty eligible and the mortgagee who deals in liiis type of mort-
gage are explained in detail in Title II of the Housing Act,
82, "F,H,A, Extends Its Mortgage Insurance Field," Boston Even-
ing Transcript, Part 2, p, 4, January 26, 1935,
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At this point, hov/ever, it might be well to insert the
following comment with reference to eligible mortgagees,
"Only chartered institutions are as yet Included, Private
mortgagees are given no place, unless they be engaged by some
chartered institution as servicers of its mortgages, or, of
course, unless they change their character, apply for and se-
cure some form of national or state charter (as bank, trust
company, etc,) Private mortgage investors are cut off, as yet
from the benefit of mortgage Insurance unless they surrender
their funds for mortgage investment to a bank, trust company
or the like. In view of the avowed purpose of the Act to bring
private capital into the home mortgage field it may be expected
that future regulations will be set up to extend the group of
eligible mortgagees. This is Implied in the Administrator’s
covering statement, which refers Incidentally to ’such inves-
tors in mortgages as may be hereafter provided for by regula-
tions and approval, "8^
Another particular phase added by the insurance plan is
that services charges are restricted to two types of mortgage
indebtedness, "The fact the service charges are permitted
only in case of two types of mortgage indebtedness, loans to
purchasers for nev/ home construction, and refinancing loans
on existing property where there is a change in lender, means
that for all other types of insured loan, actual return to
the mortgagee will, in practice, be definitely under 5 per
cent in the case of financing sales of existing property,
83, "New P,H,A, Regulations Qivisage Radical Shifts In Home
Payment Practice," National Association of Real Estate
Boards, (November 8, 1934) p. 3,

probably # per cent. It will be less than the 5^ per cent
which is permitted as interest on refunding existing property
without change of borrov/er or lender. ”94
The various charges permissible with respect to the type
of transaction are shown on Table 5.
34, National Association of Real Estate Boards, loc. cit
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SCHEDULE
Group I'ransactions involving Interest rates • Service charge ' Mortgage insur-ance premium*
1
Acquisition of property
(wherein the mortgagee
is the vendor, actual or
beneficial) constructed be-
fore June 27, 1934
5%
Per Annum None
}i%
Per Annum
2
Acquisition of property
(wherein the mortgagee
is not the vendor, either
actual or beneficial) con-
structed before June 27,
,1934
5%
Per Annum
^2%
Per Annum Per Annum
3
Acquisition and/or con-
struction* of, and/or re-
funding of temporary
mortgage indebtedness
against, property con-
structed* after June 27,
1934
5%
Per Annum
^2%
Per Annum Per Annum
4
Refunding of mortgage in-
debtedness (wherein the
mortagee is unchanged)
against property con-
structed before June 27,
1934
5H%
Per Annum None
1%
Per Annum
5
Refunding of mortgage
indebtedness (wherein the
mortgagee is changed)
against property con-
structed before June 27,
1934
5'A%
Per Annum
/ 2 /o
Per Annum
1%
Per Annum
6
Creation of mortgage in-
indebtedness (wherein
neither acquisition, con-
struction, nor refunding
are involved) against
property constructed be-
fore June 27, 1934
5>i%
Per Annum
^2%
Per Annum
1
1
1%
Per Annum
» Upon monthly balances of unpaid principal. Upon the orifiinal iiriticijial <<f the iiiort;;a;;e.
*A.s used throughout the ahov^e schedule the phrase juopert}^ con-
structed after June 27, 1934”, shall be deemed to include any pi-oj)-
ert}^ upon which the value of the buildings, or poidion of the
buildings, constructed since such dato, equals or exceeds .sixty percent
.(G0%) of appraised value of all buildings on the property!
(Circular No. 1, Mutual Mortgage Insurance, Federal Housing
Administration, November 27, 1934)
Table V
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A piece of real estate in order to become eligible for
insurance must also meet a certain number of specific pro-
perty requirements as set up by the F,H,A, in Circular No, 8,
In brief these requirements apply the following phases;
1, Area covered by house
2, Number of rooms
3, Floor area
4, Number of windows
5, Water supply (in general)
6, Water supply for kitchen sink
7, Sewage systems
8, Number of waterclosets
9, Adequate heating system
10, House foundation
Then there are other suggested phases which would have a
favorable reaction but are not required.
Also \uider Title II materials to be used in moderniza-
tion and new construction must meet with the approval of ei-
ther the local underwriting offices or the F,H.A.*s office in
Washington, However, only now and untried materials or a new
method of construction will be referred to Washington,
New Construction
TTperative Build'er
Up to this point what has been said about Title II, in
the main, applied to existing construction. The F,H,A, also
recognized the fact that at all times there must be a certain
amount of new residential real estate in construction. There-
fore, in order to encourage to construction of one to four-fam-
ily houses the Administration has set up definite rules under
which an operative builder can secure the benefits of Title II,
"Although the Administration is not empowered to insure a
mortgage until there is located up on the property which con-
stitutes the security a one to four-family dwelling, it is em-

89r
powered to make commitments for the insuring of mortgages prior
to the date of their execution and disbursement thereon. Com-
mitments for the insurance of mortgages are issued only to ap-
proved mortgagees who have made formal application for insur-
ance and have submitted therewith such supporting Information,
data, and assurance as the Administration may require, ”85,
Three types of commitments can be made. In brief, they
are as follows:
1, Whore operative builder has a definite buyer for the
completed dwelling property,
2, Where the operative builder expects that an unknown
buyer will be the original mortgagor,
3, Where the operative builder is to be the original
mortgagor.
In various sections of the country builders have purchased
large tracts of land to use for new housing developments. On
some of these developments builders have gone so far as to con-
struct model houses. They fully believe that the mortgage in-
s\irance feature of the Housing Act will create a demand for new
property,
Low-Cost Housing
”Low-co8t housing” is another type of construction for
which there are special regulations under the National Hous-
ing Act, Section 207, Properties of this type are described
as being occupied by a larger number of family units, in ei-
ther one building or in a group of buildings,
Under section 207 the following general class of mort-
gages upon low-cost housing are eligible for Insurance:
85. Operative Builders, Federal Housing Administration, Circu-
lar No, 4 (December 15, 1934) p, 6.
86, Prentice -Hall, Inc,, op, cit,, (December 6, 1934) p,6279.
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"(1) Mortgages executed by any properly constituted Fed-
eral, state, municipal or other public authority, which is
regulated or restricted by law as to rents, charges, capital
structure, rate of return and methods of operation in a man-
ner and to an extent satisfactory to the Administrator,
"(2) Mortgages executed by any private limited dividend
corporation, organized under a state housing law (regula-
ted as in ( 1 )
.
"(3) Mortgages executed by any private limited dividend
corporation which, though not organized under a state housing
law, is organized solely for the purpose of creating, owning,
and operating such low-cost housing projects (regulated
as in (1) and (2).”®'^
*’ln the case of low-rental housing by municipal author-
ities the Housing Administrator can insure mortgages up
to the full value of the property, instead of 80 per cent,
and at whatever premium he decides proper. The mortgage ma-
turity can also exceed the twenty-year limit. While single
houses mortgages are limited to $16,000 for insurance pur-
poses, the limit for municipal housing authorities is
$10 ,000,000 for each project, "9®
The various forms used in connection with loans made un-
der Titles I and II are shown in Figures 14 to 25,
87. Prentice-Hall, Inc,, op. clt. (December 6, 1934) p.6279,
88, ”F,H,A, Will Insure Low-cost Housing", New York Times,
Real Estate Section, p, 1, October 28, 1934.

Employment vinder Titles I and II
"The greatest amount of present unemployment exists in
the building trades. General construction has dropped from
an annual pre-depression level of $11,000,000,000 to a pre-
sent annual level of around $3,000,000,000. In home construc-
tion the figures are even more startling. From a $3,000,000,-
000 annual volume before the depression, home building has ,
dropped to a tenth that amount or a $300,000,000 volume,
"
—
— It is estimated that 3,500,000 of our unemployed
are persons v;ho would normally be engaged directly in con-
struction activities —--,
"The National Housing Act definitely strives to revive
the building trades and to bring them again to a point where
they can be an assisting factor rather than b retarding fac-
tor in the recovery program,"®^
That the Act is helping in this direction can be learned
from the following reports:
"No carpenters or other building-trade artisans are idle,
reports the Federal Housing Director for Montana,
"in warmer South Carolina an actual shortage of building-
trades labor is reported in Sumter and Florence ——
,
"Possibly the most interesting development in the way of
providing employment comes from Los Angeles where the Better
Housing Committee is handicapped for the time being by a scar-
city of architects, the one group in the building Industry
harder hit by the depression than any other,
89, "Alms to Restore Building Activity", Boston Evening Trans-
cript, October 27, 1934.
90. Better Housing Federal Housing Administration, Vol. I, No,
12, (January 3, 1935) p. 1.
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At the present time (February 1935) much of the employ-
ment Is the result of the Better Housing Program, Rhich of
the modernization and repairs are inside jobs so that the win-
ter weather conditions have not retarded this v/ork. In the com-
ing spring it is hoped that many thousands of men will find em-
ployment due to new construction work.
Title III in Operation
Under Title III the Administrator is authorized to pro-
vide for the establishment of National Mortgage Associations,
These Associations are to be subject to definite regulations
as specified in the Housing Act,
*’ln particular such National Mortgage Associations shall
be authorized:
"(1) To purchase and sell first mortgages and other such
first liens as are commonly given to secure advances on real
estate. ; and,
”(2) To borrow money for such purposes through the is-
suance of notes, bonds, debentures, or such other obligations;
"(3) To issue and have outstanding at any time notes, bonds,
debentures, in an aggregate amount not to exceed (a) ten
times the aggregate par value of its outstanding capital stock,
and in no event to exceed (b) the current face value of mort-
gage held by it and insured under the provisions of this Ti-
tle ,"9l
This type of Association v/hen organized will enable any
mortgagee to secure cash for his insured mortgage v/hen he so
91, Legislative Service, Bulletin No. 58 Mortgage Bankers As-
sociation of America, (November 3, 1934), p. 10.
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desires
.
The National Association of Real Estate Boards advocates
the creation of a Central Discount Bank for Mortgages which is
to he made under Federal Control,
Walter S, Schmidt, chairman of the committee on real es-
tate finance of the National Association of Real Estate Boards
said, "The Housing Administration should be given the best
possible instrument with which to work. The National Housing
Act at present, and the regulations adopted for its operation,
limit within narrow bounds those who can buy an Insured mort-
gage. No individual can own one, for instance, nor can many
funds and corporations who might Invest in mortgages. The on-
ly persons who can buy insured mortgages are State and Federal
inspected institutions. The insured mortgage is thus still a
frozen Investment. A purchaser must be found for it when cost
is needed.
’’The only logical way to liquify the mortgage is to create
under Federal auspices a Central Discount Bank which stands
ready at all times to buy sound mortgages, securing the neces-
sary funds therefore by bond issues against mortgages in hand.
If Government guarantees these bonds, but a small cash capital
would be required. If it is unwilling so to do, then the Dis-
count Bank could be granted substantial capital, say one billion
dollars, which would bring public acceptance to its own bonds
without guarantee. The Discount Bank should be authorized to
buy conservative mortgages on any type of improved urban real
estate ----,”92
92, Nev/s Service, National Association of Real Estate Boards,(January 20, 1935) p. 1-2,
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Difficulties
Home Owner
Under this present campaign for modernization the home
owner who is in no position to have such work done will find
himself at a disadvantage. Tenants whose income shows a grad-
ual Increase will begin to look for quarters having up-to-date
conveniences. This eventually will mean that certain classes
of property, that are not modernized will attract only the
lowest class. Even this might not happen for the Government
is at present undertaking a slum clearance program to better
the standard of living for our lowest class. This program,
however, is rather a limited one so that there still will
be much old property remaining vacant.
Labor
Labor is also in for its share of difficulty for in many
cases it does not know what to charge for its work,
"The question is (in many cases) whether the prevailing
rate of wages, which is practically the union scale of wages,
must be paid or if a borrower can get his work done at the
best rate he may be able to negotiate
It is held that since the F.H.A, does not use Government
money on the job that the borrower is within his right to get
as much work done as possible for his money. In some sections
of the country attempts are being made to reach an agreement
between various employers and laborers.
Another problem is brought about by the Government's low-
cost housing program. Here it is felt that the Government will
set a scale for construction costs which will be harmful to
93, "New Wage Issue Confronts F,H,A, Housing Scheme", Boston
Evening Transcript, November 13, 1934,
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private builders. But in this matter the Government hopes
that labor can be persuaded to reduce its high scale for more
continuous work. This seems to be a logical request for al-
though a laborer receives a high hourly wage the net result
has been smaller than if he received a lower rate but instead
of intermittent lay-offs he had continuous work.
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CHAPTER V
PUBLIC WORKS AEMINISTRATION
HOUSING DIVISION
”The Housing Division is that unit of the Public Works
Administration charged with the development of a program of
low-cost housing or slum clearance projects, and correction
of acute housing shortage not necessarily involving slum
clearance. It also makes loans to limited-dividend corpora-
tions, for such purposes. The Emergency Housing Corporation
is an auxiliary of the Housing Division, established to ex-
pedite the housing program. Neither of these agencies deal
directly with individual ownership needs,
Mr, Harold L, Ickes, Secretary of the Interior and Ad-
ministrator of the PWA said, ”A housing program has almost
infinite possibilities and is so near to the heart of the
average American that, I am sure, sufficient enthusiasm
could be generated for it to push it over despite the fun-
damental difficulty of land acquisition, which has badly
hampered our housing program so far. There are already
enough powers lodged in various agencies of the Federal gov-
ernment to develop a housing program with any number of com-
binations, with the cooperation of public and private capital.
94, How Owners of Homes and Business Can Secure the Benefit
of the National Housing Act, Federal Housing Administration,
(F.H,A. 101 (G)-9-34, p,22.
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’’But selfish local opposition does require the organiza-
tion of public interest, backed by actual administrative effort
on the part of the Federal government on almost a war-time basis.
Both capital and labor can help by a fair adjustment of prices
and wages which, by reducing costs, will increase the total a-
mount of v/ork to be done, as well as the ultimate returns to
the material manufacturers and dealers and building labor,
’’The result be a decent home within the reach of every
man, ,"95
These new developments will no doubt help to better the
standard of living for many even though it may be temporary.
The houses are being built with the health and happiness of
its tenants in mind. This the writer believes is the prlncie
pal thought behind the Housing Division of the PWA,
For this purpose approximately $150,000,000 has been
placed at the disposal of the Housing Division,
"It is not assumed that the sl'jun clearance and low-
cost housing work done by the Housing Division will elimin-
ate all the blighted areas in any city nor furnish all the
needed low-cost housing. The objective is to provide in
each community a demonstration that will serve as a guide
in a continuation of the local program. "96
Large Scale Building
In this particular field of lovz-cost housing and slum
clearance the PWA endeavored to Interest private organlza-
95, Harold L, Ickes, "Jobs vs Dole", Today, Vol, 3, No, 4,
(November 17, 1934), p,20.
96. Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works, Hous-
ing Division, Letter dated December 21, 1934.

tiona. It was successful only to a small extent because funds
were available for only limited-dividend corporations.
At the present time the Housing has seven limited-dividend
corporation lovz-cost housing projects on its program. These
projects are as follows
Under construction:
HILLSIDE HOUSHTG CORPORATION - YORK CITY (The Bronx)
Allotment,
-f,060,000, Estimated total cost #5,717, 871,
To provide about 1,388 living units (4,948 rooms). Apartments,
Highest six stories,
BOULEVARD GARDENS, INC. - NETiV YORK CITY (Woodside, Queens Bor-
ough)
Allotment, $3,450,000, Estimated total cost, #4,086,600,
To provide approximately 957 living units (3,248 rooms). Apart-
ments, Highest unit six stories,
JUANIATA PARK - JUNIATA PARK HOUSING CCHPORATION - PHILADELPHIA
Allotment, #1,039,000, Estimated total cost #1,153,607,
To provide approximately 284 living units (1085 rooms). Apart-
ments, three-story,
NEIGHBORHOOD GARDENS - NEIGHBORHOOD GARDENS CORPORATION - St,
LOUIS, MO.
Allotment, #640,000, Estimated total cost #730,000, To
provide about 252 living units (641 rooms). Apartments,
EUCLID HOUSING CORPORATION - EUCLID, OHIO
Allotment, #500,000, Project consists of individual and
double houses to be erected by persons ovming property with
Corporation aid. 14 houses completed and occupied; 3 are un-
97. Bulletin P.W. 26701, Federal Emergency Administration of
Public Works, Housing Division, (January 15, 1935) pp.1-2.
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der construction.
PROJECTS COI.1PLETED
ALTA VISTA HOUSING CORPORATION - ALTA VISTA, VIRGINIA
Allotment, •^84,000, Total cost, $100,000, Project con-
sists Ox 50 small, s ingle -family
,
frame houses. Houses com-
plete ,
PREPARING PLANS
BROOKLYN POLYTECHNIC - BROOKLYN, NEW YORK CITY
Allotment, $1,670,000, Estimated total cost $2,120,000,
To provide around 450 living units. Apartments,
Now in this picture there must also he Included the 30-
odd Federal projects which are financed wholly hy the F.VA and
to bo erected and operated under Federal supervision.
Some of these projects ere located in the following cities
New York Indianapolis
Chicago Cincinnati
Atlanta Louisville
Cleveland Montgomery
Detroit
To this list now can be added South Boston, Massachusetts.
The Government has allotted $5,000,000 for this project.
Bases of Financing
’’Projects constructed by the Public Works may be leased
to and managed by local groups on terms approved by the Ad-
ministrator, Loans to public bodies must be reasonably se-
cured, The interest rate is 3 per cent; the maximum term of
amortization, 44 years. In the discretion of the Adminis-
trator, a grant may be made of not more than 30 per cent of
the cost of labor and materials, when a project is sponsored

r-
99
by a public body or tho Federal Government, ”98
Benefits to Tenants
The benefits to tenants will be many. They will have
surroundings vastly different from their former ones.
The Hillside project (see page 97) will provide social
and recreational facilities for its tenants. There will be
baseball fields, wading pools, tennis courts, and playgrounds
for children of various ages.
The apartments in these projects "will be mostly of two,
tliree and four rooms, each with cross-ventilation and modern
conveniences, embracing mechanical refrigeration, incinerators
and other comforts such as once were demanded only in expen-
sive suites, ”99
Since the PWA Housing program is an effort to better the
standard of living for the low-wage group, other projects as
above will no doubt have such similar improvements.
Effect upon Private Real Estate
’’Direct government building of houses for rent or sale
is opposed by the National Association of Real Estate Boards
— Such direct by the Government on any scale would in-
volve adversely, the whole great present investment of the
people of the country in their homes. It would affect the
principal of every large life insurance company to such a de-
gree as to endanger the entire mechanism of insurance sind it
98, Organization and Operation of the Housing Division of the
PWA, Bulletin, January 22, 1935,
99, ”Plan Community Life in Bronx Houses” New York Times, Sec-
tions 12-13, p, 1, December 16, 1934,

100
would substantially affect savings represented in bank de-
posits especially savings-banks deposits, and all similar
mortgagor savings investments --
—
,”100
In the sections where these new projects are being un-
dertaken it will mean that many old houses in good condition
will become vacant. Some of the tenants, now compelled to seek
other quarters while the project is \mder construction, will
not return so that strangers will become apparent.
100. ’’Opposes the Government Building Houses” Boston Evening
Transcript, Part 2, December 1, 1935.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
Accomplishments
The Federal Government in creating the various agencies
which have been discussed in the preceding chapters has done
much toward easing up the strain under which the real estate
market was attempting to runction. As v/e have seen each of
the agencies was created for a specific purpose. Perhaps
when the Reconstruction Finance Corporation was created the
Government was not aware of the fact that this agency by it-
self would be insufficient to cope with the problem.
The Reconstruction Finance Corporation was created when
the depression was well upon us. Commerce and industry in
their many phases were in need of help. The real estate mar-
ket due to its overexpansion found itself in a very difficult
position. Due to both good and bad practices it had floated
far too many bond Issues. Therefore, in order that financial
institutions and mortgage companies could meet interest charges
on their securities and possibly operating expenses loans were
made to them by the RFC, These loans were secured by mortgages
and other forms of securities. In renewing such loans which
at times became necessary the RFC supplied new forms to be
filled out. These went into so much detail that it would re-
quire about ten weeks for the most experienced accountant to
complete. These loans are gradually being repaid and it is
safe to assume that the Government will lose little through
this agency. In the meantime it has been a life-saver for
thousands of small investors who were at the point of losing
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all of their savings.
In a further endeavor to help the real estate market the
Federal Home Land Bank System was created. The banks in this
system made loans only to its members who were dealing in the
home mortgage field. As yet no direct help was being given
to the individual home owner.
The Federal Home Loan Bank Act was follov;ed by the Home
Owners’ Loan Bank Act. This latter Act created the Federal
Savings and Loan Association and Home Owners’ Loan Corporation,
These saving and loan associations, being similar in character
to cooperative banks and building and loan associations, were
not to be organized where they would compete with the already
existing facilities. The Government fully realizing the im-
portance of new construction undoubtedly felt that these fed-
eral chartered associations would induce potential home own-
ers to become real ones.
The Home Owners’ Loan Corporation was of tremendous im-
portance to the mortgage companies, the individual home own-
ers, and Incidentally the many cities and towns. This is
the first agency which actually went at the root of much of
the trouble - the home owner. Through no fault of his own
he found himself unable to meet his interest charges, prin-
cipal payments, and taxes. Perhaps he was out of work and
so were many of those upon whom he was dependent for a return
on his investment with which to meet his obligations and
leave something for himself. V/hile this was going on he used
up the small reserve which he had accumulated. Eventually he
lost his home. This happened time and time again. Conditions
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became worse for mortgage companies found themselves in pos-
session of hundreds of parcels of property which they too
were operating at a loss*
Therefore, with the creation of the Home Owners* Loan
Corporation mortgage companies and individuals lost little
time in seeing that applications were filed for government
aide* To the mortgage company the H. 0, L. C* meant a li-
Q^^id^tion of its distress assets j to the home ov/ner it meant
a refinancing on a sounder basis with a long-term mortgage
which did not include a disasterous second one; and to the
tovms and cities it meant payment of taxes and therefore
funds for relief and welfare work*
Now that the Government is the holder of many thousands
of mortgages it will be interesting to watch the reaction of
the home owners* There is no doubt that the majority will
make every effort to meet their payments* The interesting
part will be to see what action is taken with those who fail
to meet their obligations* In this, however, there can be
but one step for the Government to take and that is to fore-
close on the property and let it be known that the mortgagors
must live up to their agreements.
The Federal Housing Administration was the next agency
to appear upon the scene with its Titles I, II, and III,
Under Title I there is much repair and modernization
work being done. Institutions making loans for this type
of work are being slightly protected against losses. The
surprising fact, however, in this drive for Better Housing,
is that much of the work is being paid for from the indlvid-
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uals own funds. ^iThile this program is only a temporary one
it is creating employment and that is an important result.
It appears that under Title II that the Government is
attempting to standardize the mortgage of the future. Mort-
gages contracted through this Title are insured under spec-
ific regulations so that in the event of foreclosure the pro-
perty is turned over to the PHA. This means that the mort-
gage company or any other institution eligible to deal in
insured mortgages are limited. But since this is to become
a permanent factor in the financing of real estate it is cer-
tain to be extended so as to include all desirable institutions.
When Title III becomes effective mortgagees of insured
mortgages will be able to discount them should they find them-
selves in need of funds. The National Association of Real
Estate Boards has constantly advocated that a central dis-
count bank for real estate mortgages be established. Title
III will effectively serve such a purpose provided the opera-
tion of Title II will be wide enough in scope to permit the
private mortgagees to deal in insured mortgages.
The Government through the Housing Division of its Pub-
lic Works Administration is attempting to clean up numerous
slum sections and also undertake the construction of low-cost
housing projects. The idea is a good one but up to the pre-
sent time I have failed to see how the Government expects
tenants who are living in slums to pay from i|8,00 to $12.50
per room. The outcome will be that they will move to another
district which as yet has not reached the slum stage and dur-

ing the course of time such sections will become slums. The
new houses in the meantime will become occupied by tenants
who are well able to pay more rent. In this particular field
the National Association of Real Estate Boards has advocated
that the PWA limit itself to the supplying of funds and permit
the work to be done by private corporations. It further sug-
gests the removal of some of the restrictions imposed on li-
mited-dividend corporations. The Government has not been very
successful in inducing the formation of this latter type of
corporation. Perhaps the solution might be in the suggestions
of the above Association.
Future Effect upon Real Estate Market
I believe that the present program of the Federal Govern-
ment will have a stabilizing effect upon the real estate mar-
ket in general. It will help to raise the value of property
through its modernization program. Home owners will realize
that in order to attract desirable tenants that they must
keep their property in good condition.
A problem soon to be solved is that pertaining to the
procedure to be followed by the Federal agencies in handling
the foreclosed properties which will eventually come into
their possession. It must be answered in such a way so as
not to effect adversely the condition of the market. Perhaps
some encouragement might be gained from the following answer
given in reply to this problem when put to an official under
Title II, Having a large supply of securities you would not
dump it all at one time on the market." Vi,'e hope that the
officials will follow such a course.
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General Effect upon Banks and
Morti^a^e Companies
If the present program of the Government is carried out
to a conclusion it will eventually take the banks, mortgage
companies, and other institutions out of the real estate busi-
ness. This will gradually come about through the widening
scope of Title II and its insured mortgage plan. Under this
plan, as stated previously, all foreclosed mortgages will be
turned over to a Federal agency by the mortgagee in return
for the amount collectible through the policy. These vari-
0U3 institutions therefore would no longer have any frozen
assets tying up capital and the hindering the purpose for
which they were created.
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Appendix

Reconstruction Finance Corporation
Forms

R. F. C. Form I.*12
MORTGAGE LOAN INFORMATION
(Two copies of this form and two certified copies of the latest available appraisal report must be provided for each mortKOge offered,
and accompany the application.)
1. Original Mortgage:
2. Present Obligor:
Name.
3. Guarantors (if any):
Name
Address.. Address ..
4. Description of Property Mortgaged and Location:
State County City Street No..
If farm, nearest town ; population ; acres .
If town property, kind
;
size lot
Size buildings ; material
Wlien built
;
present condition
5. Valuation of Property:
Date of original appraisal..
Appraised value, $
Date of latest appraisal..
Appraiser’s name
.
Address
Appraiser’s name
Year..
Appraised value, Address
.
Present value, $ By whom determined, name .
Last sale price, $ Date. Address
Assessed valuation, $ Amount of taxes, $
Are taxes paid to date? Amount of taxes in default and years, $ ...
Has property been sold for taxes?
Amount of taxes advanced and year, S
Have any insurance advances been made? Amount, S Year .
6. Payment History, Title and Income:
Terms of payment.
If mortgage has been in default state facts relating thereto
Is interest paid to date? If not, give amount in arrears, $ Date
Is there a title policy? If not, what is evidence of title?
Percentage of building rented : Gross income, $ Net income, 8-
7. Prior Liens;
If there are lions except taxes which might have priority over the above-described mortgage, state all facts
relating thereto
8. Describe the present financial condition and business of (1) the present obligor; (2) the owner of the property,
stating estimated net worth of each
The foregoing information is true and complete to the best of my Icnowledge and belief, and is submitted for the
purpose of obtaining a loan from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
President, Vice President, or Cashier
Applicant.
Date
Figtire 1
(See page 16)
SlcOe.
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R. p. C. Form Xi-7
(Revised 8-12-32)
EXHIBIT F (4)—Real Estate Mortgages
List alphabetically and double space between items. Datb
Mortqagor(8)
Guarantor(s)
Character op
Propbrtt
Mortqaqbd
Date
Mort-
gage
Maturity
OF Mort-
gage
Amount op
Mortgage
Int.
Rate
Prior
Liens
Appraised
Value of
Property
Date
OP Ap-
praisal
* List first makers of note or bond and identifv other names os ‘'mortgagors only” or as "guarantors,” etc.
With respect to each of the above mortgage loans there should be submitted a detailed statement of information on R. F. C. Form
L-12 entitled "Mortgage Loan Information.” Additional copies of Exhibit Forms may be obtained from the Loan Agencies of the
Corporation.
s. » •STOMBra noTfli*•mmm IS—ASS EXHIBIT F (4)

nm ESTAgn APPRAISi\L £; SUP^UmmUL EIFORLIATIOH SHSi:T
(Farm and City Proporty;
A copy of this form, in duplicate , should hcoompaigr oaoh mortgage offered as oollateral and
is intended to ouppleoient iuid bo attached to tho oorrespondin^^Fom liortgage
Information sheet supporting Individual real estate mortgages offered as oollatoral*
lo Appraisal Certifioate
I
have inspected the property located at
Vte
standing In the name of and consider
the value to he as follovrat
Land y
Buildings y
Total
Date Appraiser
Appraiser
2* Supplemental information should ha listed co’/ering tho typo of property dosoribod on the
corresponding L~12 shoot, dotailed as follorrst
A. Fam Property
Gonoral Condition of House & liom
Prijicipal Crop
OlVision of Londt
Tillable Acres - Volvo Q
Tijodox? ” *’
Pasture *' “
Timber
__________
" "
'Jaste
Total " "
Doscription of Locality
B» City or Tavm Property
1« Single Besidoneb
IJo* of nooms
How heated
Katorial & Age
Garage
Description of Lcoall*!^
2e Tenement and Apartment
Ho* of Apartuonts
.
Heated by (Ov/nor or Tenant }
Percc:'.tn^ of Eld,.* nov/
occupied
Present Incoos Gro'sa"
-'" ' '
fet C
Description of Locality "
So Business and Ljorcantile
iWa Of S^oros
Ko. of Offices
__________________
Peroontago now OGOupTed
'
'
^
Present ^cooe Gross f
~
~"~lfat 0
Description of Locality
"
Bank
By
;
,
Figure 2
(See page 16)
(OfficlafTitTeT

Home Owners^ Loan Corporation
Forms

HOW AN APPLICATION FOR A LOAN IS HANDLED THROUGH THE
HOME OWNERS* LOAN CORPORATION
(Home Owners’ Loan Corporation)
Figure 3
(See page 41)

Form No. 1 (Revised June 15, 1934)
APPLICATION FOR LOAN
Home Owners’ Loan Act, See. 8. (a) "Whoever makes any attempt, knowing it to be false,
or whoever willfully overvalues any security, for the purpose of influencing in any way the
action of the Home Ownere’ Loan Corporation or the Board or an associationl upon any
application, advance, discount, purchase or repurchase agreement, or loan, under this
Act, or any extension thereof by renewal deferment, or action or othenvise, or tne accept-
ance, release, or substitution of security therefor, shall be punished by a fine of not more
than $5,000, or by imprisonment for not more than two years, or both.
Name of Applicant
Address of Property
(City)
1. The undersigned hereby^
above on terms provided in
’ ^
all statements made in this
property herein described.
(County) / i (State) (Total loan requested)
Home Owners’ Loan Corporatiomfoy a loan in the amount stated
.'Owners’ Loan Act of 1933, and amendment thereto, and represents that
! true, and agrees to furnish si^id corporation witli a first lien on the
said act, if this transaction can 'be consummated
2. LEGAL DESCRIPT^N OP PROPERTY. (Give complete description from deed or other title papers.
Use another sheet if adi^i^lnl space is needed.)
3. Do you live orf'ty premises described above?,- How long...
If not, b^fl^explain ^
Interest at rate of.......
Unpaid from
Name of mortgagee ..
Address
Figure 4
(See page 41
)
To whom do you pay intorost
Address . .
(c) TAXES DUE.
(dj OTHER LIENS OR ASSESSMENTS
State and county for years $
City for years $ V.
TOTAL ENCUMBRANCES. LIENS* ASSESSMENTS AND TAXES $ ..
8. Repnii-fi neoessJiry
9. Have you purchased a furnuee, hot heater, electric refrigerator, plumb(ng fixtures, improve-
ments or repaire, on which there is an unpAi/ balance? If so, list belW the jiames and addresses of
the people from whom yon purchased anj^^ch items, and amount unpaid:
10. Do you own any other Real^
of encumbrances thereoi f
/
T
If so, what U its value? $ State amount
Where located?
Monthly income therefrom $
11. Give kind and apfoi^fit of insurance on the improvements. Fire $ Tornado $ ,
Who holds the policies^...,/ Are premiums paid?.
12. Property i^lj/home of the undersigned, built to ^commodate families.
13. Applicatr; is....- years of age, employed by ..
the pa.st ^...yfyears, earning $ per-mdfith, and is-, married or single. Number of dependents
14. If /pplicant is married or ifas children I, what is the combined
monthly or annual income of familv ./
‘ \/
15. Reasons why applicant is in distress. ..
16. Are present mortgage^willing. or able to oontitiuc cnrrying/ryjcbtedness?.
If not, why?
17. Have you tried to refinance through other channels?
A. Through whom or what companies?
Why unsuccessful?
.
18. Ai[e there any'^u^ments against you?
19. Has foj^mosure beAn threatened or started? ..L
20. Have you been ^sposseased? .... lySj^ on what date?
In whos^name or names is property owned?
21. Does any one else claim an interest in woifr property?...
If so, give names, addresses and cnaracter of their interest.
22 State whether you Imve abstract or title insurance on property. .
23. Have you made any other application for a loan to this corporation, and if .so, with what office and
when ? . .
24. If loan Is made from what source will applicant^seeure funds to make these paynjenhs?
:
t your
2fi. Additional infoi'mation .
ifGiv^ny information which would indicate that ui
f appUtation should be considered)
26. I warrant the foregoipg yformation to be true, request the corfsideyiition qf this application, and
agree to pay any cost actuallunnoyfred for reasonable appraisal. e-Kaminafion./and perffecting of title, survey,
recording, or other ne.cessarjr excuses, in cash or out of loan funds, such work to be done by my agents,
selected by the corporatiouf aii^I agree to execute all neee.ssary papers their itsual foj'm as used by the
Corporation in connecti/u the transaction. This the day o . 193;..,
Application taken 1 Signature of applicant
Mailing address
Telephone .
NOTE
PAPERS TO/feE FURNISHED WITH APPLICATION
TWO PHOTOGRAPHS. (FRONT VIEWS)
EVIDENCE OF OWNERSHIP
(Contract or Deed)
Tax receipts for taxes last paid
APPLICANT MUST NOT USE THIS SPACE
Application Received
Approved Rejected.
REPORT OF APPLICATION ANALYSTS
- First analysis by
;-V
Second analysis in conjunction with character report and confidential information, by
Approved Rejected
Reasons for rejection on either analysis
PRELIMINARY FIELD REVIEW APPRAISERS REPORT
Acting as an appraiser for Home 0,timers’ Loan Corporation and in "Tujcordance with its regulations, I
have actually viewed and examined the within-described property and value'' tlie same as follows; Land,
; improvements, $/
This the.... day of. -. .../
; Total, \
x
Preliminary Appraiser
MANAGER'S WRITTEN REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION
Based upon the atpplication. an appraisal by a preliminary or Field Review Appraiser, the fee appraisal,
oliaracter report and' all other available information, I, the undersigned authorized agent of the Home Owners’
Loan Corporation/ hereby approve the loan as to eligibility and desirability under the regulations of the
corporation an^/nx as the final appraisal of the above-desembed property the sum of $
recommend the l^an for closing, with the following qualifimtions only.
,
and
X
Corporation Appraisal Commi
By .
'•
; An auth member
We, the undersigned, approve the above I’eport of the Corporation appraisal com ttee and recommend a loan
to the herein designated ^pliemt of $ subject to title exaij on and other requirements.
Note: In the smaller offices Where a regularly constituted
corporation appraisal committee is not necessary
the DispWT or Branch office manager or appraiser
may^ and an authorized member when so
desimate^and dej^ized by the State Manager.
y^Chief Appraiser
Chief Counsel
Deputy


HOLC Foito No. 71
STATEMENT OF APPLICANT FOR COMPLIANCE WITH SECTION 4 (1)
OF HOME OWNERS’ LOAN ACT AS AMENDED
Application No.
Name of Applicant
(1) The undersigned applicant^
home property understands that
to a loan unless the mortgage
tary default on June 13, 1933,
carry or refund his present
due to unemployment or to eco
(2) In order to induce
signed against applicant's
default June 13, 1933, as f<
. .he Home Owners’ Loan Corporation fo^J® loan upon applicant’s
xAhe Home Owners’ Loan Act of 1933 as amroded, he is not entitled
'obligation or lien which it is sought to be takei\- up was in involun-
tspect to the indebtedness on said property and that he is unable to
less, or if default occurred after June 13, 1933, that such default was
conditions or misfortune beyond the control of the applicant.
fe Owners’ Loan Corporation to refund the indebtedness of the under-
;he undersigned represents that the indebtedness to be refunded was in
and that said default was involuntary, to wit:
(3) It is ^rthyf represented that said indebtedness co^inues in default and that such default is
involuntary any th^the undersigned did not deliberately causeN^d default and the undersigned has made
all reasonabl^ffo^ to refund said indebtedness but has not beehvable to do so and that he is unable to
carry or refynd Jne same and that the present default is as follow^
't'::
-y
(4) All defaults occurring since June 13, 1933, due to unemployment or econc u; conditions or
misfortunes beyond the control of the applicant and that the full facts as to said cau^ m default since
June 13, 1933, are as follows:
(Title/of ^cer of Corporation c
for Procuring Proper Execution/bf Above:
The applic^t s^uld be advised that any willful is a violation of the Home Owners' Loan
Act as AmendMyQnd is punisHable bj/ fine and imprison^
The applicant should be closely questioned as to when^i^default occurred and the blanks above should
be fully filled in. J /
If the officer of the Corporation or loan closing oto^ as the case may be, is not reasonably satisfied
with the truth of the statements made and subscribed A^lhe applicant, then, before proceeding further the
officers of the Corporation should take the matter ^ mth the mortgagee and others, and investigations
should be made concerning the facts.
The approval provided for in the form should be signed wherever possible by the State or District
Manager. If, however, the application has gone to a loan closing officer, then in such event he may sign the
approval. In any event the approval must be signed by an authorized person before the loan may be closed.
The above form is not necessary in any case in which the home mortgage or other obligation or lien is
held by an institution which is in liquidation.
Figure 5
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HOLC Form #72
CETITIFICATE COFCERNING MORTGAGE HELD BY
INSTITUTION IN LIQUIDATION
Application No.
Mortgagor
,
1934.
V
\//
i,A
The loan grant^ to the above-nan;ed Mortgagor upon the.. Mortgagor ’ s
home property describarQ in/t.he mortgage accepted by the Hom\ OjViers' Loan
Corporation under joie ^-dpervision of the undersigned, was male in exchange for
y /
a mortgage or ^hen'^^obligation or lien on said home property held by an
institutioy^fhi/m is in liquidation, naiaely. \
and thar said institution is in the legal custodyyOf
(Show name and title)
Instructions
;
_
epresegrtative pv “'ingaesale
Department in the .G4^ate
of // /
This certificate mus\j5^yS igned as of the time the loan is fclosed either by
the Special Representativ^-or his Counsel. This certificate must be filled
out, properly--signed and included with the files in the^cace of every loan
made to tak4 up a mortgage held by an institution in liquidation.
If there/is^^ Spec'dal Representative or Counsel Tot Special Representative
avail able^/TO sign tnis certificate, it may be signed by the State Manager
or State Counsel. /
//
Figure 6
(See page 41)

HOlvIE OV/NERS’ LOAN CORPORATION
150 Causeway Street
Boston, Mass.
SUBJECT:
Dear Sir:
The above named has applied to this Corporation
for the refunding of the indebtedness against his home.
We have made a preliminary investigation of the matter,
and it appears that he is one of the class of home owners
this Corporation was created to serve. Before taking f
further action in this matter, it is necessary that we
have your view of the situation.
1. Do you feel that you can continue to carry
this mortgage?
2. If not, will you consent to accept the bonds
of this Corporation in exchange for your
security? (We are enclosing dupli-
cate consent forms for your convenience.)
Indication of your v/illingness to accept the bonds
of the Corporation necessitates that we receive the fol-
lowing information:
1. Mortgage Note: Original Amount: ^Amount Now Due
2. Overdue Interest: Period: ^Amount Due:
3. Amount of Unpaid Taxes: 1930 ^1931 1932
4. If paid by you, please specify?
5. Other items owed^you?
6. Mortgagor's paying record up to January, 1932?
7. Mortgagor’s paying record since January, 1932?
Remarks
:
Figure' 7
(See page 44)
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Form No . 2 Copy
MORTGAGEE’S CONSENT TO TAKE BONDS
To Home Ovvmers’ Loan Corporation:
The undersigned is the holder of a first mortgage
or other obligation, v/hich constitutes a lien on the title
to the home property of
located at
(Number') (Street ) (City) Tstate)
in the sum of $
Being informed that said ovmer has made application
to Home Owners’ Loan Corporation to refund his said in-
debtedness, the undersigned has considered the method of
refunding mortgages provided in Home Ov/ners’ Loan Act of
19S3, as passed, by Congress and approved by the President,
and the undersigned hereby consents, if said refunding can
consummated, to accept in full settlement of the claim of
the undersigned the sum of $ , face value
of the bonds of Home Owners’ Loan Corporation, to be ad-
justed with not exceeding ^50 cash provided in said act,
and thereupon to release all the claim of the undersigned
against said property.
It is understood that you will incur trouble and
expense in connection with your effort to fefund the in-
debtedness of said home ovviier, and this consent is executed
in consideration of the same and shall be binding for a
period of days from date.
This, the dayt of ,193
(Signaturel
U. S. Government Printing
Office: 1933 16-890
Figure 8
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File No..
HOLC Application No..
HOLC Loan No
HOME OWNERS’^OAN CORPORATKW
RECpN^IONING DIVISION \
APPLICATlOIf TO FINANCE RECONDITIONMG
(Before filling out this application theTiotn^wner ia requested to read the pamphlet 'jCmdejU} H^e Reconditioning")
Owner’s Name y. x-
Street Address Telephone
City ^ /... St^e...
The undersigned he/eby to the HOME OWNERS’ LOAKXORPORATION for financing in such
amount as may be approvetf for the purpose of reconditioning the appuh^t’s home property pursuant to the
provisions of the Home Owners’ Loan Act of 1933 and amendments thereor^
Give location and a.ddre^ of property.. i
City y. J.. "^^ate-is.-
Give brief stat^enyof the reconditioning work you expect C«(^Sv«^ne to your home.
Figure 9
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41. I’rclimiiiarN' Appraiser's, remarks.
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
Preliminary Appraiser
51. P'ee Appraiser’s remarks.
52
53
54
55
56
58.
59..
60.,
Fee Appraiser


HOLC
QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Date office opened
2 . Date first loan closed
3 . Applications taken - nninber
- Rvalue
4. Preliminary appraisals completed
5. Mortgagee’s consent to take bonds
6. Fee appraisals completed
7. To legal department for closing
8. Loams closed - number
9. $ volume
10. Bonds authorized - value
11. Taxes paid - t amount
12. Average loan
13. Defaults since closing - number of properties
14. S value of defaults
15. Comments
:
Figu*re 10
(See page 51)
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Date
Mortgage Baiikers Association of America,
111 West V/ashington Street,
Chicago, Illinois.
Gentlemen:
In accordance with your request, and in order to
assist in supplying the Home Owners' Loan Corporation with
the facts as outlined in yo\ir letter of November 26, v/e are
pleased to give you herewith information regarding general
conditions in this territory:
1. OCCUPANCY
a. Percentage of single family homes occupied
b. Percentage of apartments occupied in multiple dwellings
2 . RENTALS
a. Are rents higher or lower than a year ago (give percentage)
1. Single-family units .
2. Multiple dwellings .
3. REAL ESTATE SALES
a. Is there greater or less demand for real estate than
evidenced a year ago?
1. Vacant ,
2. Single-family homes .
3. Multiple dwellings .
4. COLLECTIONS
a. Has there been any improvement in collections during
the past year?
1. Interest .
2. Principal ,
5. AVAILABLE FUNDS
a. Is there any money available for new loans within the
territory in which you operate?
1. Insurance fluids •
2. Private lenders .
3. Other sources .
b. Are there any first mortgage loans for refinancing
available in your territory?
Very truly yours,
Company
Address
NOTE: It is not necessary for you to sign your company's
name if you do not eare to do so.
Figurelll
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Date
Mortgage Bankers Association of America,
111 West Washington Street,
Chicago, Illinois.
Gentlemen:
In accordance with your request, and in order to
assist in supplying the Borne Ovmers* Loan Corporation with
the facts as outlined in your letter of November 26, v/e irre
pleased to give you herev.lth information regarding loans
v/hich are nov; on our books;
1. Total number of loans outstanding on which applications
are pending with the Home Ovmers* Loan Corporation 54
2. Total amount outstanding i: 414.000 .
3. Total number and amount of loans v/herein foreclosure
would result if Home Ovuers’ Loan Corporation re-
financing were not completed;
Number 18 Amount ^164.000
4* Total number and amount wherein, in all probability,
the borrower would be able to carry on; if unable to
secure Home Owners* Loan Corporation financing;
Number 56 Amount (250.000
Very truly yours.
Company
Address
Note; It is not necessary for you to sign your company’s
name if you do not core to do so.
Author’s note; The figures used in this report show the
approximate loan situation in one local
mortgage loan company.
Figure 12
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Federal Housing Administration
Forms
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FEDEDAL
HOUSING
ADMINI5TQATI0N
DEGION5
Figure 13

FHE Form 3
‘Property Owner’s Gredit Statement
To. Date.
Account Number.
(address)
The following information is given for the purpose of obtaining credit under the provisions of the National Housing Act. The approximate
amount of credit required by me (us) for the term of months is estimated not to exceed
Name City of birth.
(please print full name)
.Dollars->-
Send Mail to
$ Residence
|
I Business I I
Address 1 1 Address 1 1
.Date of birth.
Home Address Telephone Number.
(please print) street (apt. no. or care of)
City
I
State Number of years at present address-^-
Salary, commission, or other regular compensation (per year) $
Income from rents, amount (per year) •>! ^
Other income, if any; source
->-l^
Total Income
State amount per year being paid on account of principal and interest on property described herein -V l $
Married Full Name of Number of j
—
or Single Wife or Husband. Dependents
Name of Employer:
Firm or trade style
(please print full name)
Address
STREET
- 1
-
CITY STATE
Kind of business Telephone
Position occupied
(GIVE BADGE OR EMPLOYMENT NUMBER, IF ANY)
Name and title of superior
Number of years with present employer
If in business for self, please state:
Firm or trade style
(PLEASE print)
Address
(please print) STREET
i
CITY STATE
Length of time in present business
Kind of business Telephone
Sole owner or partner,
or title as officer of corporation
Trade references:
Business |
.
1 NAME OF BANK
Checking (
Account [branch
Bank at which personal checking, savings, or thrift account is kept; (If none, state “None”)
(bank) (branch) (acct. no. if any)
Are you making any installment payments to banks, loan companies, installment houses or others: (If
none, please state “None”)
NAME OF BANK, ACCOUNT ORIGINAL BALANCE AMOUNT DUE
COMPANY OR INDIVIDUAL ADDRESS NUMBER AMOUNT IWPAID EACH MONTH
Give details of proposed Alterations, Repairs or Improvements
:
CONTRACTOR OR BUILDING SUPPLY DEALER (iF ARRANGED)
DESCRIBE WORK TO BE DONE! ESTIMATED COST:
(See page 90) Figure 14
State below,
LOCATION OF PRO]
NAME IN WHICH 1
DESCRIPTION OF I
VALUATION: Year it
Amoui
MORTGAGES: Total
Date placed .
details concerning the property upon which the improvements are to be made.
PERTY:
(no.) (street or avenue) (city, county and state)
riTLE APPEARS:
PROPERTY : Single family Multiple family Apartment House Store
Office Building Farm Building Factory Q Warehouse
1 which purchased _ Purchase price 1 ^ 1
It of Fire In.surance..... 1^ 1
of all mortgages 1 ^ 1
(1st mtce.) (2nd mtge.) (3rd mtge.)
When due
Balance unpaid
Annual installments
Date of last instal. payment.
Date of last interest payment
Name of mortgage holder
Address of mortgage holder .
State whether or not
are past due: (If noi
installments and interest on the above mortgages or any other liens or encumbrances
le, please state “None.” If any, please give particulars.)
State whether or not all taxes, assessments, and fire insurance are up-to-date: (Latest receipted tax bill
should be submitted with this application.)
Have you applied for, or received, a loan under the terms of the “National Housing Act”: (If so, give par-
ticulars.)
(name of financial institution, contractor or building supply dealer to whom application was made) (address)
Date of Application Amount applied for $ Was application refused?.
Other real estate: (If none, please state “None.”)
DESCRIPTION AND LOCATION
AMOUNT OF FIRST
MORTGAGE
WHEN DUE
NAME IN WHICH TITLE APPEARS
AMOUNT OF SECOND
MORTGAGE
WHEN DUE
PURCHASE PRICE EQUITY ABOVE
MORTGAGES
Have you any judgments, garnishments or legal proceedings against you? (If so, give particulars.)
Indicate exact manner in which you will
[
Monthly beginning one month from exact day on which loan is made,
make payments, if application is | Monthly on the following date: —
approved. Check (vO plan desired. [ On the following indicated dates:
I (we) authorize you, or any financial institution to which you may desire to offer my (our) note for sale, to obtain such information
as you (they) may require concerning the above statement and agree that it shall remain your (their) property whether or not my (our)
note is finally accepted by you. I certify that if the loan is granted to me (us) or my (our) note purchased, the entire proceeds will be
used exclusively in payment for alterations, repairs or improvements upon the property described above and that no part of such proceeds
will be used for the purchase of movable or detachable equipment excluded under the regulations of the Federal Housing Administration.
I hereby affirm that each of the answers given to the foregoing questions is true and correct.
Signature
Signature of wife or husband.
I
I
I
1
1
i
I

FHE Form—6 (Rev.)
REPORT OF EACH LOAN MADE OR NOTE PURCHASED
To Federal Housing Administration,
Washington, D. C.
The following is a report of a loan made or note purchased by us under the terms of the
Contract of Insurance
:
Maker of Obligation Insurance Contract Number
Address City State
Date of Note
THE NOTE
Final Maturity
Mo. Day Yr. Mo. Day Yr.
Q Payment (or Depo.sit) Monthly
Face Amount of Note
Tntere.st Notp
Payment (or Deposit) Othervdse
Discounted Note Duration Loan Months
Property Owner
BORROWER
Lessee Current Yearly Income $
TYPE OF PROPERTY
O Single Family Dwelling Office Building
Multiple Family Dwelling Store
Apartment House Factory
Farm Building Warehouse
Garage Other Property
The undersigned hereby certifies that the above obligation qualifies for insurance under
the terms of its contract of insurance.
The undersigned hereby agrees that all documents, files and accounts referring to said
note shall be subject to audit by the Federal Housing Administration at all times while the
insurance is in force.
Date of Report
Name of Financial Institution
By
(Authorized Signature)
Official Title
Street Address Only
City County State
Figure 15
(See page 90)

Form FHE 6 (Rev. 12-6-34)
REPORT OF EACH NOTE PAID IN FULL OR SOLD TO ANOTHER INSTITUTION
To Federal Housing Administration
Washington, D. C.
Herewith is report of a note paid in full;
(Maker of obligation) (Insurance contract number)
(Street and number) (City and state)
Date of note - - $
(Month) (Day) (Year) (Face amount of note)
Final maturity Note paid in full
,
193
(Month) (Day) (Year)
Note sold to — - — -
(Name of financial institution) (City and state)
mi With recourse, under an agreement as authorized by Regulation No, 18
mi Without recourse, to an insured institution
HH Without recourse, to an uninsured institution
Date of report
Date note sold
(Month) (Day) (Year)
By
(Name of financial institution)
(Month) (Day) (Year) (Authorized signature)
Official title
(Street and number)
(City) (County) (State)
Only loans actvxdly paid in full or sold to another institution are to be reported on this form
RETAIN DUPLICATE FOR YOUR FILES
(See page 90) Figure 16 U. S. G(3VERNMEHT PRINTING OFFICE;
t93< 16—.1132

Form FHE—5A
REPORT OF NEW OBLIGATION TAKEN TO LIQUIDATE
INSURED NOTE
To Federal Housing Administration,
Washington, D. C. Our Account Number (if any)
;
Herewith is a report on a new obligation taken to liquidate an insured note.
Maker of Note
Address City and State
Face Amount of New Note $
Date of New Note— 193 Final Maturity 193
Face Amount of Old Note $
Date of Note 193 Final Maturity 193
Date of last regular payment made on Old Note 193
Adjusted to meet reduced income of maker ,
Adjusted to meet temporary inability of maker to pay
Adjusted for other reason
The undersigned hereby certifies that the above new note is covered by insurance under the terms
of the insurance contract.
The undersigned hereby agrees that all documents, files and accounts referring to said note shall
be subject to audit by the Federal Housing Administration at all times while the insurance is in force.
Insurance Contract Number
Financial Institution
Address
Date of Report 193 By
OflScial Title.
Above is a facsimile of the form report to he made up on each note taken to liquidate an insured note. The dupli-
cate should be retained by the financial institution and the original forwarded within SO days of the date of the note
to the Federal Housing Administration, Washington, D. C. Furnished free of cost. Order Form FHESa.
Figure 17
(See page 90)

FHE Fobu 7
PROOF OF CLAIM ON DEFAULTED NOTE
Date 193
To Federal Housing Administration,
Washington, D. C. Insurance Contract Number
Under the terms of insurance contract number dated 193..
claim ia hereby made for reimbursement to the undersigned for loss as follows:
Net Unpaid Principal $
Uncollected Earned Interest at 6% per annum $
Uncollected Late Charges $
Uncollected Court Costs incurred $
Attorney’s Fees (if incurred), not exceeding 15% of the
amount collected on the Defaulted Note $
Handling Fee $
Total Claim $
The following information is submitted regarding this claim:
Maker of Note Our Account Number" (if any)
Date of our last written demand upon the maker
Address for payment
City and State— 193
There is attached hereto and made a part of this Claim, the following documents:
1 . Promissory Note or Judgment (if taken) properly assigned.*
2 . Property owner’s credit statement made prior to granting of loan.
3 . Transcript of account, giving complete information as to status of principal,
interest, late charges, authorized fees, etc.
4 . Complete file of letters and other papers referring to this account.
5. Certified copy of lease if maker is lessee and not owner.
6. Statement of services rendered by attorney if claim is made for Attorney’s Fees.
Should maker of note tender any pa3ments thereon to the undersigned subsequent to the filing of
this Claim, it is hereby agreed that such monies will be accepted by the undersigned in trust for the Federal
.
Housing Administration, and will be immediately transmitted to said Administration at Washington, D. C.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
, ,
' Financial Institution
day of 193....
Notary Public
* Following form of assignment must be used:
All right, title, and interest of the undersigned is
hereby aligned to the Federal Housing Adminis-
trator acting on behalf of the United States of
America.
Financial Institution
By
Title
Address
City and State
By._.
Official Title
Figure 18
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FHA SOM
FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION
MORTGAGORS’ APPLICATION FOR LOAN
(To Be Executed in Triplicate)
EXISTING CONSTRUCTION
FORM
Dear Sirs:
The undersigned hereby apply for a loan of dollars ($ ), to be repaid witliin a
period of years, with interest at the rate of percent ( %) per annum on the principal amount
thereof outstanding at any time; such loan to be secured by a first lien on the property described in Exhibit C hereof, to be insured
under the provisions of Title II of the National Housing Act, and to be made upon the following terms and conditions:
(1) The principal amount of the loan shall be completely amortized, and mtcreet ahall be paid, by payments by the undersigned
during the life of such loan of equal monthly installments of $
(2) There shall be added to each such monthly installment,
() one-twelfth (1/12) of the amount of the annual premium charge for insurance under such Title II S
() one-twelfth (1/12) of the aggregate amount of all premiums accruing annually with respect to such policies of fire and
other hazard insurance as may be required for the proper protection of such property (Estimated)... S
(c) one-twelfth (1/12) of the estimated amount of all charges payable and/or accruing annually, against the property
securing the loan, for taxes and for special assessment, if any; .(Estimated) S
Estimated Total Monthly Payment... S
(3)
The instrument or instruments evidencing the obligation of the loan herein applied for and/or creating the lien upon the property offered as
security, shall expressly provide that such portion of each such monthly installment os may be allocable to the taxes, special assessments, and
insurance premiums, referred to in subsections (6) and (c) above, together with such additional sums as may be payable annually in adjust-
ment thereof, shall be set aside and held by you in trust to pay such taxes, special assessments, aud insurance premiums, when due and pay-
able for aud on behalf of the undersigned.
Upon the issuance to you by the Federal Housing Administrator of a commitment to insure the loan hereby applied for and
upon your request within fifteen (15) days thereafter, the undersigned will promptly
—
(1) Execute and deliver to you, upon the standard forms of the Federal Housing Administration approved for the State in which the property offered
as security is located, such instrument or instrument’s as may be required for the creation of a first lien upon such property, together with the
credit instrument to be secured thereby, aud
(2) Pay to you the following:
(o) The amount of the first annual premium charge for such insurance; S
(6) Such portion of the amount of all charges payable and/or accruing, during the year next succeeding the date on which
the loan is made, against the property securing the loan, for taxes and for special assessments, if any, os would have
already been paid had such cliargcs been amortized in equal monthly payments beginning at a date thirteen (13)
months in advance of their final due date; (Estimated)... S
(c) Such portion of the amount of all fire and other hazard insurance premiums accruing annually with respect to the
property securing the loan as would already have been paid had such premiums been amortized in equal monthly
installments beginning at a date thirty-seven (37) months in advance of the expiration date of any such insurance
policies presently in force; or the full amount of any such insurance policies not presently in force, plus one mouthly
installment thereof (Estimated Amount)... S
(d) The amount of actual charges Incurred by you in making this loan, not to exceed the following:
(i) Title search, abstract, attorneys’ opinion, certificate of, and/or policy of title insurance (cross out items
not needed) $
(ii) Appraisal fees S
(ill) Legal costs of preparing papers S
(iv) Recording or filing fees or charges S
(e) An initial service charge of : $
(/) Charge of the Federal Housing Administration for appraisal, etc S
(3) The amounts referred to in subsections (t) and (c) above shall be held by you in trust to apply against payment of taxes, special assessments,
and insurance premiums, respectively, when due and payable for and on behalf of the unaersigned.
The undersigned further agree that in the event this application be rejected by you prior to submission of it to the Federal
Housing Administration, or in the event the loan applied for be rejected os uninsurable by the Federal Housing Administration,
the undersigned will reimburse you for all costs and expenses necessarily incurred by you in your examination of the same and
your appraisal and inspection of the property offered as security for the loan.
In support of this appHcation the undersigned submit the follo\\Tng Exhibits;
Exhibit A; Personal History Statement
Exhibit B: Personal Financial Statements
Exhibit C: Description of Real Estate
all of which are hereby incorporated in and made a part of this application. The undersigned represent that to the best of their
knowledge and belief, the statements, information, and descriptions given in such Exhibits are in all respects true, correct, and
complete.
Signed:
( 1 )
Figure 19
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(Morlgocors)
EXHIBIT A.—PERSONAL HISTORY
A. MORTGAGORS—
1. (a) Name of husband (b) Place of birth (c) Age years
(First) (Middle) (Last)
2. (a) Name of wife (6) Place of birth (c) Age years
(First) (Middle) (Last)
3. (a) Address of mortgagors Telephone No.'of mortgagors
(Street) (City) (State)
B. IF EMPLOYED—
1. Name of employer
2. Address of employer 3. Telephone No. of employer
(Street) (City) (State)
4. Employer’s business 5. Position occupied with employer
6. Name and title of superior 7. Number of years with present employer
C. IF IN BUSINESS FOR SELF—
1. Under what firm or trade name
2. Address -
(Slrecl)
4. How long in business under present name or firm
6. Sole owner, partner, or title as officer of corporation
this date $
8. Trade references (o)
(b)
(c)
9. Bank references
3. Telephone No. (business)
(City) (i^lMo)
years 6. Kind of business
7. Mortgagor’s net worth (or investment) In the business
(Name and address ofrefereDco)
(Name aod address of roferonco)
(Name and address o( reicreDco)
(Name and address of reference)
of
EXHIBIT B.—PERSONAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
{Combined statements of both mortgagors, including contributions by other members of the family)
I. PROPERTY
A. PROPERTY OWNED—
1. Checking accounts S.
(Average balance)
2. Savings accounts $-
(Name of bank)
3. Life insurance policies:
A. ANNUAL INCOME—
1. Salary, pay, or compensation
For the year $..
(Per day) (Per month)
2. Income from business or profession for year..
NAMK or IMSUB&NCB COUPANT AMOONT CASH SUR-
or POUCT EEHDBR
() $ $
( ) $- $
(c) $ $
TotaL $ $
(i) Less loans on policies... $.
(ii) Net value of policies
4. Investments:
(o) Net worth in mortgagors’ business
(6) Investments: Marketable securities S..
6. Real estate:
(o) Property on which this
loan is applied for $
(i) Less amount now
owed $ —
(ii) Net equity $
(6) Other real property $
(i) Less amount now
owed $
(ii) Net equity $
6. Other property:
() Household furniture and fixtures $
() Automobiles $
Mark Modsl and Ysab
7. Total value of all property. $.
3. Income from investments for the year:
(o) Dividends $.
(6) Interest $.
(c) Rents $.
4. Income from other sources, name sources:
(o) $.
(6) $-
(c) $.
6. Total gross income and earnings for the year $.
B. ANNUAL CHARGES AGAINST INCOME—
1. Interest on mortgages on real
property $
2. Interest on other loans, in-
cluding interest on life in-
surance loans $
3. Taxes on real estate $
4. Taxes on personal property... $
5. Taxes on intangibles $
6. Income taxes $
7. Annual premium on life in-
surance $
8. Amount of annual payments for
—
(o) Rent $
(6) Automobiles. $
(c) Household goods $
(d) Other purposes $
(e) Dependents and for ali-
mony $
9. Total charges against income $.
B. AMOUNTS OWED—
1. Amounts due and unpaid on
personal notes for money
C. Net Amount of Earnings Available for Living and
Other Necessary Expenses $.
borrowed $.
2. Personal bills $.
3. Amount due and unpaid on
purchase notes for
—
() Automobiles $.
() Household goods $.
(c) Other purposes $.
4. Total amounts of personal debts S-
C. NET WORTH S.
A. LAND—
(1) The property offered
EXHIBIT C—DESCRIPTION OF REAL ESTATE
3 security is located at:
(Cily)
™ the side of the street, and extends
. Street, and .
If subdivision)
(Stmt QDd address)
(2) The land has a frontage of feet, i
back feet.
(3) The lot is located between
Street, and is described as:
(4) Lot No. .....
,
Block No. ......... in
(Name of oddltlon oi
(5) Distance;
(a) To nearest school (i) To street car or bus line
(c) To public park (d) To neighborhood shopping center
(6) Width ot street (7) i, street graded
(8) Street paved with
(8) Water supply (10) Storm sewer (11) Sanitary sewer
(13) Eleetriclty (U) Telephone
, IMPROVEMENTS—
J JrL
Attach hen
to dated pboto-
Rnpbf (approx-
Imately 3^ x 6*)
showlQg(n(rODt
Tlotv of bouse;
(2) street view
of house vltb
bouses adjoin-
(1) Building; (o) Built, year
«,) Additions, year (e) Budding designed —I r
for families. I I
(2) Number of stories (3) Percentage of space used for purposes other than n
dential
(4) Number and use of rooms:
() Basement
() Ist floor
(c) 2d floor
(d) 3d floor
(c) 4th floor
Indlealo location of lot, and dis-
tance from street comer and location
of alloy, if any.
r
Other material
.
(6) let floor (j) 2d floor
(6) Materials and construction: (a) Foundation
((,) Esterior waliri”""";i;”I“;“'
(d) Roof (e) Interior walls: Plaster
^all board
(6) Floor material: (a) Basement
(d) Other floors
(7) Bathrooms: (a) Number (6) Finish of walls (c) Floors
(8) Eq„ipment:Jo) I. plumbing connected to sewer? To septie tank?
""''('h)' TiTC of'heating system .
(9) Garage: (a) Is garage attached? Detached? Builtin?
Floor (c) Car capacity
..
(10) Condition oi improvements; ((Kee general conditian and elate repaire needed)
- (6) Material: Walls
(d) Are there living quarters in garage?
.
(11) Describe toprovements eonlemplated, if any: (If i„pro,em«d, emhody addi^re^otoaKo^^
C. VALUATIONS—
Price paid S (3) Present combined assessed value ofland and improvements S
(4) Amount of fire insurance earned on improvements S (5) Owner's estimate of value of property: (o) Totals
Improvements $ Occupancy: (a) Owner (h^
D. INCOME AND CARRYING CHARGES- Vacant..
(1) Yearly gross rental: (// rented, elate actual rental. If owner-occupied or vacant, state estimated rental value)
(2) Yearly expenses: {For past year if available; otherwise give estimates)
/l!
® Heat. 5 Ground rental, if lease-
(6) Insurance-... S (e) Light $ hold S
(c) Repairs $ (/) Miscellaneous-.. S, (A) Total yearly exnenses: «
E. TITLE— *
(1) In whose name is title of record .
(2) Is property held in fee simple by mortgagor leasehold estate .
. Address .
T ui . j expiration of ground lease(4) I. block coned
. . for (a) .ingle famUy houaes (J) Multiple family dwellings (e) Scmlcommereial(Yes or No)
(d) Commercial (e) Industrial
(6) Deed restrictions, etc
Annual Advalorem
(1) Real Estate Taxes
(2) Special Assessments..
Taxing Authority
Date of Default
4(1) {Indicate below all morlgagtt and other Hen indebledneea which exiete or hcu existed against this properly since you acquired t()
Nome of Bolder Address of Bolder Date of MortfAge
Present nnpald bel*
ADCoor If dlscberged
Indicate ' ' Paid" emd
give dote
Rate of Inlorat Maturity Date
1
(c) 1
(2) Will there remain, or do you contemplate creating, any secondary liens against this property? {The regvdotions of the Federal
(;es or do)
Housing Administration contemplate insurance of mortgages tn those cases only in which loans not exceeding 80% of the appraised value of the
properly represent the entire mortgage debt.)
APPRAISAL MADE FOR MORTGAGEE
(Mortsogw)
193
Dear Sirs:
The undersi|?ned certifies that, at your request, he carefully examined the foregoing “Mortgagors’ Application for Loan”, and
thoroughly inspected the property described therein on the day of
,
193 ; that he knows of no fact or
circumstance contrary to the statements made by the Mortgagors in their application; that he has no financial interest, either present
or prospective, in the property, loan, or mortgage; that he is not related by blood or marriage to either of the mortgagors; that he is
person^ly acquainted with the mortgagors and knows them to be, or has secured information from responsible sources and believes
them to be, persons of good character and repute in their community; that in his opinion the value of said property is as follows:
A—TOTAL VALUATION $
(1) Distribution of valuation:
() Land $
() Main building - $ -
(c) Outbuildings, landscaping, etc $-
and that said property is adequate security for the contemplated loan.
(Appraiser's slgoaturc)
MORTGAGEE’S APPLICATION FOR INSURANCE
Federal Housing Administrator,
Washington, D. C.
Dear Sir:
The undersigned submits to you herewith the foregoing Mortgagors’ Application for Loan (with certificate of appraisal) and
hereby applies to you for insurance, under the provisions of Title II of the National Housing Act, of the loan therein described,
which loan the undersigned regards as safe and desirable for it, and proposes to make if this application for its insurance be approved
.
Enclosed is a check for an amount computed at the rate of three dollars ($3) per each thousand dollars ($1,000) of the original
principal amount of the loan applied for, such payment to represent reimbursement for all costs and expenses incurred by you in
examining this appheation and inspecting and appraising the property (described in the Mortgagors’ Application for Loan) offered
as security for such loan.
The undersigned hereby expressly agrees in the event the insurance herein applied for be granted by you, to pay to you as
an annual premium a sum equal to percent per annum of the original principal amount of the loan applied ^r, the first
payment to be made simultaneously wth the granting of such insurance and to equal that proportion of the annual premium which
the number of days from the date of the granting of the loan until the due date of the next premium payment bears to the total
number of days in the year in which such insurance is granted; and the next, and each subsequent premium payment, respectively,
to become due and payable on the first day of July in each year thereafter until the mortgagors’ obligation under the loan shall be
satisfied in full; or, if such insurance shall be terminated prior to such satisfaction, until such termination.
The undersigned represents that, to the best of its knowledge and belief, no statement made and no information contained in
such Mortgagors’ Application for Loan and in such certificate of appraisal is in any respect untrue, incorrect, or incomplete; and
agrees that immediately upon the granting by you of the insurance herein applied for, this application and all the terms and con-
ditions subject to which such insurance may bo granted, shall bo and become a contract between the undersigned and you, which
shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of its, and your, successors.
In witness whereof, the undersigned has caused this application to be executed and its corporate seal to be hereto affixed
by its proper officers, thereunto duly authorized, this day of
,
193 .
[Corporate Seal)
Attest:
By:
(Name and title of oSeer)
10—soio
(Nome And title of officer)

fn
M
FHA 800S
FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION
MORTGAGORS’ APPLICATION FOR LOAN
(To Be Executed /n Triplicate)
193
NEW CONSTRUCTION
FORM
Dear Sms:
The undersigned hereby apply for a loan of dollars ($ ), to be repaid within a
period of years, with interest at the rate of percent ( %) per annum on the principal amount
thereof outstanding at any time; such loan to be secured by a first lien on the property described in Exhibit C hereof, to be insured
under the provisions of Title II of the National Housing Act, and to be made upon the following terms and conditions:
(1) The principal amount of the loan shall be completely amortized, and interest shall be paid, by payments by the undersigned
during tne life of such loan of equal monthly installments of - S
(2) There shall be added to each such montlily installment,
(o) one-twelfth (1/12) of the amount of the annual premium charge for insurance under such Title 11 S
(6) one-twelfth (1/12) of tho aggregate amount of all premiums accruing annually with respect to such policies of fire and
other hazard insurance as may be required for the proper protection of such property (Estimated) S
(c) one-twelfth (1/12) of the estimated amount of all charges payable and/or accruing annually, against the property
securing the loan, for taxes and for special assessment, if any; .(Estimated)... S
Estimated Totad MoNTEmr Patmekt... $
(3)
The instrument or instruments evidencing the obligation of the loan herein applied for and/or creating the lien upon the property offered os
security, shall expressly provide that such portion of each such monthly installment as may be allocable to the taxes, special assessments, and
insurance premiums, referred to in subsections (b) and (c) above, together with such additional sums as may be payable annually in adjust-
ment thereof, shall be set aside and held by you in trust to pay such taxes, special assessments, and insurance premiums, when due and pay-
able for and on behalf of the undersigned.
Upon the issuance to you by the Federal Housing Administrator of a commitment to insure the loan hereby applied for and
upon your request within fifteen (15) days thereafter, the undersigned will promptly
—
(1) Execute and deliver to you, upon the standard forms of the Federal Housing Administration approved for the State in which the property offered
as security is located, such instrument or instruments as may be required for the creation of a first lien upon such property, together with the
credit instrument to be secured thereby, and
(2) Pay to you the following:
(a) The amount of the first annual premium charge for such insurance; $
(b) Such portion of the amount of all charges payable and/or accruing, during the year next succeeding the date on which
the loan is made, against the property securing the loan, for taxes and for special assessments, if any, as would have
already been paid bad such charges been amortized in equal monthly payments beginning at a date thirteen (13)
montlu in advance of their final due date; (Estimated)... $
(c) Such portion of the amount of all fire and other hazard insurance premiums accruing annually with respect to the
property securing the loan os would already have been paid had such premiums been amortized in equal monthly
mstallmcnts beginning at a date thirty-seven (37) months in advance of the expiration date of any such insurance
f
toHcics presently in force; or the full amount of any such insurance policies not presently in force, plus one monthly
nstallmeut thereof (Estimated Amount) $.
(d) The amount of actual charges incurred by you in making this loan, not to exceed the following:
(i) Title search, abstract, attorneys’ opinion, certificate of, and/or policy of title insurance (cross out items
not needed) $.
(ii) Appraisal fees $.
(lii) Legal costs of preparing papers $.
(iv) Recording or filing fees or charges : S.
(e) An initial service charge of — S.
(/) Charge of the Federal Housing Administration for appraisal, etc $.
(3) The amounts referred to in subsections (b) and (c) above shall be held by you in trust to apply against payment of taxes, special assessments,
and insurance premiums, respectively, when due and payable for and on behalf of the undersigned.
The undersized further agree that in the event this application be rejected by you prior to submission of it to the Federal
Housing Administration, or in the event tho loan applied for be rejected os uninsurable by the Federal Housing Administration,
the undersized reimburse you for all costs and expenses necessarily incurred by you in your examination of the same and
your appraisal and inspection of the property offered as security for the loan.
In support of this application the undersigned submit the following Exhibits:
Exhibit A: Personal History Statement
Exhibit B: Personal Financial Statements
Exhibit C: Description of Real Estate
all of which are hereby incorporated in and made a part of this application. The undersized represent that to the best of their
knowledge and belief, the statements, information, and descriptions given in such Exhibits are in all respects true, correct, and
complete.
Sized:
(Mortgacon)
(1)
FlRiire 20
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EXHIBIT A.—PERSONAL HISTORY
A. MORTGAGORS—
1. (a) Name of bueband
(Fbvt) (Middle)
2. (a) Name of wife -
(Tint) (Middle)
3. (a) Address of mortgagors
(Street)
B. IF EMPLOYED—
1. Name of employer —
2. Address of employer
(Street)
4. Employer’s busmess —
6. Name and title of superior
C. IF IN BUSINESS FOB SELF—
1. Under what firm or trade name — ..
2. Address
(Street)
4. How long in business under present name or firm
6. Sole owner, partner, or title as officer of corporation
this date $
8. Trade references (a)
(b) ...
(c) -
9. Bank references
(6) Place of birth (e) Age years
(Last)
(6) Place of birth (e) Age years
Telephone No/of mortgagors
(Cltr) (State)
3. Telephone No. of employer
(Cltr) (Ststa)
5. Position occupied with employer
7. Number of years with present employer
3. Telephone No. (business)
(Oltr) (8tat«)
years 5. Kind of business
7. Mortgagor’s net worth (or investment) in the business as of
(Name and addi^ of refenneo)
(Nemo and address of r^orenoe)
(Name and address of ^orenoe)
(Nnmo and address o( relorence)
EXHIBIT B.—PERSONAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(Combined statements of both mortgagors, including contributions by other members of the family)
I. PROPERTY IL INCOME
A. PROPERTY OWNED—
1. Checking accounts - S-
(Aveiacebalanoo)
2. Savings accounts - — $-
^ameolbank)
3. Life insurance policies;
A. ANNUAL INCOME—
1. Salary, pay, or compensation
$ $ For the year $
(Per dar) (Per month)
2. Income from business or profession for year $..
Naus or Insubancs Coiipakt Auount Oasb Sub.
or FOUCT MNDBB
() $ $
() J $
(c) $ $
TotaL $ $
(i) Less loans on policies— $.
(ii) Net value of policies $-
4. Investments:
(a) Net worth in mortgagors’ business $.
(b) Investments: Marketable securities $.
5. Real estate:
(a) Property on which this
loan is applied for— $
(i) Less omount now
owed $- —
(ii) Net equity
(b) Other real property $
(i) Less amount now
owed $
(ii) Net equity - ®—
6. Other property:
(a) Household furniture and fixtures
(b) Automobiles - S—
Maes Model and Yxab
7. Total value of all property t
B. AMOUNTS OWED—
1. Amounts due and unpaid on
personal notes for money
borrowed $
2. Personal bills $ —
3. Amount due and unpaid on
purchase notes for
—
(a) Automobiles $ —
.
(b) Household goods $ —
~
(e) Other purposes $ -
4. Total amounts of personal debts S-
C. NET WORTH $.
3. Income from investments for the year:
(o) Dividends $.
(b) Interest $.
(c) Rents $-
4. Income from other sources, name sources:
(a) $.
(b) $-
(c) J-
5. Total gross income and earnings for the year.... $.
B. ANNUAL CHARGES AGAINST INCOME—
1. Interest on mortgages on real
property $
2. Interest on other loans, in-
cluding interest on life in-
surance loans $
3. Taxes on real estate $
4. Taxes on personal property— $
5. Taxes on intangibles $
6. Income taxes $-
7. Annual premium on life in-
surance $.
8. Amount of annual payments for
—
(a) Rent $
(b) Automobiles. $
(c) Household goods $
(d) Other purposes $
(e) Dependents and for ali-
mony - $
9. Total charges against income $.
C. Net Amount of Earnings Available for Living and
Other Necessary Expenses ... $.
EXHIBIT C.—DESCRIPTION OF REAL ESTATE
A LAND—(1)
Tho property offered as security is located at:
(Stmt Bad Dumbor)
(2)
The land has a frontage of feet, i
(CItr) (CouDty)
. side of the street, and extends back feet.
(3) The lot is located between
(4) Lot No Block No.
.
(6) Distance
—
.
(Street), and (Street), and is described e
(Nome of oddlllon or subdlvloloa)
Attooh bet*
dated pbotc^
joinJog on sides.
(13) Electricity.. (14) Telephone..
B. IMPROVEMENTS—
(1)
The proposed building is designed for families. (2) Number or rooms per family unit
(3) Number of stories ; percentage of space to be occupied for residential use %.
(4) Attach hereto complete plans and specifications as required by the Federal Housing Administration, properly signed and identified as exhibits
and made a part hereof.
C. VALUATIONS—
(1) Date land was acquired Price paid $ (2) Assessed value of land $
(Year)
(3) Owner’s estimate of value of land $ (4) Estimated cost of improvements $
(/neiude rnain buildinQ, outbuUdinns, uxilkt, driveways, grading, ele. Thie shall be Ihe actual proposal, or proposaU, of the contractor, or contractors,
who are to erect, install, and complete the contemplated improvements and shall include cost of architectural services, if any'). .jsm
(6) Building to be sold (6) Occupied by owner (7) Rented
D. ANTICIPATED INCOME—
(1) Proposed sales price (*/ house is to be built for sale) $
(2) Proposed yearly gross rental (if house is to be rented or owner occupied) S
(3) Estimated yearly expenses;
() Taxes S. (d) Heat. $
() Insurance $ (e) Light $
(g) Ground rental, ilK
hold.....
(/) Miscellaneous.... S-.. (A) Total yearly expenses:(c) Repairs., $
(4)
Estimated yearly net income S
E. TITLE—
(1) In whose name is title of record Address
(2) Is property held in fee-simple by mortgagor (3) Yearly ground rent, $
(4) Date of expiration of ground lease (5) Is block zoned for (a) single-family h
(6) Multiple-family dwellings , (c) Semicommercial , (d) Commercial , (s) Industrial
(6) Deed restrictions, road (
Kind of Taxes Taxing Autliority Taxes Assessed Amount .Assc&ted butNot Due Dato Due Amount Due and Unpaid Dato of Default
Annual Advalorem
4G. LIENS—
(1) {Indicate below all mortgages and other lien indebtedness which exists or has existed against this properly sines you acquired it):
Name of Holder Addrees ol Holder Dote of Mortgage Mftturlt; Dele
()
()
(c)
(2) Will there remain, or do you contemplate creating, any secondary liens against this property? (The regulations of the Federal Housing
(Yes or no)
Administration contemplate insurance of mortgages in those cases only in which loans not exceeding 80% of the appraised value of the properly rep-
resent the entire mortgage debt).
APPRAISAL MADE FOR MORTGAGEE
, 193
Dear Sirs:
The undersigned certifies that, at your request, he carefully examined the foregoing “Mortgagors’ Application for Loan”,
and thorouglily inspected the site, plans, and specifications described therein on the day of 193
that he knows of no fact or circumstance contrary to the statements made by the mortgagors in their application; that he has no
financial interest, either present or prospective, in the property, loan, or mortgage; that be is not related by blood or raarriao-e to
either of the mortgagors; that he is personally acquainted \vith the mortgagoi-s and knows them to be, or has secured information
from responsible sources and believes them to be, persons of good character and repute in their community; that in his opinion said
property will have a value on completion of construction as follows:
A—TOTAL VALUATION
(1) DiBtribution of valuation:
(o) Land
(6) Main building, cost estimated by $
(Blgoaiure ofosttmatod *' ^
(c) Outbuildings, landscaping, etc., coat estimated by $.
(SIgoaturo of (BtlmatoV)
and that said property, when completed as described above, will be adequate security for the contemplated loan.
(Approiscr’s signature)
MORTGAGEE’S APPLICATION FOR INSURANCE
Federal Housing Administrator,
Washington, D. C.
Dear Sir:
The undersigned submits to you herewith the foregoing Mortgagors’ Application for Loan (with certificate of appraisal) and
hereby applies, to you for insurance, under the provisions of Title II of the National Housing Act, of the loan therein described,
which loan the undersigned regards os safe and desirable for it, and proposes to make if this application for its insurance be approved.
Enclosed is a check for an amount computed at the rate of three dollars ($3) per each thousand dollars ($1,000) of the original
principal amount of the loan applied for, such payment to represent reimbursement for all costs and expenses incurred by you in
examining this application and inspecting and appraising the property (described in the Mortgagors’ Application for Loan) offered
as security for such loan.
The undei-signed hereby expressly agrees in the event the insurance herein applied for be granted by you, to pay to you as
an annual premium a sum equal to percent per annum of the original principal amount of the loan applied for,, the first
payment to be made simultaneously with the granting of such insurance and to equal that proportion of the annual premium which
the number of days from the date of the granting of the loan until the due date of the next premium payment bears to the total
number of days in the year in which such insurance is granted
;
and the next, and each subsequent premium payment, respectively,
to become due and payable on the first day of July in each year thereafter until the mortgagors’ obligation under the loan shall be
satisfied in full; or, if such insurance shall be terminated prior to such satisfaction, until such termination.
The undersigned represents that, to the best of its knowledge and belief, no statement made and no information contained in
such Mortgagors' Application for Loan and in such certificate of appraisal is in any respect untrue, incorrect or incomplete; and
agrees that immediately upon the granting by you of the insurance herein applied for, this application and all the terms and
conditions subject to which such insurance may be granted, shall be and become a contract between the undersigned and you,
which shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of its, and your, successors.
In witness whereof, the undersigned has caused this application to be executed and its corporate seal to be hereto aflSxed
by its proper officers, thereunto duly authorized, this day of
,
193
(Corporate Seal]
By:
-
(Name and title of officer)
U.I.CeVERRHHT rBIRTIMQ OPflCIl IIM
Attest: ..
(Name and title of officer)


FHA 2001(a)
FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION
MORTGAGORS* APPLICATION FOR LOAN
(To Ue Executed tn Triplicate)
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EXISTING CONSTRUCTION
FORM
WITH SERVICE CHARGE
Dear Sms;
The undersigned hereby apply for a loan of dollars ($. ), to be repaid within a
period of years, with interest at the rate of percent ( %) per annum on the principal amount
thereof outstanding at any time; such loan to be secured by a first lien on the property described in Exhibit C hereof, to be insured
under the provisions of 'Ktle II of the National Housing Act, and to be made upon the following terms and conditions:
(1) The pnocipal amouat of the loan shall be completely amortized, and interest shall be paid, by payments by the undersigned
during tno life of such loan of equal monthly instaUmente of $
(2) There shall be added to each such monthly installment,
() one-twelfth (1/12) of the amount of the annual premium charge for insurance under such Title IT $
() one-twelfth (1/12) of the estimated amount of all charges payable and/or accruing annually, against the property
securing the loan, for taxes and for special assessments, if any; (Elstimated)... S
(c) one-twelfth (1/12) of the aggregate amount of all premiums accruing annually with respect to such policies of 6re and
other hazard insurance as may be required for the proper protection of such property (Estimated)— $
(d) one-twelfth (1/12) of the aggregate amount of annual service charge as per schedule furnished; the monthly install-
ment for the first year bemg. $
Estimated Total Monthly Payment... $ —
(3)
The inetruioent or instruments evidencing the obligation of the loan herein applied for and/or creating the lien upon the property offered as
security, shall e-xprcssly provide that such portion of each such montUy instalment as ma^ be allocable to the taxes, special assessments, and
insurance premiums, referred to in subsections (&) and (c) above, together with such additional sums os may be payable annually in adjust-
ment thereof, shall be set aside and held by you in trust to pay such taxes, special assessments, and insurance premiums, when due and pay-
able for and on behalf of the undersigned.
Upon tbe issuance to you by the Federal Housing Administrator of a commitment to insure the loan hereby applied for and
upon your request within fifteen (15) days thereafter, the imdersigned will promptly
—
(1) Execute and deliver to you, upon the standard forms of the Federal Housing Administration approved for the State in which the property offered
os security is located, such instrument or instruments as may be required for the creation of a first lien upon such property, together with the
credit instrument to be secured thereby, and
(2) Pay to you tbe following:
(a) The amount of the first annual premium charge for such insurance; $
(t>) Such portion of the amount of all charges payable and/or accruing, during the year next succeeding the date on which
the loan is made, against the property securing the loan, for taxes and for special assessments, if any, as would have
already been paid had such charges been amortized in equal monthly payments beginning at a date thirteen (13)
months in advance of their final due date; (Estimated)... $
(c) Such piortion of tbe amount of all fire and other hazard insurance premiums accruing annually with respect to the
property securing tbe loan os would already have been paid had such premiums been amortized in equal monthly
installments beginning at a date thirty-seven (37) months in advance of the expiration date of any such insurance
policies presently in force; or the full amount of any such insurance policies not presently in force, plus one monthly
installment thereof (Estimated Amount)... $
(d) The amount of actual charges incurred by you in making this loan, not to exceed tbe following;
(iii) I«gal costs of preparing papers.
(iv) Recording or filing fees
(e) An initial service charge of
(/) Charge of the Federal Housing Administration for appraisal, etc..
S
. $
S
$
(3) The amounts referred to in subsections (b) and (c) above shall be held by you in trust to apply against payment of taxes, special assessments,
and insurance premiums, respectively, when due and payable for and on behi^ of the undersigned.
The undersigned further agree that in the event this application be rejected by you prior to submission of it to the Federal
Housing Administration, or in the event the loan applied for be rejected as uninsurable by the Federal Housing Administration,
the undersigned will reimburse you for all costs and expenses necessarily incurred by you in your examination of the same and
your appraisal and inspection of the property offered as security for the loan.
In support of this application the undersigned submit the following Exhibits:
Exhibit A: Personal History Statement
Exhibit B: Personal Financial Statements
Exhibit C: Description op Real Estate
all of which are hereby incorporated in and made a part of thia application. The undersigned represent that to Uie best of their
knowledge and belief, the statements, infonnation, and descriptions given in such E^iibits ore in all respects true, correct, and
complete.
Signed;
a)
Figure 21
{See page 90)
(Martgagon)
10—aiOT
2EXHIBIT A.—PERSONAL HISTORY
A. MORTGAGORS—
1. (a) Name of husband-
2. (c) Name of wife..
(6) Place of birth .
(6) Place of birth .
(c) Age years
(c) Age years
3. (a) Address of mortgagors ..
B. IF EMPLOYED—
1. Name of employer
Telephone No. of mortgagors-
2. Address of employer .
4. Employer’s business .
3. Telephone No. of employer .
6. Name and title of superior ..
C. IF IN BUSINESS FOR SELF—
1. Under what firm or trade naj
(State)
6. Position occupied with employer
7. Number of years with present employer .
(Street) (Olty) (State)
4. How long in business under present name or firm years 6. Kind of business
3. Telephone No. (business)..
6. Sole owner, partner, or title e
this date $
8. Trade references (o)
(6)
(c)
9. Bank references
I officer of corporation . 7. Mortgagor’s net worth (or investment) in the business as of
(Nome ood address of reforeoco)
(Nome end oddress of reference)
(Name and address ofrcferecco)
(Name and address of reference)
A. PROPERTY OWNED—
1. Checking accounts....
I. PROPERTY
(Averoco ba]BQoc)
2. Savings accounts —
,
Life insurance policies:
Naue or InstraAMCS CoupatiT OASHSoa*
I^NOSK
(i) Less loans on policies..
(ii) Net value of policies..
4. Investments:
(o) Net worth in mortgagors’ business $..
(b) Investments: Marketable securities $_
. Real estate:
(o) Property on which this
loanisappliedfor
(i) Less amount now
owed
(ii) Net equity .
(6) Other real property $
(i) Less amount now
owed. $
(ii) Net equity
, Other property:
(o) Household furniture and fixtures...
(b) Automobiles -
Mass Model aki
7.
Total value of all property —
B. AMOUNTS OWED—
1.
Amounts due and unpaid on
personal notes for money
borrowed $..
2.
Personal bills..
3.
Amount due and unpaid on
purchase notes for
—
(o) Automobiles $
—
(b) Household goods $
(c) Other purposes..,
4.
Total amounts of personal debts..
C. NET WORTH
II. INCOME
A. ANNUAL INCOME—
1. Salary, pay, or compensation
2. Income from business or profession for year !
3. Income from investments for the year:
(o) Dividends 1
(b) Interest !
(c) Rents !
4.
Income from other sources, name sources:
(c)
6. Total gross income and earnings for the year....
,
ANNUAL CHARGES AGAINST INCOME—
1. Interest on mortgages on real
property $ —
,
2. Interest on other loans, in-
cluding interest on life in-
surance loans
Taxes on real estate
Taxes on personal property
S —
$
Annual premium on life in-
surance $ -
8. Amount of annual payments for
—
(o) Rent $
(b) Automobiles $
(c) Household goods $
(d) Other purposes $
(e) Dependents and for ali-
mony $
9. Total charges against income
, Net Amount of Earnings Available for Living and
Other Necessary Expenses —...
EXHIBIT B.—PERSONAL FINANCUL STATEMENTS
{Combined statementB of both mortgagors, including contributions by other members of the family)
3
EXHIBIT C.—DESCRIPTION OF REAL ESTATE
A. LAND—(1)
The property offered as security ia located at:
(Street and address)
(2) The land has a frontage of feet, i
back feet.
(3) Tbo lot is located between
Street, and is described as:
(4) Lot No , Block No. in ..
(City)
.. side of the street, and extends
(Nome o( addition or sabdlTlslon)
(5) Distance:
() To nearest school (6) To street car or bus line
(c) To public park (d) To neighborhood shopping center
(6) Width of street (7) Is street graded
(8) Street paved with -
(0) Watersupply (10) Storm sewer (11) Sanitary sewer -
(12) Gas (13) Electricity (14) Telephone
. IMPROVEMENTS—
(1) Building: (a) Built, year (6) Additions, year (c) Building designed
for families.
(2) Number of stories (3) Percentage of space used for purposes other than residential
.
(4) Number and use of rooms:
(o) Bosemont
() Ist floor
(c) 2d floor
(d) 3d floor
.
(e) 4th floor ..
(5) Materials and construction: (o) Foundation — (6) Exterior walls
(d) Roof (c) Interior walls: Plaster Wall board .
(6) Floor material: (a) Basement
.
(d) Other floors
. (6) Lst floor.
Other material
.
,
(e) 2d floor
(7) Bathrooms: (o) Number (b) Finish of walls (c) Flo<
(8) Equipment: (a) Is plumbing connected to sewer? To septic tank?
(c) Fuel used
(9) Garage: (a) Is garage attached? Detached? Built-in?
Roof Floor (e) Car capacity
(10) Condition of improvements: (Otve general condition and stale repairs needed)
(6) Type of heating system ..
„ (5) Material: Walls
(d) Are there living quarters in garage? .
(11) Describe iraprovements contemplated, if any: (// improocmenU embody addilione or alterations affecting the slrxtdure or design of the building,
describe below and give estimated cost of improvements, with complete plans and specifications therefor on separate sheets, signed and identified os
exhibits and made a part hereof.)
C. MORTGAGORS’ VALUATIONS—
(1) Date acquired (2) Price paid $ (3) Present combined assessed value of land and Improvements $
(4) Amount of fire insurance carried on improvements $ (5) Owner’s estimate of value of property: (o) Totals
(6) Lands (c) Improvements $ (6) Occupancy: (o) Owner (6) Tenant (c) Vacant
D. INCOME AND CARRYING CHARGES—
(1) Yearly gross rental: {If rented, state actual renlal. If owner-occupied or vacant, state estimated rental vaitte.) - $
(2) Yearly expenses: {For past year if available; otherwise give estimates)
() Taxes $ (d) Heat. S {g) Ground rental, if lease-
() Insurance $ (c) Light $ hold. $
(c) Repairs $ (/) Other expenses.. S (A) Total yearly expenses: S
(3) Estimated yearly net income $
E. TITLE—
(1) In whose name is titlo of record ^ Address
(2) Is property held in fee simple by mortgagor leasehold estate (3) Date of expiration of ground lease
(4) Is block zoned for (o) single family houses (6) Multiple family dwellings (c) Semicommercial
(Yes or no)
(d) Commercial (e) Industrial
(6) Deed restrictions, etc. — ... —
P. TAXES—
Kind of Taxes Taxlcs Authority Amount ofTuee Assessed
Amount Assessed but
Kot Duo Date Due
Amount Duo and
Unpaid DalsolDoCauIt
Annual Ad Valorem
4G. LIENS—
(1) {Indicate below all mortgagee and other lien indebtedneee which exiale or hoe exiated againal this -property airtce you acquired tt.)
Kamo of Holder Address of Holdor Date of Mortgage
Present unpaid bal-
ance or If alschsiged
Indlcste "Paid’’ and
give date
Rato of Interest Metorlly Data
(c)
(2) Will there remain, or do you contemplate creating, any secondary liens against this property? {The regulations of the Federal
(Yes or no)
Housing Adminiatration contemplate insurance of mortgages in those cases only tn which loans not exceeding 80% of the appraised value of the
property represent the entire mortgage debQ
APPRAISAL MADE FOR MORTGAGEE
(Mortgagee)
, 193
Dear Sirs:
The undersigned certifies that, at your request, he carefully examined the foregoing "Mortgagors’ Application for Loan", and
thoroughly inspected the property described therein on the day of , 193 ; thathe knows of no fact or
circumstance contrary to the statements made by the Mortgagors in their application ; that he has no financial interest, either present
or prospective, in the property, loan, or mortgage; that he is not related by blood or marriage to either of the mortgagors; that he is
personally acquainted with the mortgagors and knows them to be, or has secured information from responsible sources and believes
them to bo, persons of good character and repute in their community; that in his opinion the value of said property is as follows:
TOTAL VALUATION
Distribution of valuation:
() Land $
() Main building. S
(c) Outbuildings, landscaping, etc. S
and that said property is adequate security for the contemplated loan.
(Appraiser’s sigsaturo)
MORTGAGEE'S APPLICATION FOR INSURANCE
Federal Housing Administrator,
WdsAin^on, D. C.
Dear Sir:
The undersigned submits to you herewith the foregoing Mortgagors’ Application for Loan (with certificate of appraisal) and
hereby applies to you for insurance, under the provisions of Title'll of the National Housing Act, of the loan therein described,
whichloanthe undersigned regards as safe and desirable for it, and proposes to make if this application for its insurance be approved.
Enclosed is a check for an amount computed at the rate of three dollars ($3) per each thousand dollars ($1,000) of the original
principal amount of the loan applied for, such payment to represent reimbursement for all costs and expenses incurred by you in
examining this application and inspecting and appraising the property (described in the Mortgagors’ Application for Loan) offered
as security for such loan.
The undersigned hereby expressly agrees in the event the insurance herein applied for be granted by you, to pay to you as
an annual premium a sum equal to percent per annum of the original principal amount of the loan applied for, the first
payment to be made simultaneously with the granting of such insurance and to equal that proportion of the annual premium which
the number of days from the date of the granting of the loan until the due date of the next premium payment bears to the total
number of days in the year in which such insurance is granted; and the next, and each subsequent premium payment, respectively,
to become due and payable on the first day of July in each year thereafter imtil the mortgagors’ obligation imder the loan shall be
satisfied in full; or, if such insurance shall be terminated prior to such satisfaction, until such termination.
The undersigned represents that, to the best of ite knowledge and belief, no statement made and no information contained in
such Mortgagors’ Application for Loan and in such certificate of appraisal is in any respect untrue, incorrect, or incomplete; and
agrees that immediately upon the granting by you of the insurance herein applied for, this application and all the terms and con-
ditions subject to which such insurance may be granted, shall be and become a contract between the undersigned and you, which
shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of its, and your, successors.
In witness whereof, the undersigned has caused this application to be executed and its corporate seal to be hereto afifixed
by its proper officers, thereunto duly authorized, this day of , 193
[Corporate Seal]
By:
(Name and title of ofDoer)
Attest:
(Name tmd titlo of officsi)
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FHA 2005(a)
FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION
MORTGAGORS' APPLICATION FOR LOAN
(7o Be Executed in Triplicate)
193
•» NEW CONSTRUCTION
FORM
WITH SERVICE CHARGE
Dear Sms:
period of years, with interest at the rate of percent ( %) pp.r anniim nn the principal amount
thereof outstanding at any time; such loan to be secured by a first lien on the property described in Exhibit G hereof, to be insured
under the provisions of Title II of the National Housing Act, and to be made upon the following terms and conditions:
(1) The principal amount of the loan shall be completely amortized, and interest shall be paid, by payments by the undersigned
during the life of such loan of equal monthly installmente of. ....... $ —
(2) There shall be added to each such monthly installment,
(o) one-twelfth (1/12) of the amount of the annual premium charge for insurance under such Title II S
(6) one-twelfth (1/12) of the estimated amount of all charges payable and/or accruing annually, against the property
securing the loan, for taxes and for special assessment, if any; (Estimated) $
(fi) one-twelfth (1/12) of the aggregate amount of all premiums accruing annually with respect to such policies of fire and
other hazard insurance as may be required for the proper protection of such property (Estimated)... $
(d) one-twelfth (1/12) of the aggregate amount of annual service charge as per schedule furnished; the monthly install-
ment for the first year being - $
Estimated Total Monthly Payment... $
(3)
The instrument or instruments evidencing the obligation of the loan herein applied for and/or creating the lien upon the property offered as
security, shall e^qiressly provide that such portion of each such monthly installment as may be allocable to the taxes, special assessments, and
insurance premiums, referred to in subsections (t) and (c) above, together with such additional sums as may be payable annually in adjust-
ment thereof, shall be set aside and held by you in trust to pay such taxes, special assessments, and insurance premiums, when due and pay-
able for and on behalf of the undersigned.
Upon the issuance to you by the Federal Housing Administrator of a commitment to insure the loan hereby applied for and
upon your request within fifteen (15) days thereafter, the undersigned will promptly
—
(1) Execute and deliver to you, upon the standard forms of the Federal Housing Administration approved for the State in which the property offered
as security is located, such instrument or instruments as may be required for the creation of a first lien upon such property, together with the
credit instrument to be secured thereby, and
(2) Pay to you the following:
(o) The amount of the first annual premium charge for such insurance; S
(b) Such portion of the amount of all charges payable and/or accruing, during the year next succeeding the date on which
the loan is made, against the property securing the loan, for taxes and for special assessments, if any, as would have
already been paid had such charges been amortized in equal monthly payments beginning at a date thirteen (13)
months in advance of their final due date; ... (Estimated) S
(e) Such portion of the amount of all fire and other hazard insurance premiums accruing annually with respect to the
property securing the loan as would already have been paid had such premiums been amortized in equal monthly
instaUments beginning at a date thirty-seven (37) months in advance of the expiration date of any such insurance
policies presently in force
;
or the full amount of any such insurance policies not presently in force, plus one monthly
installment thereof (Estimated Amount)... $.
(d) The amount of actual charges incurred by you in mhking this loan, not to exceed the following:
(i) Title search, abstract, attorneys' opinion, certificate of, and/or policy of title insurance (cross out items
not needed) $.
(e)
(J)
(ii) Appraisal fees
(iii) Legal costs of preparing papers
(iv) Kecording or filing fees or charges
An initial service charge of.
Charge of the Federal Housing Administration for appraisal, etc.
$.
$.
S...
$-
(3) The amounts referred to in subsections (6) and (c) above shall be held by you in trust to apply against payment of taxes, special assessments,
and insurance premiums, respectively, when due and payable for and on behalf of the undersigned.
The undersigned further agree that in the event this application be rejected by you prior to submission of it to the Federal
Housing Administration, or in the event the loan applied for be rejected as uninsurable by the Federal Housing Administration,
the undersigned will reimburse you for all costs and expenses necessarily incurred by you in your examination of the same and
your appraisal and ii^pection of the property offered as security for the loan.
In support of this application the undersigned submit the following Exhibits:
Exhibit A: Personal History Statement
Exhibit B: Personal Financial Statements
Exhibit C; Description of Real Estate
all of which are hereby incorporated in and made a part of this application. The undereigned represent that to the best of their
knowledge and belief, the statements, information, and descriptions given in such Exhibits are in all respects true, correct, and
complete.
Signed:
(Moncacois)
(1)
EXHIBIT A.—PERSONAL HISTORY
A. MORTGAGORS—
1. (o) Name of hueband
2. (o) Name of wife
3. (o) Address of mortgagors .
B. IF EMPLOYED—
1. Name of employer
(6) Place of birth
(6) Place of birth
Telephone No. of mortgagors..
(c) Age years
(c) Age years
2. Address of employer >
4. Employer’s business _
3. Telephone No. of employer
6. Name and title of superior
C. IF IN BUSINESS FOR SELF—
1. Under what firm or trade naze
(8tat«)
6. Position occupied with employer
7. Number of years with present employer .
(Street)
4. How long in business under present name or firm ..
(City) (State)
years 6. Kind of business
3, Telephone No. (business)..
6. Sole owner, partner, o:
this date $
8. Trade references (a) .
(«
Cc) .
9. Bank references
r title as officer of corporation . 7. Mortgagor's net worth (or investment) in the business as of
(Nome and address of reference)
(Name and address of reference)
(Name and address of reference)
d address of reference)
EXHIBIT B.—PERSONAL HNANCIAL STATEMENTS
(Combined statements of both mortgagors, including contributions by other members of the family)
A. PROPERTY OWNED—
1. Checking accounts
2. Savings accounts
3. Life insurance policies:
Nave
I. PROPERTY
(Avantgo balance)
^ame of bank)
r iNSVaAHCE CoyPANT AUOVKT
or PoucT
Oabb 6vb>
^NDIB
s s
$ $
$ ^
(i) Less loans on policies
—
s
(ii) Net value of policies...
4. Investments;
(o) Net worth in mortgagors’ business $
(b) Investments: Marketable securities
6. Real estate:
(o) Property on which this
lean is applied for S...
(i) Less amount now
owed. $—
$.
$.
(li) Net equity .
(6) Other real property $
(i) Less amount now
owed- $.
(ii) Net equity
0. Other property:
(o) Household furniture and fixtures
(b) Automobiles
Marx Model and
7. Total value of all property
B. AMOUNTS OWED—
1. Amounts due and unpaid on
personal notes for money
borrowed — . S
2. Personal bills..
3. Amount due and unpaid on
purchase notes for
—
(o) Automobiles $..
(6) Household goods—
(e) Other purposes
4. Total amounts of personal debts...
n. INCOME
ANNUAL INCOME—
1. Salary, pay, or compensation
$ $ Pot the year...
(Far day) (Per month)
2. Income from business or profession for year
8. Income from investments for the year:
(o) Dividends
(b) Interest
(c) Rents
4. Income from other sources, name sources:
(0) 5
(b) J
(c) S
6. Total gross income and earnings for the year. I
B. ANNUAL CHARGES AGAINST INCOME—
1. Interest on mortgages on real
property $ -
2. Interest on other loans, in-
cluding interest on life in-
surance loans $
3. Taxes on real estate $
4. Taxes on personal property $
5. Taxes on intangibles S
6. Income taxes $
7. Annual premium <
surance
8. Amount of annual payments for
—
(o) Rent $
(b) Automobiles $ -
(c) Household goods — . $ -
(d) Other purposes $
(e) Dependents and for ali-
mony $
9. Total charges against income — i
C. Net Amount of Earnings Available for Living and
Other Necessary Expenses.—..—..
C. NET WORTH,
l»-aiM
3EXHIBIT C.—DESCRIPTION OF REAL ESTATE
A. LAND—
(1)
The property offered as security is located at:
(Street and number) (Olty) (County) (Slate)
(2)
The land has a frontage of — feet, on the side of the street, and extends back feet.
(8) The lot is located between (Street), and (Street), and Is described as—
(4) Lot No.
,
Block No.
,
in
(5) Distance
—
(c) to nearest school
(6) to street car or bus line
(c) to public park
(d) to neighborhood shopping center
(6) Width of street (7) Is street graded
(8) Street paved with
(9) Water (10) Storm sewer
(11) Sanitary sewer (12) Gas
(Name ot addition or subdivision)
Attach bare
dated photo-
eiaph (approx-
fmalely 3' x &*)
sborvlQg street
vlewotsltenlth
{
iroperty ad-
olnlogonaides.
(13) Electricity (14) Telephone.
B. IMPROVEMENTS-’
(1)
The proposed building is designed for families. (2) Number of rooms per family unit .
(3) Number of stories ; percentage of space to be occupied for residential use %.
(4) Attach hereto complete plans and specifications as required by the Federal Housing Administration, properly signed and identified as exhibits
and made a part hereof.
C. MORTGAGORS’ VALUATIONS—
(1) Date land was acquired Price paid $ (2) Assessed value of land S
(Voar)
(3) Owner’s estimate of value of land $ (4) Estimated cost of improvements $
(Include main building, oulbuildings, walks, driveways, grading, etc. This shall be the actual proposal, or proposals, oj the contractor, or contractors,
who are to erect, install, and complete the contemplated improvements and shall include cost of arehUeclUTal services, if any).
(6) BuUding to be sold (6) Proposed sales price (if house is to be built for sale) (7) Occupied by owner (8) Rented
D. ANTICIPATED INCOME—
(1) Estimated yearly gross rental (if hoxtse is to be rented or owner-occupied) S
(2) Estimated yearly expenses:
() Taxes $ (d) Heat^ $ (g) Ground rental, if lease-
() Insurance $ (e) Light $ hold S
(c) Repairs S (J) Other expenses- $ (A) Total yearly expenses:
(3) Estimated yearly net income $
E. TITLE—
(1) In whose name is title of record ... Address
(2) Is property held in fee-simple by mortgagor (3) Yearly ground rent, $
(4) Date of expiration of ground lease (5) la block zoned for (a) single-family houses
(Yes or No)
(6) Multiple-famUy dwellings , (c) Semicommercial—: (d) Commercial , (e) Industrial
(6) Deed restrictions, road easements, etc - -
F. TAXES—
Sind ol Taxes Taxing Authority Taxes Assessed Amount Assessed butNot Due Pate Poo Amount Pne and Unpaid Pate ol Pelault
Annual Ad Valorem
4G. LIENS—
(1) {Indicate below all mortgagee and other lien indebtedness which exists or has existed against this property since you acquired it)
Nome of Bolder Addrw of Bolder Date of Mortga«e
Present nnpeld be).
eoce or If alscbeijed
Indleste "Paid” end
Klre date
Rate of lotenst Maturity Date
r-.
(6)
(c)
(2) Will there remain, or do you contemplate oreatiog, any eecoodary lienfl against this property? {The reguiatior^ of the Federal Housing
(Ym or DO)
Administration contemplate insurance of mortgages in those eases only in which loans not exceeding 80% of the appraised value of the property rep-
resent the entire mortgage debt.)
APPRAISAL MADE FOR MORTGAGEE
Dear Sirs:
The undersigned certifies that, at your request, he carefully examined the foregoing “Mortgagors' Application for lioan”,
and thoroughly inspected the site, plans, and specifications described therein on the day of
,
193 ;
that be knows of no fact or circumstance contrary to the statements made by the mortgagors in their application; that he has no
financial interest, either present or prospective, in the property, loan, or mortgage; that be is not related by blood or marriage to
either of the mortgagors; that he is personally acquainted with the mortgagors and knows them to be, or has secured information
from responsible sources and believes them to be, persons of good character and repute in their community; that in his opinion said
property will have a value on completion of construction as follows:
TOTAL VALUATION S
OistributiOD of valuation:
(o) Land $
(b) Main budding $
(c) Outbuildings, landscaping, etc., $
and that said property, when completed as described above, will be adequate security for the contemplated loan.
(Appraiser’s slgoaturo)
MORTGAGEE’S APPLICATION FOR INSURANCE
Federal Housing Administrator,
Washington, D. C.
Dear Sir:
The undersigned submits to you herewith the foregomg Mortgagors’ Application for Loan (with certificate of appraisal) and
hereby applies to you for insurance, under the provisions of Title II of the National Housing Act, of the loan thorein described,
which loan the undersigned regards as safe and desirable for it, and proposes to make if this application for its insurance be approved.
Enclosed is a check for an amoimt computed at the rate of three dollars ($3) per each thousand dollars ($1,000) of the original ,
principal amount of the loan applied for, such payment to represent reimbursement for all costs and expenses incurred by you in
examining this application and inspecting and appraising the properly (described in the Mortgagors’ Application for Loon) offered
as security for such loan.
The undersigned hereby expressly agrees in the event the insurance herein applied for be granted by you, to pay to you as
an annual premium a sum equal to percent per annum of the original principal amount of the loon applied for, the first
payment to be made simultaneously with the granting of such insurance and to equal that proportion of the annual premium which
the number of days from the date of the granting of the loan imtil the due date of the next premium payment bears to the total
number of days in the year in which such insurance is granted; and the next, and each subsequent premium pa3anent, respectively,
to become due and payable on the first day of July in each year thereafter until the mortgagors’ obligation un(ier the loan shall be
satisfied in full; or, if such insurance shall be terminated prior to such satisfaction, until such termination.
The undersigned represents that, to the best of its knowledge and belief, no statement made and no infoimation contained in
such Mortgagors’ Application for Loan and in such certificate of appraisal is in any respect untrue, incori’ect or incomplete; and
agrees that immediately upon the granting by you of the insurance herein applied for, this application and all the terms and
conditions subject to which such insurance may be granted, shall be and become a contract between the undersigned and you,
which shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of its, and your, successors.
In witness whereof, the undersigned has caused this application to be executed and its corporate seal to be hereto affixed
by its proper officers, thereunto duly authorized, this day of , 193
(Corporate Seal)
By: - —
(NuDSBDd tide ofolllcer)
u.i.sovMNUciiT MUHrms orrici.iii4
Attest:
(Niuno and title of officer)


2013 Federal Housing Administration
INITIAL INFORMATION REQUIRED OF SPONSORS OF LOW-COST
HOUSING PROJECTS
Under Section 207 of the National Housing Act
{To be executed in triplicate)
I. Sponsors:
(a) Full legal title — (&) Address
(c) If a corporation:
1.
Is the corporation already oi^anized? 2. Date of charter
3. Organized or to be organized under laws of what State?
4. Oi^anizcd or to bo organized under State housing law?
5. "V^Tiat is limit of dividends? 6. What restrictions as to rental?
{d) Name of person to whom correspondence should be addressed
(«) Names and addresses of each officer and director of corporation, or proposed corporation
if) Names and addresses of architects and attorneys representing the sponsors
Will all or any part of the fees of either be in stock of the corporation?
If so, state amount
(5) If a public authority, give name and address of secretary (submit copy of law under which organized)
II. Proposed Financial Structure:
(a) Mortgagee or trustee
—
1. Full legal title and address
2. Law under which organized
3. Date of organization 4. Name, title, and address of person to wLom correspondence should
be addressed
(6) Will the mortgagee hold the mortgage as beneficial owner or in trust?
(c) Describe briefly the credit instrument or instruments which the mortgagor proposes to issue upon the security of the
mortgaged property
I. Total principal amount 2. Per centum of interest per annum
3. Maturity or maturities
(d) Will secured notes, bonds, or other obligations of the mortgagor be offered to the public?
(c) Describe briefly the type, method, and amount of the offering
III. Social Data:
(a) Vacant dwellings in neighborhood community (6) Cases of doubling up ..
(c) Families being housed with assistance of social or governmental agencies
(d) Unemployed and families on relief
(e) Population of community, 1910 ; 1920 ; 1930
(/) Number and types of industries, and number of persons, normally employed and employed at present
(g) Average rental in immediate neighborhood
(h) Grade schools, distance of nearest school from the project, total number of seatings, and number actually used
(i) Nearby parks and playgrounds
(j) Time and mode of travel to industrial or business centers
(k) Is there a city or regional planning board or a housing commission?
If so, has the project been submitted to it?
If submitted, has project been approved?
(l) Is there a plan for the development of the community? Does this project conform?
IV. Site (list documents submitted):
State any adverse conditions affecting the site, e. g. ledges of rock, soft ground requiring piling, etc.
V. Architectural Drawings (list documents submitted on separate page):
VI. Management.—State what method of management will be used:
(1 )
Figure 23
(See page 90)
2VII. Cost and Income Statement:
Project nemo
Tenancy type
Project Cost
Land: (Schedule “A”)
Cost ($ sq. ft.) $.—
New utilities, roads, public sidewalks,
sewers, etc. (Schedule “B”) S—
.
Extra foundation, piles, etc
Total Land Cost (S sq. ft.) S....
Landscape Work;
Private walks, top soil, seeding, trees,
etc. (Schedule “C").. S....
Building:
Construction cost, cu. ft.
at S per cu. ft S-—
(Dultdlog cubs roust be calculated on A. I. A. SUodard)
(Schedule “D")
Fees:
Architectural ( %) $
(Including engineering and landscaiiing)
Builder { %) $
Total Cost of Building $....
Carrying Charges During Construction:
Interest $
Taxes $
Insurance S
Other charges (if any) $
(Schedule “E ”)
Total $—
-
Miscellaneous Expense (Schedule “E”):
Organization expenses
Legal fees (not organization expense)
Mortgage registration, tax and recording
fees, property title guarantee, etc
Total Project Cost. $....
Financing
First mortgage loan ( %) $....
Owner’s equity ( %) .
Land $
Cash S
Other equity S
(Schedule ” D ")
Total S—
Land
(Vacant or slum cleoranco, in- or out-lying)
(No. stories) (Apt., row houso, etc.) (Fireproof)
Income and Expense
Earnings (room rentals):
Number rooms
Plus allowable half rooms
Total rooms
((^ P.R.P.M,...) $
Stores (lin. ft ) S
Garages (number ) S
Total income $
Less vacancies (assumed
%) $
Total Operating Revenue $.„
Operating Costs:
Number full rooms
@ $ per annum. $
(Schedule “G”)
Upkeep, landscaped areas. $
Total Operating Costs $
Available for capital and fixed charges
(income loss oper.) $
Annual Fixed Charges:
Interest 1st mortgage
(1st year) $
Mortgage insurance S
Amortization of loan
((^ rate) (1st year). $
Taxes S
Casualty insurance $
Assessments for local im-
provement (if any) $
(Annual installment payisent)
Federal tax (amortiza-
tion and assessments
not deductible) $
Total annual fixed charges $
Surplus $
Dividend on Stock (. %) $
Balance $
Building type
SCHEDULE A
Information concerning land and existing buildings
{List separately all present owners)
Land and Buildings
Parcel or
lots
Present owner When acquired Purchase price 1933 assess-
ment 1933 taxes
Unpaid taxes
and assess-
ment
Existing Buildings
Parcel or
lots
Present owner Type of structure erected 1933 assess-ment 1933 taxes
1933 net
income from
1 I
3SCHEDULE B
Estimated Cost of New Utilities Required
Linear
feet
Description Eatiniated
cost
Tunnels
SCHEDULE C
Cost of Landscape Work
Net Area Total estimated cost, S
Explain bow cost has been estimated. Furnish any detailed estimate made.
SCHEDULE D
Construction Cost
Uait type or special building Cubic feet per
unit
Number of
units Total cubage
If breakdown of cost by trades has been made, it should be submitted. In all cases, submit outline specification, not more
than one page.
SCHEDULE E
Other Charges and Miscellaneous Expenses
(Describe below)
Estimated
cost
SCHEDULE F
Subscriptions to Capital Stock
Name of subscriber Address Amount of
subscription
Nature of sub-
scription
Oand, cash,
services,
materials)
Number and par value of
shares issued or to be issued
to subscriber
Common stock Preferred stock
If more than five parties, submit information on separate sheet.
SCHEDULE G
Estimate of Operating Costs
Water
Fuel
Gas
Electiicity_.
$
j
Janitors.
I Repair and decorating
Upkeep landscaped areas,
I
Management.
$_
j
Social expense $_.
j
Other expense
I
(Explain below)
The undersigned represents, that, to the best of its knowledge and belief, the statements, information, and descriptions herein
contained are in all respects true, correct, and complete.
(Signed)
(Sponsor)
By-
(TJtlo)
4EXPLANATORY NOTES
Concerning Submission of Required Information
This form is designedfor private limited-dividend corporations.
Submission of projects initiated by public agencies will require
some modification of this form; in any event, it is desired that
applications be in the simplest form that ^vill set forth the facts
adequately. Required information may be submitted on appro-
priately designated exhibits where sufficient spaceis not provided
herein.
Sponsors should inform themselves of the policy of the Admin-
istration with reference to low-cost housing as set forth in
Circular No. 3.
I. The Sponsors
Although a mortgage covering a low-cost housing project will
not be insured until final approval of a formal appUcation, the
Administration will discuss a project with the sponsors prior to
the completion of final arrangements with the financial institu-
tion. It may render an informal opinion as to the merits of the
project.
IV. The Site
RiniAL Sites.—Submit plan showing the relation of the site
to the nearest community; a plan of the site itself indicating the
length and direction of the boundary lines, the total area, any
existing buildings and the topography of the ground with con-
tour intervals of not more than 5 feet.
Urban Sites.—
S
ubmit:
. A map of the city showing the location of the project,
public playgroimds, parks, and transportation.
. A map of the immediate neighborhood, including the
site of the project and one tier of blocks on all sides.
This map should show details equivalent to those
shown on insurance maps. Maps of the site must
indicate existing public utilities and street im-
provements.
c. A zone map of the city, if there is one.
V. Architectural Drawings
Present architectural drawings in the simplest form. Elabor-
ate drawings and perspectives are not desired. Ordinarily the
follo\ving drawings will be adequate for preliminaiy submission:
a. A plot plan showing the location of the buildings on
the terrain. Show general dimensions of the
buildings and total area of the property, so that
percentage of coverage may be figured.
b. A first-floor plan and a typical floor plan of all different
units at Ji-inch scale. Show net dimensions of
rooms and designate rooms according to use.
Indicate furniture layout for each typical apartment.
c. An outline cross section sufficient to permit a check of
cubage of the buildings.
d. On plot plan, give a tabulation of the number of each
typical dwelling unit, the number of rooms, the
number of garages, and the number of stores (if
any), a statement of the estimated number of per-
sons to be housed.
e. Outline specification.
VI. Proposed Method of Management
Low-cost housing projects involve questions of management
and social problems which require constant contact with the
tenants. A special organization shoidd be established and the
manager of the project should be, not only a person experienced
in building management, but ho or she should have a broad
social point of view.
VII. Cost and Income Statement
Organization Expense.—Include proper organization ex-
penses. They should bo set forth in full in schedule “E.” No
expenses may bo included, incurred for puiposes other than those
of the present application, nor any carrying charges or book
charges on property of the corporation.
Special Footings.—^Whero special foundation conditions
o.xist, the cost of the footings must be added to the price it is
proposed to pay for the land.
Social Features.—One of the prime considerations in low-
cost housing projects is the creation of a neighborhood entity.
Wliere they do not already exist, social rooms and similar com-
munity facilities should bo provided. If such features are
included in the project, the income from proposed charges
should bo figured on a thoroughly conservative basis. The
cost of and return on these facilities should be calculated sepa-
rately so that it may be apparent how much additional rent
burden will fall on the tenant, on account of their construction
and operation.
Construction Cost.—Include the contractor's public lia-
bility and worlonen’s compensation insurance. State his own
fee or proposed profit as a separate item.
Fees of Architects, Engineers, and Contractors.—It is
the intention of the Administration that arcliitects, engineers,
and others performing professional services be adequately com-
pensated. Large-scale housing projects ordinarily involve fre-
quent repetition of a given unit; thus the cost per unit of
rendering the professional service is measurably reduced. A
statement must bo made of any fees to be taken in stock of
the corporation.
Taxes.—State the method of calculating taxes. Whore a
project is owned by a public body and cannot be taxed, a serv-
ice charge to be paid to the local community may be included.
Legal Fees, etc.—State the contemplated legal fee, cost of
title searches, recording fees, etc. If part or all of legal fees
are taken in stock, the amount should be stated.
Equity.—The equity investment must be adequate to secure
continued interest in the project on the part of those subscrib-
ing. Tho group subscribing to the equity is the responsible
party to whom the mortgagee must look for tho successful
operation and maintenance of the project. Under the National
Industrial Recovery Act, the subscription of workere to equity
is prohibited. For cooperative projects sponsored by groups of
workers, it may be permitted.
Room Rentals.—Number of rooms. Where state housing
lav/s prescribe the method of counting rooms, the applicant may
base the count on such regulations. He must, however, state
how many of these are full rooms and how many half rooms.
Garage Rentals.—Where private garages are contemplated,
state tho method of determining the proper number of garages.
Store Rentals.—Applicants are specifically warned against
exaggerated estimates of tho number of, and tho income to be
derived from, stores forming part of a housing project. Except
under special circumstances, it will be presumed that stores will
depend for their income entirely on the occupants of tho project
and it must bo shown that, assuming a normal relation of local
buying to family income, the store rental is not in excess of 6
percent of what tho occupants may be expected to spend in local
buying.
Percentage of Vacancies.—The proper allowance for vacan-
cies \vi\\ depend on local conditions and the measure in wliich the
proposed project is competitive mth e.xisting housing or housing
immediately contemplated. Precision is desirable in maldng this
allowance, as an exaggerated vacancy allowance reacts on tho
necessaiy rental.
Organization Expenses.—Should be charged to the first 2
years of the operation of the project.
Operating Costs.—State the basis on wliich these are calcu-
lated and furnish evidence that they are reasonable. Any ex-
pense for social activities should be segregated from other
operating expenses.
Reduction of Equity.—Reduction of equity will not be per-
mitted while tho mortgage is iu force, except in cases of permis-
sible sale of the project. The importance of proper depreciation
resen'es is recognized; no statement as to such depreciation is
required. The immediate interest of tho Administration is to
learn in what mamier it is proposed to retire the mortgage
obligation.
Any application wliich contains false or misleading informa-
tion will be rejected. Do not submit information not specified
herein. If it is needed, it will be requested.
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FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned pronuse(s) to pay to
,
or order,
the principal sum of Dollars ($ )
wth interest from the first day of 19
,
at the rate of per centum ( %)
per annum. The said principal and interest shall be payable at the office of
in Washington, D. C., in monthly installments of DoUare
($
, ), cohunencing on the first day of ,19 - and on the first day of each
md^th thereafter until the i)rincipal and interest are fully paid except that the final payment of principal and
interest, if hbt sooner paid, :shall be due md payable on the thirtieth day of June, 19
'
'
II
Jn addition to the foregoing installments the undersigned promise(s) to make monthly payments in
amounts, and to bo applied in the manner, set forth in the Deed of Trust securing this note.
If default be made in t^e payment of any installment under this note, or in any of the covenants or con-
ditions contained in the Deed of Trust of same date herewith, given as security herefor, the entire principal
sum and accrued interest shall at once become due and payable \s'ithout notice at the option of the holder of
this note. Failure to exercise this option shall not constitute a waiver of the right to exercise the same in the
event of any subsequent default.
In the event that any payment shall become overdue for a period in excess of fifteen (15) days, a “late
charge “ of two cents (2jf) for each dollar ($1 ) so overdue may be charged by the holder hereof, for the purpose
of defraying the expense incident to handling the said delinquent payn’.ent.
Presentment, protest, and notice are hereby waived.
Privilege is reserved to pay the debt in whole or in part, including accrued interest, on the first day of any
month prior to maturity.
This is to certify that this is the note described in and secured by the Deed of Trust of even date
herewith to
,
Trustees.
Noiary Public.
. fri rr
%
i
1
k
)
FHA Form No. SlOSb
(With Service Charge)
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Deed of Trust
This Deed of Trust, Mnde this day of
,
in the year nineteen hundred and by and between
part of the first part, and
part of the second part,
Whereas, the said part of the first part justly indebted unto
in the full sum of Dollars (S )
,
money lent and advanced, for which amount the said part of the first part ha signed and delivered
unto the said
h a certain promissory note bearing even date with these presents; and
Whereas, the part of the first part desire to secure the full and punctuid payment of said debt
and interest thereon, as well as any renewals or extensions of said note, and also to secure the reimbursement
to the holder of said note and to the part of the second part or substitute trustee and any purchaser or
purchasers under any sale or sales as provided by this Deed of Trust, for any and all costs and expenses incurred
with respect thereto, including reasonable counsel fees, incurred or paid on account of any litigation at law or
in equity which may arise with respect to tliis Deed of Trust, or to the indebtedness on tho property herein-
after mentioned, or in obtaining possession of the premises after any sale which may be made as hereinafter
provided;
Now, Therefore, This Deed of Trust Witnesseth, that the part of the first part, in consideration
of the premises, and of one dollar in lawful money, do hereby grant and convey unto the part of the
second part in fee simple, the following described premises situate in the District of Columbia, namely:
J
-
-
-
;
•
-u ' I
|B *oq
^
th*6i -
ir*- S*;!'* M *n kM
1
,^
'
'
Figure 25
(See page 90)
To Have and to Hold, the said described promises, unto and to the use of the said part of the
second part, heirs, successors, and assigns in fee simple. And the said part of the first part for
heirs, executors, and administrators, covenant with the said part of the second part, heirs,
successors, and assigns, that seised of said premises in fee, and ha the right to convey the same
in fee simple; that the same are free and clear of all encumbrances, and do hereby bind
and heirs, executors, administratora, and assigns to warrant and forever defend all and singular the
said premises unto the part of the second part, heirs, successors, and assigns, from and against
the claims of all persons whomsoever;
In and Upon the Uses and Trusts, Hereinafter Declared, that is to say:
First.—To permit said part of the first part and assigns, to possess and enjoy said
described premises, and to receive the issues and profits thereof until default be made in the payment of any
manner of indebtedness hereby secured or in the performance of any of the covenants heroin provided;
And upon the full payment of said note and of any extensions or renewals thereof, and the interest thereon,
and all moneys advanced or expended, as herein provided, and all other proper costs, charges, commissions,
half-commissions, and expenses, to release and reconvey in fee unto and at the cost of the said part of the
first part, heirs and assigns, the said described land and premises.
Second.—Upon any default being made in the payment of the said note or of any monthly installment of
principal and interest as therein provided, or in the payment of any of the monthly sums for taxes, special
assessments, mortgage insurance, fire and other hazard insurance, and service charge, all as hereinafter provided,
or upon any default in payment on demand of any money advanced by the holder of said note on account of
any proper cost, charge, commission, or e.xpense in and about the same, or on account of any tax or assessment
or insurance, or expense of litigation, with interest thereon at sLx per centum (6%) per annum from date of
such advance (it being hereby agreed that on default in the payment of any tax or assessment or insurance
premium or any payment on account thereof or in the payment of any of said cost, expense of litigation, as
aforesaid, the holder of said note may pay the same and all sums so advanced with interest as aforesaid, shall
immediately attach as a lien hereunder, and be payable on demand), or upon failure or neglect faithfully and
fully to keep and perform any of the other conditions or covenants herein provided; then upon any and every
such default being so made as aforesaid, the said part of the second part, or the trustee acting in
the execution of this trust, shall have power and it shall be duty thereafter to sell, and in case
of any default of any purchaser to resell, at public auction, for cash, in one parcel at such time and place,
and after such previous public advertisement as the part of the second part, or the trustee acting in
the execution of this trust, shall deem advantageous and proper; and to convey the same in fee simple, upon
compliance with the terms of sale, to, and at the cost of, the purchaser or purchasers thereof, who shall not be
required to see to the application of the purchase money; and shall apply the proceeds of said sale or sales:
Firstly, to pay all proper costs, charges, and expenses, including all attorneys’ and other fees, and costs
herein provided for, and all moneys advanced for costs or expenses, or expense of litigation as aforesaid, or taxes
or assessments, or insurance with interest thereon as aforesaid, and all taxes, general and special, and assess-
ments, due upon said land and premises at time of sale; Secondly, to retain as compensation a commission
of one per centum (1%) on the gross amount of the said sale or sales; Thirdly, to pay whatever may
then remain unpaid of the principal of the said note whether the same shall be due or not, and the interest
thereon to date of payment, it being agreed that said note shall, upon such sale being made before the maturity
of said note, be and become immediately due and payable, at the election of the holder thereof; and. Lastly,
to pay the remainder of said proceeds, if any, to said part of the first part, or assigns, upon the delivery of and
surrender to the purchaser, his, her, or their heirs or assigns, of possession of the premises as aforesaid sold and
conveyed, less the expense, if any, of obtaining possession.
And it is further agreed that if the said property shall be advertised for sale as herein provided and not
sold, the trustee or trustees acting shall be entitled to a reasonable commission, not exceeding one-half (k$)
the commission above prodded, to be computed on the amount of principal then unpaid.
And the said part of the first part, for
,
heirs, executors, administrators and
assigns, in order more fully to protect the security of this Deed of Trust, do hereby covenant and agree
as follows
:
1. That, together mth and in addition to the monthly payments of principal and interest payable under
the terms of the note secured hereby, he will pay to the holder of the said note, on the first day of each month
until the said note is fully paid, the following sums:
() If this Deed of Trust and the said note secured hereby are insured under the provisions of the National
Housing Act and so long as they continue to be so insured, one-twelfth (Ka) of
per centum ( %) of the original principal amount of the said note for the purpose of putting the
holder of [such note in funds mth which to discharge the said holder’s obligation to the Federal
Housing Administrator for mortgage insurance premiums pursuant to the provisions of Title II
of the National Housing Act and regulations thereunder;
() A sum equal to one-twelfth (Ka) of one-half of one per centum (K%) of the amount of principal then
remaining unpaid under the said note as a service charge, which sum is more particularly to cover
the expenses of handling the monthly payments on account of taxes, assessments, and fire and other
hazard insurance hereinafter provided for, and to cover the other servicing costs in connection with
this Deed of Trust and the note secured hereby;
(c) An installment of the taxes and special assessments levied or to be levied against the premises covered
by this Deed of Trust; and an installment of the premium or premiums that will become duo and pay-
able to renew the insurance on the premises covered hereby against loss by fire or such other hazard
os may reasonably be required by the holder of said note in amounts and in a company or com-
panies satisfactory to such holder. Such installments shall be equal respectively to the estimated
premium or premiums for such insurance, and taxes and assessments next due (as estimated by the
holder of said note) less all installments already paid therefor, divided by the number of months
that are to elapse before one month prior to the date when such premium or premiums and taxes
and assessments ^vill become due. The said holder of said note shall hold such monthly payments
in trust to pay such premium or premiums and taxes and special assessments when duo.
(d) All payments mentioned in the three preceding subsections of this paragraph and all payments to
be made 'under the note secured hereby shall be added together and the aggregate amount thereof
shall be paid by the party of the first part each month in a single payment to be allocated by the
holder of the note secured hereby to the following items in the order set forth:
(i) premium charges under the contract of insurance with the Federal Housing Administrator •
(ii) service charge as set forth in subsection (6) above;
”
’
(in) taxes, special assessments, fire and other hazard insurance premiums;
(iv) amortization of the principal of the note secured hereby; and
(v) interest on said note.
Any deficiency in the amount of any such aggregate monthly payment shall, unless made good
by the party of the first part prior to the due date of the next such payment, constitute an event
of default under this Deed of Trust.
2. If the total of the payments madefy the part of the first part under (c) of paragraph (1) preceding
shall exceed the amount of payments actually made by the liolder of the note secured hereby for taxes or assess-
ments or insurance premiums, as the case may be, such excess shall be credited by such holder on subsequent
payments of the same nature to be made by the part of the first part. If, however, the montlily payments
made by the part of the first part under (c) of paragraph (1) preceding shall not bo sufficient to pay taxes
and assessments, and insurance premiums, as the case may be, when the same shall become due and payable'
then the part of the first part shall pay to the holder of said note any amount necessary to make up the
deficiency, on or before the date when payment of such taxes, assessments, or insurance premiums shall be
due. If at any time the part of the first part shall tender to the holder of said note, in accordance* with
the provisions thereof, full payment of the entire indebtedness represented thereby, the said holder shall in
computing the amount of such indebtedness, credit to the account of the part of the first part all pay-
ments made under the provisions of (a) of paragraph (1) hereof since the next preceding 1st day of June and
any balance remaining in the funds accumulated under the provisions of (c) of paragraph (1) hereof. If there
shall be a default under any of the provisions of tliis Deed of Trust resulting in a public sale by the trustee or
trustees of the premises covered hereby, the holder of the note secured hereby shall be and hereby is authorized
and empowered to apply, at the time of the commencement of such proceedings, the balance then remaining'in
the funds accumulated under (c) of paragraph (1) preceding, as a credit against the amount of principal then
remaining unpaid under said note and shall properly adjust any payments which shall have been made under
(a) of paragraph (1).
3. That he will pay aU taxes, assessments, water rates, and other governmental or municipal charges
fines, or impositions, for wliich pro\dsion has not been made hereinbefore, and in default thereof the holder of
the note secured hereby may pay the same; and that he will promptly deliver the official receipts therefor
to the said holder.
4. That if the premises covered hereby, or any part thereof, shall be damaged by fire or other hazard
against wliich insurance is held as hereinbefore provided, the amounts paid by any insurance company by
reason of such damage, in pursuance of the contract of insurance, to the extent of the indebtedness upon the
note secui-ed hereby remaining unpaid, are hereby assigned by the part of tlie first part to the holder of
said note and shall be paid forthwith on the last maturing installments of such indebtedness.
5. That he will keep the said premises in as good order and condition as they are now and will not
commit or permit any waste of the said premises, reasonable wear and tear excepted.
6. That if the premises, or any part thereof, be condemned under any power of eminent domain, or
acquired for a public use, the damages, proceeds, and the consideration for such acquisition, to the e.x'tcnt
of the full amount of indebtedness upon this Deed of Trust and the note secured hereby remaining unpaid,
are hereby assigned by the part of the first part to the holder of said note and shall be paid forthwith to
said holder to be applied by it on account of the last maturing installments of such indebtedness.
Notice of the e.xercise of any option granted herein to the holder of the note secured hereby, or in said note
is not required to be given, the part of the first part hereby waiving any such notice.
In witness whereof, the said part of the first part ha hereunto set hand and seal
on the day and year first hereinbefore written.
[seal]
Signed, sealed, and delivered in the presence of
[seal]
District of Columbia, to wit:
,
a Notary Public, in and for the District of
Columbia, do hereby certify that
the grantor in, and who personally well known to me to be the person who executed the aforegoing
and annexed Deed, bearing date
,
A. D. 19
,
personally
appeared before me in the said District and acknowledged the said Deed to be
act and deed.
GIVEN under my hand and seal this day of A. D. 19
Notary Public, D. C.
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